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1975 Preface 

This book was written witb two ihoughts in mind. Aa an 
Anglophone Quebecer, 1 was cunoua ta know about and to un- 
derstand the situation of Francophones living outaide of and 
aome distance from Quebec. As a sociologiat, I was interested 
in the way in which people, in the course of their daiiy lives, 
cope with social movements that are national in scope and have 
considerable hiabrical depth. 1 believe that the concrete man- 
iîestations of French-English relations are to be found at the 
local level where people interact in the neighbourhood, in the 
church and paris'h, in the schools, and in political institutions 
in terms of their membership in one or the other category. 
Thia is a case study of one community. It is my hope that the 
paradigm proposed for the analysis of community conflict will 
stimulate comparative studies to complete the picture. 

1 have placed considerable weight on the ways in which 
people at t h e  local level organize to deal with conflicts that are 
programmed for continuation. In doing 00, I have streased tbe 
processes that lead to an institutionalization or a regulation of  
conflicts. 1 would ask the reader to keep in mind that in the 
long nin the regulation of a confiid between a dominant and 
aubordinate party is to the advantage of the former. To remain 
intact or to gmw, a minority party must constantly Challenge 
the mechanisms that regdate conflict and presewe the peace. 

J.D. J. 
Montreal, April 1975 



Preface 

This second edition of the Tecumseh study appears twenty- 
three years aRer the original research and twelve years after 
its publication. In the meantime, language as a symbol of the 
relations between Quebec and Canada and French and English 
speakers throughout Canada has remained paramount in 
Canadian life. La~gely because of the federal pan-Canadian 
policy on French/English bilingualism, the question has re- 
volved around the "official language minoritiesn - 
Francophones outside of Quebec and Anglophones in Quebec. 

In response, since 1975 several hundred monographs and 
articles have appeared extending the issues raised in the 1964- 
66 Tecumseh research. To name but a few, the reader will find 
that the following complement this publication: in 1977 sev- 
eral papers given a t  a conference sponsored by the Canada 
Council on "The Individual, Language and Society" were pub- 
lished under the  editorship of W.H. Coons et  al; Danielle 
Juteau and Jean Lapointe have reported extensively on re- 
search conducted in the Ottawa Valley and Northern Ontario 
(e.g., see Juteau-Lee and Lapointe: 1978); and Sheda McLeod- 
Arnopoulos' Voices frorn French Ontario (1982) provides an 
excellent overview of the question in Ontario. Caldwell and 
Waddell's The English o f  Quebec (1982) and Rudin's The 
Forgotten Quebecers (1985) wdl give the reader insight into the 
history and problems of Anglophones in Quebec. 

The two issues upon which the Tecumseh study fonised 
- French-English and Protestant-Catholic relations - have 
again surfaced in public debate in Ontario. In the summer of 
1984 William Davis, then Premier of Ontario, announced the 
extension of full-funding to separate schools for grades eleven 
through thirteen. This action becarne a major issue in the 
provincial eiections of 1985. A few months later, in November 
1986, the newly constituted Ontario legislature under Premier 
David Peterson passed Bill 8 extending French language ser- 
vices in the province. Bill 8 became a major issue in the 1987 
elections. 

Thus does a second edition of Community & Conflict pro- 
vide background to the current shape of the debate, a back- 
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ground which gives the reader a sense of how these issues af- 
fect the  everyday life of people in t o w s  and villages across the 
country. There is another reason. The community studies tra- 
dition has been sadly neglected, with notable exceptions, in 
Canadian sociology (it has continued to be reasonably strong in 
anthropology) perhaps because of an assumed eclipse of small 
town life as  a consequence of urbanization and centralization. 
This is in spite of the  fact that movernent into metropolitan 
centres haa stabilized and that one-fiRh of the population re- 
side in centres under 10,000 - centres wbich have exhibited 
growth into the  eighties (Hodge & Qadeer, 1984). It is in these 
small centres t h a t  close to aix million people live out their  daily 
lives partly structured by the local situation and partly by re- 
gional and national events. 

On t h e  question of the  linkages between local, reponal  
and national s y s h m s ,  the reader is invited ta examine a cri- 
tique of the  Tecumseh study by Alex Stewart  published in 
Canadian Ethnic Studies (1980). Among the  several interest- 
ing and valid points regarding my iriterpretation of the data, 
he questioned the suitability of applying a model derived from 
the  societal level (Le., the  elite accommodation model of 
French-English relations) to  t h e  local or community ievel of 
interaction. T Q  response, a position to  which 1 still hold, was 
to note that the  basic question in community studies must be 
directed toward specific local articulations with particular con- 
figurations of economic, political-legal and ideological elemenb 
underlying the social life of particular societies a t  particular 
times. This allows for local variations and rhythms on a 
"national" theme while avoiding the error that locale is some- 
how independent of the society of which it is a part.  

The people of Tecumseh did not invent the cakgones of 
French Catholic, English Catholic, or English Protestant as 
used in this study, nor did they wholly invent the social mean- 
ings inherent in these categories. The categories and their 
shifting meanings were a part of the  population's political and 
ideological heritage, a part which they molded t o  yield an un- 
derstanding of local and national events. The materials which 
they used to  so structure their lives was a combination of local, 
provincial and national experience through time. 



In the preparation of this second edition there was a 
temptation to rewrite the entire text. However, to  have done 
so would have required new research. This is a revision. The 
original data has neither been changed nor extended. 
Corrections have been made and, where appropriate, 1981 
census data was added. Zn the main, the  picture presented is 
that of Tecumseh in 1966 and 1973. The most difficult editing 
task was to remove the sexist bias from the original study. I t  
has been removed from the text, but insofar as it was built into 
the analysis of the 1964-66 sample, the picture as derived from 
these data remains that of male life in the community. 

J.D.J. 
Montreal, December 1, 1987 
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To the people of Tecumseh 

Ceux qui vivent ce sont ceux qui luttent. 
Ceux dont l'âpres destin remplit l'âme et le coeur ... 

Victor Hugo 
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Chapter One 

Conflict and Harmony 

Perspectives 

It  is not a sin against science to admit that  there are a wide 
variety of perspectives on a n y  issue and that complete objec- 
tivity is vidually impossible. Experiences are never perceived 
in their raw state either by the participants or by observers. 
Everyone tends to interpret events through previous concepts 
and experiences. Conceptualization is 8 process of generaliza- 
tion and selection (McKinney, 1966, p. 9). Selection is the key 
word. Experience i s  ordered through a selection of thase as- 
pects which have meaning in relation to our cultural heritage, 
social position, personal history. and immediate objectives. 
This could be taken a step further with the statement that the 
range of available perspectives or selection devices is a function 
of the historical period in which the investigator lives. A given 
perspective highlights certain aspects of what we experience, 
but neglects or ignores others. The perspective tha t  one as- 
eumes will, therefore, generate different questions and, ulti- 
mately, different answers about reality. Basically, there are 
two major conceptions of "community." Robert Nisbet in The 
Quest for Community is concenied with primary relationships. 
This involvea concepts of "integrstion, status, mernbership, hi- 
erarchy, symbol, n o m ,  identification, group" which are related 
to the notion of Qemeinschaft-like relationships (Nisbet 1953, 
pp. 23, 49). These are relationships "of concord based upon 
bonds of blood (kinship), place (neighbourhood), or mind 
(friendship)" (McKinney 1966, p. f 03). The second conception 
of community emphasizes place or locality. This perspective 
views settlements, towns, villages or cities as communities. In 
the latter case we are refen-ing to  "the comrnunity" as a place, 
in contrast with the former case in which "community" is seen 
as a particular type of interaction (Bernard 1973, pp. 3-5). As 
might be expected, the  definition of "community" becomes a 
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cornponent in definitions of "the community," but the emphasis 
is on concord, cohesiveness and order. One can see, then, how 
easily conflict, disorganization, disintegration and disharmony 
become antithetical t o  "the community." 

In  this study, 1 shall deal with "the communityn as a lo- 
cality, and take conflict to be a form of hurnan interaction tha t  
exists side by side with harmonious interaction. To be sure, 
conflict rnay well contribute to the disintegration of certain ex- 
isting relationships within the community. On the other band, 
it may contnbute to the  strengthening of certain relationships 
while weakening others, or i t  may contribute to the building of 
new relationships while breaking down a particular status quo. 

I n  dealing with French-English relationshjps a t  the local 
level 1 am admitting tha t  locality-based relationships continue 
to be of social significance and  an important focus of study. 
This is stated in spite of my awareness that the  autonomy and 
independence of the community is declining. I t  will therefore 
be necessary t o  take the current trends from community t o  so- 
ciety, from autonomy to dependence, and from independence to  
interdependence into account. However, conflicts of the type 
considered in t h i s  study focus on concrete issues a t  the local 
level. The question is, therefore, where and by whom are the 
decisions affecting the outcornes of such issues made. With the 
growing participation of regional, provincial and federal deci- 
sion-making machinery in local matters, the  likelihood of local 
issues being settled solely within the community is extrernely 
low . 

The concepts of vertical and horizontal patterns of orga- 
nization will provide a useful means of dealing with this prob- 
lem. A community's vertical pattern has been defined as "the 
structural and functional relations of its various social units 
and sub-systems to extra-community systerns" (Warren 1963, 
p. 161). Horizontal patterns a re  The structural and functional 
relations of [the community'sl various social units and sub- 
systems to  each other" (Warren 1963, p. 162). For example an 
issue over language in a local school may be mediated within 
the horizontal pattern drawing only a local parents' association 
and school board i n to  play or i t  may move into the vertical 
pattern bringing the provincial Deparkment of Education into 
the picture. 
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We have now established that  our inquiry will be based 
upon a particular perspective. That perspective will be one 
which views communities as locally based interaction systems; 
focuses on conflict as one form of interaction; and considers the 
regional, provincial and national ties between external and 
intemal systems. Now we may proceed with a short descrip- 
tion of what is meant by conflict, whether i t  occurs on the per- 
sonal or group level, and what the conflict is over. 

Conflict 

Who is in Conflict with Whom? 

In studies of conflict, it is very important to specify the units of 
analysis.  In any social set t ing one may examine conflict be- 
tween individuals (interpersonal conflict), conflict among jndi- 
viduals in groups (intragroup conflict), or conflict between 
groups as groups (intergroup conflict). Each type callç for dif- 
ferent data and different analytical bols.  Unfortunately, i t  is 
al1 too common for generalizations about intergroup conflict to  
be made frorn propositions derived from interpersonal and jn- 
tragroup conflict. Although people involved in conflicts do act 
both as individuals and as members of a group, this does not 
mean that intergroup behaviour can be explained as a case of 
in terpersonal o r  intragroup con flict. 

In  this study, 1 shall adopt a social realist orientation and 
at tempt t o  look a t  events as instances of intergroup or social 
conflict.1 T h e  task, therefore, will be to examine the collective 
base from which conflicts arise. The struggle of Franco- 
Ontarians t o  gain status in a world dominated by Anglophones 
and to extend the use of their language in a n  officially declared 
bilingual setting will be looked a t  not as  the result of disgnin- 
tled malcontents or hot-heads, but as the result of a struggle 

1. Social roalism holds that ontitios likc fimups, institutions, clcrncnts o f  
social atnicture, etc., arc othor than or  abovc and boyond tho individuals . 
acting thom out (Gould and Xolb 1964, p. 665). Tho point is, both tho 
'pcrson" of individual paychology and the "groupn of sociology ara 
abstractions; ncithcr arc concrcto ontitios. Howovor, 'th0 group i s  
undorstandabIo and axplicnblo ... in t o m s  of distinctly social procosses and 
factors, not by rofcrcnco to individual psychology" (Waminor 1956, p. 
550). 
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for status and identification emerging from their particular 
positions and roles in the social system. 

The word "group" is commonly used to  refer to just about a n y  
collection of people or things, Families are called groups, but 
so is a crowd gathered around a fire down the street. The five 
or six ten-year-olds who regularly play together are called a 
group, but so is the morning school assembly. Clearly, these 
are not identical phenomena; tbere should be either a different 
term for each or, perhaps, one should speak of different types 
of groups. To deal adequately with jntergroup conflict, the 
tenn "group" must be def ned more precisely than its everyday 
usage. 

The collection of people gathered a t  a bus stop with 
nothing in common bu t  their presence on the same spot  a t  the 
same time would best be referred to as an aggregate. An ag- 
gregate is simply a collection of people with no relationships 
obtaining among them and with no shared property of social 
significance. A statistical category is also another kind of col- 
lection of people without relationships among the members. 
There is, however, a specified property held in common. 
Census categories like "ethnic orjgin," "mother tongue," "sex" 
and so on, are statistical categories. For example, an exami- 
nation of the 1971 Census figures for Cornwall would indicate 
t h a t  tbe re  were 18,165 people whose mother tongue was 
French. Unless one had gathered additional evidence, there is 
nothing in the census itself to permit one to  assume that this 
collection of people is anything but a statistical category. Al1 
that is known is that each of these people learned French first 
and still understands the language. Tha t  is the definition of 
"rnother tongue" (Census 1972, p. 26). 

Continuing with the above example, a rudimentary 
knowledge of Canadian history would suggest the hy pothesis 
tha t  there may well be some level of relationship among the 
18,165 people in Cornwall whose rnother tongue is French. 
One would not be far wrong in assuming that, a t  a mjnimum, 
there is a vague sense of membership or identity and a mini- 
mum capacity for collective action. If this were the case, then 
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the collection would more appropriately be labelled a social 
category. Occupational groupings, social classes, and age 
groupings are  frequently social categories. However, not al1 
statistical categories are social categories, nor does it follow 
tha t statistical categories can becorne social ca tegones. 

A fully developed collectivity would be the  final step 
along the path of increasing identification and level of interac- 
tion. The presence of a collectivity implies: 

(1) a distinctive culture; (2) tests  or criteria of 
membetship; (3) a set  of constitutive n o m s  regu- 
lating social relations both within the collectivity 
and with outsiders; (4) an awareness of distinct 
identity by both members and nonmembers; (5) 
obligations of soiidarity; ... and ( 6 )  a high capacity 
for continued action by the collectivity on behalf of 
its members or of itself as a unit .  

Williams 1964, p.18) 

At  a minimum, therefore, inMrgroup conflid would require two 
or more social categones. Xndeed as we shall see, conflict, by 
promoting ingmup solidarity, can stimulate a collection of peo- 
ple t o  increase their interaction and identify with each other t o  
the point where they move from the level of social category t o  
collectivity. 

Before we can discuss intergroup confïict, it is rieceçsary 
to  demonstrate empirically that the categories of people about 
which this study is concerned are more than mere aggregates 
or statistical categories. IL will also be necessary to  demon- 
strate that  there is interaction among them as social categories 
or conflict parties. 

Social conflict is, aker  all, a fonn of interaction that re- 
quires the parties t o  be in communication with each otber. 
Conflict requires community (Dahrendorf 1959, p. 225). This 
may appear to  be a paradox, but only if it is assumed that  
hamony is a necessary property of comrnunities. 
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Confltct Ouer What? 

To state  the  obvious, conflicts take place over something. 
Tncompatible values, andior position and resource scarcity 
would summarize the conditions that muçt be present for con- 
flict relations to obtain among two or more social categories or 
collectivities (Mack and Snyder 1957, pp. 212-2401. A condition 
of position scarcity arises when,  for example, desirable posi- 
tions in the social structure are distributed in such a rnanner 
that  the members of one particular social category are under- 
represented and  another overrepresented. The underrepre- 
sentation of Francophones compared to Anglophones in higher- 
status occupations is a well documented fact of Canadian life 
(Porter 1965, pp. 91-98). 

Resource scarcity is a question of supply and demand; 
each social category or collectivity in a two-patty confiict can- 
not have al1 they want  of desirable objects or "states of affairs" 
(Mack and Snyder 1957, p. 218). An example of a simple form 
of this condition is when representatives of F.rancophone inter- 
esta in a local Ontario school system frght for a greater share of 
the budget for special programs within their sphere of respon- 
sibility. Decisions about the distribution of resources must 
then be made according t o  collective interests and claims a s  
well as according to pedagogical principles. However, not only 
money and material goods are involved in this category of re- 
sources. Prestige (or social status) is also a resource that may 
be unequally distributed according to  membership in various 
social categories. French as a language is accorded less pres- 
tige than English in public lire in Ontario. A good deal of the 
struggle of Franco-Ontarians is over the prestige accorded 
their language in schools and other spheres of public activity. 

Empirically, it is dificult to  conceive of a pure value con- 
flict. Incompatible values are usually compounded with posi- 
tion and  resource scarcity. The separation is, however, ana- 
lytically useful. It enables one t o  examine the manner in 
which contradictory value positions are related to position and 
resource scarcity. In this study, the two major parties, 
Francophones and Anglophones, assume incompatible poai- 
tions on assimilation. Complete assimilation and complete 
separation are incompatible; one is the contradiction of the 
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other. Each party tends t o  move toward one or the other ex- 
treme; Francophones toward the latter, Anglophones toward 
the former. The actual state is one of pluralism. The issue is 
just how much separation i s  to be demanded (from a 
Francophone point of view) or how much is to be permitted 
(from an Anglophone point of view). 

One seldom finds conflict situations initially or overt-tly 
about s t a tus  differentials or  incompatible values. Conflict 
episodes, as we observe them, initially take place over specific 
and tangible issues. These issues, in the course of mediation, 
draw underlying values and status differentials into play. 

Vertical and Horizontal Patterns 

Conflict between Francophones and Anglophones is a national 
issue. Xt finds its concrete expressions at al1 levels of Canadian 
life, federal, provincial and municipal. Communitjes respond 
di fferently to  provincial legislation according to their location, 
to demographic variables, and t o  the  strength of local horizon- 
tal patterns of organization. At a more general level, local 
conflicts over language rights, whether they occur i n  New 
Brunswick (Moncton), Quebec (St-Léonard) ,  Ontario 
(Cornwall), or Manitoba (St. Boniface), cannot be understood 
without reference to the role the provinces play in the language 
question, ta the British North America Act and,  indeed, to  the 
meaning of Con federation. 

In  this way, a local conflict involves not only local, 
provincial and federal organizations and governmen ts, but 
must also be seen in its historical perspective. As we saw, very 
few confljcts are overtly about differences i n  s ta tus  or values, 
but these are often drawn into the conflict. Tn order fully t o  
comprehend the pazticular issue, it i s  therefore necessary to 
take a much wider historical perspective. 

Tecumseh, Ontario 

This book is based upon research done in Tecumseh, a small 
Ontario town with a sizable proportion of Franco-Ontarians. 
The research focused on conflict between Linguistic groups and 
the manner in which people deal with these conflicts a t  the Io- 



cal level. ln addition to language, religion was also taken into 
account ss a category with social significance. The study, 
therefore, dealt with confiicts among three categories of people: 
French-speaking Roman Catholics, English-speaking Roman 
Catholics and English-speaking Protestants. 

Tecumseh, a town of some 5000 people, is located in 
Essex County on the eastern boundary of the city of Windsor. 
It js in the heartland of the automotive industry and  eastern 
Canada's manufacturing belt. In 1961, Essex County ac- 
counted for 49 percent of the value of factory shipments in the 
Lake St. Clair region (Ontario 1967, p. 61). Along with 
Windsor, Tecumseh is a border town. A glance at the map will 
show that  the Windsor district is closer in driving tirne to 
Detroit, Toledo, and Cleveland than ta  Toronto. 

Essex County is the one county in southwestern Ontario 
with a significant proportion of residents whose mother tongue 
is French. The combined population of Essex and Kent 
Counties whose mother tongue is French amounted to 9 per- 
cent of the total population in 1961. Though this had dropped 
somewhat by 1971, these two counties contain the major 
French-speaking communities in southwestem On tario. Most 
French-speakers in the region are in Windsor and the small 
communities d o n g  the aouthern shores of Lake SC. Clair, in- 
cluding Tecumseh. Tables 1 and 2 show the religious and eth- 
nie composition of Tecumseh from 1921 to  1981. The trend to-  
ward an increasingly larger proportion of anglophones in the 
population is obvious, even taking into account that the severe 
drop in the proportion of francophones between 1971 and 1981 
was influenced by the new "multiple originsn catagory. 

The Selection of Tecumseh 

Tecumseh was not originally selected in order to  pursue stud- 
ies in social confiict. The initial interest was in the problem of 
assimilation and the viability of Francophone communities 
outside the Province of Quebec. The conflict mode1 was intro- 
duced after initial observations in the community. 





Table 1 
Distribution by Ethnic Origin of the 
Ponulation of Tecumseh. 1921-1981 

Percentage Distribution According t o  Ethnic Origin 
Year Population British French Other Multiple 

1921 978 10.5 86.3 3.2 - 
1931 2129 18.6 74.6 6.8 - 
1941 2412 20.6 74.1 5.3 - 
1951 3543 26.6 63.3 10.1 - 
1961 4476 30.3 55.9 13.8 - 
1971 5105 37.9 47.6 14.5 - 
1981 6385b 39.8 33.8 14.4 12.0 
Source: Census of Canada; Vol. 1, 1921; Vol. 2, 1931; Vol. 2, 1941; Vol. 1, 
1951; Vol. 1, 1961; Vol. 1, 1971; Vol. 3, 1981. 
aA now catagory, "Multiple Origins," waa addcd to thc 1981 ccnsus to al-  
low for combinations o f  British, Frcnch and Othcr 
b ~ o ~ u l a t i o n  fi y r c s  for gcogcaphic arcas diffcr in rcports utiliaing sarnplc 
data. Tho oficial population rcportcd for Tccumsch in 1971 was 5165; i n  
1981, 6364. 

Table 2 
Distribution by Relipous Afiîliation of the Population o f  

Tecumseh, 1921-1981 
Percentage Distribution According t o  

Religious Affiliation 
Year Population Protestant Roman Catholic Other 

Source: Census of Canada: Vol. 1, 1921; Vol. 2, 1931; Vol. 2 ,  1941; Vol. 1, 
1951; Vol. 1, 1961; Vol. 1, 1971; Vol. 3, 1981. 



Given the region in which Tecumseh is located, the  
continuing existence of a Francophone community is quite sur- 
prising. The fact tha t  the  community is diminishing in size 
and activity is not so surprising. In  this respect, the selection 
of Tecumseh was not an accident. My initial interest was in 
the kind of social milieu tha t  can maintain a French-speaking 
community in spite of the weight of factors working against it. 
These factors are not difficult to find. Essex County is jsolated 
from Quebec, the mainstream of French culture in North 
America. It is equally isolated from the Ottawa Valley and  
northeastern Ontario, the Francophone strong-holds in 
Ontario. Tn addition, there is the overwhelming influence of 
the United States. especially in this part of Ontario. If the 
population whose mother tongue was French accounted for 10 
percent of Windsor's population in 1961, i t  would represent 
only 1 to  2 percent of the  total population of t h e  Windsor- 
Detroit metropolis (Joy 1972, p. 33). The Windsor region's 
proximity t o  t h e  United S t a t e s  cannot be ignored .  
Economically, Windsor js a branch plant for Detroit. 

Apart from the desire to examjne the viability of a 
French-speaking community with overwhelming odds against  
its continued existence, there was another reason for selecting 
Tecumseh. Tecumseh js urban and industrialized. Most corn - 
munity studies concerned with French Canada have been con- 
ducted in  rural regions. In fact, to  many Anglophones, the 
habi tant ,  the  ru ra l  farmer, is t h e  stereotype of a French 
Canadian. The rural community has been presented as repre- 
sentative of French-Canadian social organiza tion, but one only 
need pursue t h e  history of the R e n c h  in North America ta dis- 
cover the fallacy of this assertion (Garigue 1960, pp. 181 -201). 

There were also personal reasons for selecting Tecumseh, 
if 1 may be permitted to introduce non-scientific criteria. I 
grew up in a town outside Montreal, just as Tecumseh is out- 
side Windsor. As an Anglophone in Quebec, 1 had the pnvilege 
of a unilingual English school system from grade one through 
to university graduation. The French-speakers of Tecumseh 
have not had the same privilege. Ultimately, i t  was my inten- 
tion to  compare the position of a French minority in Ontario to 
an English minority in Quebec, though thjs objective will not 
be pursued here. 



Methods of Data Collection 

Five techniques of collecting data were used during the course 
of the research: participant observation, in-depth interviewing 
of selected respondents, analysis of seiected documents, and a 
structured questionnaire administered to a random sample 
drawn from the 1965 municipal voters' list. Each of these will 
be described briefly. However, an ovewiew of the total process 
should provide a useful perspective on the research. The work 
proceeded in three stages. Observation and unstructured in -  
terviewing were the  principal methods employed in the first 
two stages; structured interviewing and the questionnaire were 
used during the third stage. 

During t h e  spring and  fa11 of 1964,I made several trips to  
Tecumseh in order to  assess the community's suitability as  a 
research site. 1 also examined the structure of the community, 
paying particular attention to ljnguistic and reljgious cate- 
gories, and the significance these categories had for social in- 
teraction within the community. The second stage began in 
May, 1965 when I took up residence in the  community. The 
penod of residence ended in July, 1966. For an eight-month 
period, until January , 1966, extensive observation and inter- 
viewing took place. The third s tage ,  from Jsnuary to July, 
1966, was devoted to an analysis of previously collected data 
followed by stmctured interviewing and the administration of 
the  questionnaire. Most of the material used here was col- 
lected during 1965 and 1966. T made a brief second t r i p  to  
Tecumseh during the spring of 1972 to discover what changes 
h8d taken place during the six-year interval and to update the 
material.2 

Observation 

The problems inherent in participant observation are well doc- 
umented (Cicourel 1964; Bruyn 1966; Vidich 1964). The prin- 
cipal danger lies in the difficulty in maintaining sufficient 
controls and checks on the data collected in this manner to en- 

2. Tho author wishos ta acknowledgo the support receivod from tha 
Canada Council during tho initial rosoarch and for tho poriod dcvotcd to 
tho writing o f  this ma nuscript. 
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sure reliability and validity. A major source of control is the 
observer's cognizance of the procedures employed, the accurate 
recording of these procedures, and their effects upon himself or 
herself and the  study subjects. To this end, the observer mus t  
keep four questions in mind. What role or roles are assumed in 
the field and for what purpose? M a t  should be observed? 
What procedures should be used to record observations? What 
procedures should be used to  maintain checks on the data? 
(Selltiz 1959, p. 205). 

1 assumed several roles in the  field. 1 was never a 
"corn plete participant" in the  sense of being intense1 y involved 
with the study subjects in day-to-day situations without their 
knowledge of my research objectives. At times, in restaurants, 
taverns and various public meetings and eventç, 1 did interact 
with those present without their knowledge of my identity or 
purpose. Data gathered in these situations were used fa pro- 
vide a feeling for the total cornmunity. More often 1 adopted a 
"participanLas-obsewern role. Here, the stress was on partici- 
pation, but  the respondents were aware of my objectives. 1 
found myself playing this role with increasing frequency as  the  
fieldwork progressed and 1 was becoming more widely known. 
Later, T adopted an "observer-as-participant" role in the many 
associational meetings and public events 1 attended. Here 1 
was accepted and  recognized as an observer, but participation 
was neither expected nor desired.3 These various styles of ob- 
servation yielded the basic data for analysis and each helped to 
provide a check on the other. 

lnterviewing 

Two types of jnterviewing were used. The first, an unstnic- 
tured type. was employed throughout al1 phases of the re- 
search. The second, a more structured type, was used during 
the final phase. The first type is referred to as "unstructured" 
because identical sets of predeterrnined questions were not 

3. The categorios of oomplcte participant, participant-aniibsower, and 
observer-ae-participant a r e  dofinod and discusscd in an article by 
Raymond L. Gold, 'Rolca in Sociologieal Field Obsorvationa," Social 
Forces 36 (March, 1958). 
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administered to eacb respondent. Some of t hese  interviews 
were focused in t h a t  an  appointment was made with a respon- 
dent to discuss a specific issue or issues which had arisen dur- 
ing the course of observations made in the cornmunity. Others  
were non-directive in that there was no particular focus, and  
the  initiative in t h e  interview was left largely t o  the respon- 
dent. A total  of seventy-two uns t ruc tured  interviews were 
conducted. 

In  contrast, structured interviews made use  of a standard 
se t  of questions administered to each respondent. Six different 
interview schedules were used to  obtain data on a variety of 
items concerning associations in the  community, provincial and 
regional associations, and evidence concerning conflict rela- 
tions. Respondents were selected from a number of associa- 
tions and key positions in the community. A total of forty-one 
interviews of this type were conducted. 

Documents 

Documentary analysis involved the  use of newspapers and as- 
sociational records. Four area newspapers were used, covering 
a penod from 1931 t o  1965. My in teres t  was in reported 
events, cross-checked with other sources, and editorial opinion. 
The minutes and correspondence of four Tecumseh-based vol- 
untary associations were submitîed t o  content analysis. 

Questionnaire and Sample 

Toward the end of the third phase, a standardized fixed-alter- 
native ques t ionnai re  was  adrninistered to  a s ample  of 
Tecumseh residents. The questionnaire was in both French 
and English.  French-speaking respondents were assigned to 
bilingual interviewers. A word about  the sample  would be 
useful a t  this point. A population of 1177 households was se- 
lected from the 1966 municipal voters' list after those on the 
list not residing in Tecumseh and those who did not qualify 
under the definition of "household" had been eliminated. From 
this population, a simple random sample of 224 households 
was drawn using a table of random numbers. The sample used 
in the analysis  consisted of 167 unita ,  representing three- 
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quarters of the original 224 units, and 14.2 percent of the total 
population. 

These various techniques for collecting data were not  se- 
lected a t  random. Each was related to a specific research ob- 
jective and these objectives were tied to the questions dis-  
cussed earl ier  in the chapter. Xt was not  accidental t h a t  
stnictured interviewing and the administration of t h e  ques- 
tionnaire took place toward the conclusion of the research pe- 
riod. It would have been haza rdous  to  construct interview 
schedules and questionnaires without a thorough knowledge of 
the history of French-English relations and a sense of the  
meanings t h a t  local residents attached to those patterns which 
had developed in their community. This was where participant 
observation and unstructured interviewing served a special 
purpose. 1 was able ta experience, at least to a certain extent, 
the subjective dimension of the situation studied before coni- 
piling tbe questionnaire. 

The Procedure 

In this chapter, a few general questions were raised and  a con- 
ceptual framework presented. The general objective is to un- 
derstand how and why people respond as they do in the course 
of their  everyday tasks to conflicts tha t  are national in scope 
and carry considerable historical depth. 

Tecumseh is but one community. Nevertheless, the  fact 
of French-English relations affects the things people do in this 
town to a considerable degree. How you vote in municipal, 
provincial and federal elections, the  kind of schooling your 
children receive, the church you attend and the organizations 
you join in that church, the language you use and where you 
use that language, and a host of other events related t o  daily 
life a t  the  local level are affected, in one way or another, by the  
history of the relat ionships between Francophones and 
Anglophones in Canada.  Accordingly, in Chapter 2,  1 will 
briefly examine the history of French-English relations and try 
t o  determine the  meaning of the  categories French and  
English. From here, we will take a look a t  the  Francophone 
population outside Quebec and examine the two major issues 
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with which we will be concemed in Tecumseh - French and 
Catholic schooling i n  Ontario. 

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on Tecumseh, i t s  people and its 
institutions. A major objective in these two chapters is t o  
demonstrate the presence of social categories based on lan- 
guage and religion, the meaning attached to these categories, 
and their implication for social interaction. Tn Chapter 5, we 
will look a t  these categories as conflict parties and the ways in 
which conflict is stnictured in relation ta the roles of individu- 
als and associations. The dynamics of the relationships among 
the conflict parties are examined in Chapter 6. Here 1 will an- 
alyze the issues over which confrontations have taken place 
and the mechanisms which have evolved t o  enable the parties 
t o  relate tci each other. Finally, in Chapter 7 ,  we return to  our 
original questions and conceptual framework, refining the 
scbeme in the light of our research in Tecumseh. 



Chapter TWO 

The French-English Fact 

The debate whether Canada is uninational or binational; 
unilingual or bilingual; unicultural, bicultural or  mu1 ticul tural 
will never end while both French and English remain together 
within the framework of a single state. Whatever t h e  pre- 
vailing interpretations might  be, the  fact remains that  a sig- 
nificant proportion of Canada's population is divided into two  
categories. French and English. Moreover, wherever and 
whenever people corne into contact with each other on the ba- 
sis of their membership in these categories, the legacy of su- 
perordinate-subordinate relationships of conflict and accomo- 
dation weighs heavily. 

Anglophones and Francophones do not face each other i n  
Tecumseh in an historical or political vacuum. Men and 
women not only make their own history, they carry the  burden 
of the past with them. A knowledge of the historical back- 
ground enables one  to  appreciate the implicit meanings of 
many of t h e  observed reactions in contacts between the two 
linguistic grûups. For this reason, i t  will be necessary to set 
the histarical c o n k x t  within which French-English relations in 
Tecumseh took place. 

The French Fact 

The French fact or le fait français is 8 fairly cornmon phrase in 
discussions of French-English relations. The important point 
is not, however, the French fact, but  the relationship between 
French and English. The phrase would have no meaning if a 
F'rancophone people did not exist within a largely Anglophone 
state. The notion of a French fact is very easily translated into 
the notion of a "French problem." but there would be no 
French problem if there were no English. More than three 
decades ago, Everett C. Hughes noted that: 
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the relations [among ethnic groupsl can be no more 
understood by studying one or the other of the 
groups than  can a chernical combination by study 
of one element only, or  a boxing bout by observa- 
tion of only one of the fighters. 

(Hughes and Hughes 1952, p. 158) 

In spite of this admonition, a good deal of the sociology of in-  
ter- group relations deals with only one of the  groups involved, 
usually the minority. 

If there is a problem, i t  does not lie within one or the 
other group as a separate entity, but  in the fact that the  two 
groups a re  living together. The relationship tha t  m u s t  com- 
mand our attention is tha t  between t h e  two collectivities, and 
i t  must be remembered that this relationship has developed in 
a particular setting and with a particular history. 

A Brief History of the French-English Fact 

Within the  limits of this study, we shall examine the  French- 
English fact from the point of view of Anglophone assimilation 
policies versus the Francophone quest for survival i n  a hostile 
milieu. Obviously we are dealing with contacts between t w o  
peoples or nationalities. Not so obvious is the impact on future 
relations of the form and content of the initial contact experi- 
ence. 

Contact situations can be divided into t w o  basic types 
(Lieberson 1961, p. 903). The first is that in which an indige- 
nous ethnic, national or racial group subordinates a migrant 
population. Though not unique to North America, this is the 
type of contact situation with which Worth Arnericans are most 
familiar. Migrating populations become "ethnic minorities" t o  
the dominant or superordinate white, Anglo-saxon, Protestant 
population, the  "host society." With some notable exceptions, 
the decision to  migrate is voluntary. In addition, it is individ- 
uals or, a t  best, families who migrate, not whole societies. The 
new immigrant ,  though hdshe may  find some institutional 
support within his/her own group, eventually tends to become 
a part  of the host society. The probability that  the concept of a 
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nation within a nation would develop from this type of contact 
situation is very Iow. 

In contrast, the second type of contact is where an in- 
digenous population is subordinated by an incoming popula- 
tion. In this case, the subordination is usually achieved 
through conquest. The subordination of native North 
American populations by Europeans would be an example; and 
so would the subordination of the population of New France by 
the British. The important aspect of this type of contact for 
our analysis is that  it takes the f o m  of a clash between total 
societies; one society succeeds in dominating another. The end 
result is not that of the immigrant who must adjust  to  the 
ehosen place of migration, but that  of a peace which must  be 
negotiated between two antagonists. Though the average 
English-speaking Canadian persiçts i n  viewing French- 
speaking co-citizens as an ethnic group within the framework 
of the  first type of contact situation, the fact remains tha t  the 
relations between the two are a consequence of the second type 
of contact situation. 

By t h e  t ime of the conquest, New France had had two 
and a quarter centuries to develop into a well-established and 
self-conscious society. The indigenous subordinate group pos- 
sessed a h l l y  developed society with its institutions and a way 
of life penrliar to those institutions and the surrounding envi- 
ronment. The incoming superordinate group was thus  re- 
quired to deal with estabfished structures. 

Their first a c t  was to negotiate a peace. The conquest 
was not a clear-cut victory, and the incorning group, the  
British, held their position by virtue of a treaty negotiated a t  
the metropolitan ra ther  than the local level. In order t o  
maintain i ts  hold on the temitory, the colonial administration 
had little choice but to recognize the new subordinate group 
and reach an accommodation. 

I n  dealing with twoparty conflict there is always a dan- 
ger in assuming that  an accommodation js achieved through a 
simple-linear link between the two parties. This, of course, is 
not the case. Each party has  a social organization of its a m ,  
with i t s  interna1 patterns of dominance and submission based 
on class, status, and power. An accommodation must therefore 
be reached between the  different parts of each society. In a 



typicsl colonial case, the  elite of the subordinate party is per- 
mitted and encouraged to maintain its dominance over its own 
under classes, thereby providing an effective control for the 
superordinate party. 

Like O ther societies in the mid-eighteenth century , New 
France was in t ransi t ion from feudalism to  capitalism and,  
within capitalism itself, from a mercantile t o  a manufacturing 
society (Ryerson 1963, p. 149). In addition, the state and the 
Church, the  aristocrats and the bourgeoisie, botb local and 
metropolitan, were divided in various and  oken-changing al- 
liances (Wade 1955, p. 5; Clark 1962, p. 20; Ryerson 1963, pp. 
147-164). 

Following the capitulation of Quebec and Montreal, the 
metropolitan authority of France, some merchants and some of 
the leading seigneurs returned to  Europe, whereas the  rural 
and urban lower classes, the majority of the  seigneurs, and t h e  
clergy remained in New France (Brunet 1964, p. 57). The sec- 
ular side of French authority was effectively destroyed. Tt re- 
mained for the  Church and seigneurs to work out a n  ac- 
commodation with the new rulers. One state authority had 
simply replaced another.1 However, as the new colonial ad- 
ministrators were practically al1 military officers and gov- 
ernment officials, and therefore tended to be Tory a n d  feudal 
in outlook, they were sympathetic to  the goals of the French 
clergy and seigneurs (Lower 1958). This was to be of some 
significance in the future. 

The early officials of the British regime were not intent  
on developing a commercial empire as the French servants of 
Louis X V  had been. The status of these officials in their  own 
society and thei r  at tachment to t h e  established Church of 
England enabled them better t o  understand and sy mpathize 
with the goals of French Catholicism. With this background, 
they found themselves in open conflict with their own mer- 
chant class. 

1. A dcbato continues as to  juat who and how many laR following the con- 
quost. Whothor the aocicty of Ncw France was docapitatod or not and 
whothcr fundamontal structural changes occurrcd or not, tho fact 
ramaine that the aonqucet imposcd a now YAnglo-c~lonial ruling class on 
the conquorod Fronch-Canadian nation" ( Rycrson 1963, p. 205; Out?llat 
1962, p.428, Brunat 1964). 
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The interests of the French habitants and incipient 

working class, temporarily a t  least, coincided with thei r  
English-speaking neighbours to the south. Though an a purely 
national basis, the French were subordinate to  the English, 
settlers and merchants, whether French or Engljsh, opposed 
Churcb. seigneurs, and administrators. A t  another level, set- 
tlers, as an inci pient workjng class, opposed a largely English 
merchant class. 

It is clear tba t  a view of the  situation solely in  terrns of 
nationality obscures the  nature of the relationships between 
the two peoples. The simple "race-relations cycle" mode1 ap- 
plied to immigrant  and host society does not  hold.2 
Underlying relationships based on social ctass intersected with 
relationships based on nationality and religion. Alliances 
among the elites of both groups served to strengthen their in- 
de pendent exisknce as  nationalities and preven t the complete 
assirnilation~of the çubordinate population. 

Because of these complexities, and because of the grow- 
h g  rebellion to the south, the administration pursued a n  ac- 
tive policy of encouraging the loyalty and support  of the 
French clergy and seigneurs. The Quebec Act of 1774 ce- 
mented the alliance between the British colonial rulers and 
the  French el-ite. In effect, the French community in Canada 
became a recognized entity and early hopes of assimilation 
were delayedi 

With the influx of English settlers after the American 
Revolution, French-speaking citizens of t he  colony found 
themselves, for the first time, face-to-face with a significant 
number of English-speakers. The creation of Upper and Lower 
Canada by the Constitutional Act of 1791 effectively separated 
the two linguistic communities, thereby strengthening their 
separate iderrtities. It also served to abort a democratic rcv- 
olution based on a class alliance crossing the linguistic lines. 
English and French supporters of the 1835-38 rebellions were 
never able to f o m  an effective alliance. 

2. Tho "raco-relations cycla" tcfcra ta a statomcnt by Robert Park to thc 
offcct that a cyclo ofWcontacta, cornpotition, accommodation, and ovcntual 
assimilation is apparcntly progrossiva and irroversiblc" ( Park 1964, p. 
160). This statemont has providcd a basic onontation in sovcral studics 
on raccl and ethnic relations. 
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In sp i te  of the subsequent efforts the  British made in 
1840 t o  reintroduce assimilation poiicies, the dual con flicts 
between the social classes and the  two nationalities continued. 
The contingencies faced by colonial policy makers on the one 
hand and the fact tha t  the French, though in a subordinate 
position, held sufficient numerical power to force compromi.ses, 
served fu r the r  t o  ins t i tu t ional ize  the  two l inguist ic 
communities. 

Confederation: An Alternate Accommodation 

The British North America Act of 1867 establishing t h e  
Dominion of Canada was partly brought about by the two in- 
terweaving processes of "industrial capitalist development" 
and the interaction between two "distinct national communi- 
ties" (Ryerson 1968, pp. 358-359). These correspond to the 
class and national questions w e  have been discussing. 

After 107 years of contact, the French and English,  
though still in a superordinate-subordinate relationship, were 
now recognized and legitimized a s  separate parties. The mi- 
nority was never absorbed by t h e  majority and, indeed, politi- 
cal and economic contingencies promoted the  development of 
the minority community, although in  a subordinate position. 
French and English Canada faced each other in 1867 as dis- 
tinctly recognizable collectivities. Confederation was yet an- 
other possible mechanisrn by which the  two could maintain the 
relationship. 

Underlying the national issue was the development of 
industrial ca pitalism. The colonies were emerging from mer- 
cantilism into an industrial stage. The old alliance between 
French clergy and seigneur and English colonial administrator 
shiiled t o  an alliance between French clergy and business elite 
and the English-Canadian bourgeoisie. The alliance which 
had enabled the British imperialists to maintain a hold in 
North America would now provide a pool of low-cost labour 
and  a market  for  E n g l i s h - C a n a d i a n  industry.  
Tndustrializa tion strengthened the dominant position of the 
English over the French community (Ryerson 1968, p. 39; 
Hughes 1943). 
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In  general, al1 parties in French Canada were wary of 
Confederation. The final agreement was a curious compromise 
or accommodation among the several conflicting interests. 
French and English could put quite different interpretations 
on the  Act. First, the  B.N.A. Act may be interpreted as 

simply a s ta tute  of the British Parliament, dis- 
tributing powers afresh among Canadian gov- 
ernments through the  exercise of an ancient im- 
perial sovereignty. 

(Scott 1960, p. 84) 

This was seldom, if ever, accepted by French Canada nor did it 
gain much auppoi't from other provinces. 

The significant split was between what F.R. Scott has 
called the "dual state" theory and t h e  "compact" theory (Scott 
1960, p. 87). ln this context, the Act was a treaty between 
several powers. However, English Canada has generally seen 
it as a compact between several provinces, Quebec being one 
among equals, whereas French Canada has seen it as a com- 
pact between two nations, French and English Canada. 

French Canadians tended to feel the Act was a threat to 
their autonomy. For one thing. the inclusion of new provinces 
reduced their original numerical rnajority to only one-third of 
the  total population. The prospect of assimilation once again 
loomed large and French Canadians felt their  language and 
culture were endangered. 

The extent t o  which French has been maintained as a 
language is a commonly accepted index of the viability of 
French Canada a t  any given time. Although it is difficult to 
define this index using available census data on ethnic origin, 
mother tongue, official language, and language spoken, there 
is a clear trend toward a diminution of French outside Quebec 
and a perceived danger to  the language within Quebec itself 
(Maheu 1970; Joy 1972; Ares 1963; VaUée and de Vries 1973). 
One reaaon for this is that, with few exceptions, the British 
North America Act did not treat Quebec any differently from 
the other provinces (Scott 1960, p. 82). The fears of the French 
Canadians during and following the  adoption of the Act were 
well grounded. The feeling that they were in a minority posi- 
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tion was perhaps more prevalent following Confederation than 
it had been at any previous time. Technically, the Province of 
Quebec, not the  French Canadian nation, was the  unit  enter- 
ing Confederation. Moreover, French Canndians outside 
Quebec were now members of a minority group rather than the 
Francophone citizens of a union between t w o  nations. 

Only one section of the Act referred specjfically t o  lafi- 
guage. Section 133 provided that either French or English 
may be  used in the proceedings of the Parliament of Canada 
and the Legislature of Quebec; tha t  both languages were t o  be 
used in t h e  records and acts of both Assernblies; and thak ei- 
ther may be used in al1 the courts of  Quebec and in any courts 
established elsewhere by federal authority. Thus, a minimal 
protection for the French language was provided. As far as 
Quebec was concerned, given that  the province was and i s  
predominately French, the emphasis was on the protection of 
English. The English minority gained language rights jn 
Quebec, but French minorities in the remaining provinces 
were left without similar rights. 

In addition, Anglo-American capital dictated tha t  the  
language of commerce and work in Quebec would be English. 
The remaining provinces jgnored and a t  t imes legislateci 
agains t  "acquired" French-language rights. hligration to 
Canada increased the proportion of Anglophones in the popu- 
lation as immigrants generally adopted English r a t l~e r  than 
French as a second language. Discounting migration from the 
United Kingdom, the proportion of non-French, non-British in 
the population of Canada in 1921 was 16.7 percent, in 1941, 
20.0 percent and in 1971, 26.7 percent. This fact is especially 
significant in Quebec where immigrants have generally sent 
their children to English-language schools. 

Combined wi th a decreasing French-Canadian birth rate ,  
the end result is creeping assimilation. Outside Quebec, only 
the efforh at the local level to  support French-Canadian activ- 
ities and organizations, and within Quebec recent attempts by 
the Government of  Quebec t o  define t he  position of the  
province in terms of the "dual nation" theory of Confederation 
have slowed d o m  the process of assimilation. Needless to say, 
the strength of the separatist movement in Quebec has stim- 
ulated the latter. 
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The French-English Fact: Equality or Inequaliiy 

The history of French-English relations since 1760 shows how 
long the inequality between French and English has existed. 
Francophones have consistently been in a subordinate position 
vis-&-vis Anglophones. The initial "compact" between the 
British ruling class and the remnant of the French elite 
evolved into a n  alliance between Anglo-American capital and 
the French-Canadian bourgeoisie. These alliances were al-  
ways at the expense of the rnass of the  Francophone popula- 
tion which formed a readily available source of low-cost labour. 

The relationship between ethnic origin, language and so- 
cial class, using any number of standard indices such as in- 
corne, occupation, education or position in the work force, is too 
well documented to  require further elaboration (Porter 1965; 
Hughes 1943; Blishen 1970; Royal Commission 1969). French 
Canadians have been consistently overrepresented a t  the 
lower levels of both income, and prestige. At the same time, it 
must be realized that both Francophones and Anglophones are 
included in the entire spectrum, though the proportion of 
Francophones decreases as one goes up the scale. The rela- 
tionship between S.E.S. and language has changed since 1976, 
especially in Quebec, as a consequence of social policies di- 
rected to that end. 

When members of ethnic, national, religious or linguistic 
categories of the same class face each other in a subordinate- 
superordinate relationship, the operative factor is status. 
Likewise, when members of such categories from different 
classes interact, status is compounded with class. It is in this 
sense that French and English may be referred to  as status 
groups. To be sure, the history of the relationships clearly 
demonstrates the underlying class dimensions, but subjec- 
tively people react to the linguistic or national categories in 
terms of prestige or social honour Weber 1953, pp. 69-72). 
The conflict between Francophones and Anglophones in 
Tecumseh is a status conflict insofar a s  people interact in 
terms of religious and linguistic categories as well as social 
claaa. It is primarily the status dimension tha t  will occupy our 
attention. 



It is in this sense that language is a status symbol. 
Language in French-English relations takes the place of colour 
in race relations. T t  is the one overt symbol that serves to  set 
one group off from the other.3 Any forma1 recognition of 
French as a language of communication in government, edu- 
cation, commerce, or religion symbolizes an increase in the 
status of French in relation to English. Thus the negativc re- 
action of Anglophones to the federal government's Officia1 
Languages Act (1968-69) which was written to extend the use 
of French in the public service throughout Canada may be in- 
terpreted as a reaction t o  a perceived s ta tus  tbreat. The 
Anglophone reactions to Quebec's Bills 22 and 101 can be in- 
terpreted in the same manner. 

From a Francophone point of view, French, or the loss of 
it, is a symbol of assimilation. To maintain the language is to 
maintain one's identity a s  a French Canadian; ta lose it is to 
merge wit.h the Anglo-Canadian culture. Herein lies a paradox 
and the source of the ambivalence of Francophones, especially 
those outside of Quebec, toward their language. I t  is a t  once a 
symbol of identity and of minority status.  This paradox 
between pride in one's group, the need for a positix~e definition 
of self, and minoritiy status elicits t w o  responses from 
Francophone leaders and associations. Pirstly, there is the in- 
ternal response in the fonn of constant admoniticns within the 
group to preserve, improve and defend the langurige. 
Secondly, there is the external response which takes the form 
of continual efforts outside Quebec to  extend the iormâl recog- 
nition of French in the institutional life of Canada, and inside 
Quebec to  arrive a t  a language policy which gives priority 
status to French. Success or near success in any of theve en- 
deavours has generally produced opposing Anglophone associ- 
ations. The appearsnce of the Canada Party in the fali of 1973 
wae primarily a reaction to  the  Official Languages Act. 
Undoubtedly, Quebec's Bills 22 and 1 0 1  will  also produce op- 
posing Anglophone-based associations. This study revolves 

3. Tho fact that fow English-spcakers s p a k  Frcnch accentuatcs tho valuc 
of languago as a ~ymbol of idontification. For Canada as a wholo in 1971. 
7.6 pcrcont o f  thoso OC English mothcr t o n y e  werc bilingual cornparcd ta 
39.1 pcrcent For thosa of Frcnch mothcr t o n y e  (Valla% and do Vrics 1973, 
p.40). 
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around the two basic issues of the status of French as a lan- 
guage and consequently the status of Francophones them- 
selves. 

French Canada: Ettinic Group or Not 

1 have studiously avoided, wherever possible, using the term, 
"ethnie group" to refer to fiench Canadians. Thirty-five years 
sgo Professor Hughes stated that the term 

is likely to  be taken u p  by a larger public, and 
consequently likely to  take on color that  will 
compel the çociologist to get a new one. 

(Hughes and Hughes 1952, p.155) 

This predidion has corne true and, in the context of French- 
English relations, the term "ethnic group" has acqujred a pejo- 
rative rneaning. 

Anglophones tend to use the term to refer to al1 groups of 
people other than their own. This includes F'rench Canadians, 
but is more frequently applied to those Francophones living 
outside Quebec. To classify French Canadians along with 
members of immigrant groups (apart from the English, Scots, 
and non-Catholic Irish) clouas the important distinction be- 
tween the two types of contact situations discussed above and 
reinforces the ideology of those who conceive of multicultural- 
ism and assimiiation as a means of preserving Anglo-domi- 
nance. 

The Franco-Ontarian attitude ie illustrated by an  inci- 
dent that  occurred during my fieldwork in Tecumseh and re- 
gion. I asked an oficer of the regionàl office of the Association 
canadienne-française d'éducation d'Ontario why their associ- 
ation did not participate in the Windsor area Freedom 
Festival, an annual event sponsored in part by the Canadian 
Citizenship Council. She replied that: 

Those organizations always invite us to take part 
in their programs, but as another ethnic group - 
as immigrants - as a curiosity. This is ridiculous! 
We are  not new Canadians, immigrants or  for- 
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eigners. We were asked t o  have a float i n  the 
Freedom Festival. We refused. Then, of course, 
people accuse us ofkeeping to  ourselves. But wha t  
can you do? The English Lake part in these thirigs 
only to help the immigrants assimilate. 

From a scientific point of view, it would be quite 
permissible, perhaps desirable, t o  use the term "ethnic group" 
to include both Francophones and Anglophones. But t o  do so 
would m n  the risk of slipping into the more popular pejcirative 
use of the term. This would deny the reality of national con- 
flict and conquest, and cast French-English relations into the 
same framework as Chinese-Canadian, Italian-Canadian, or 
Ukrainian-Canadian relations. 

Table 3 
Percen tage Distribution of Those of "French Origin ," "French 

Mother Tongue," and "French Spoken 
a t  Home." by Province, 1971 and 1981 

Mother Tonme French Spoken 
French Origina ~renchb a t    or nec 

Newfoundland 0.3 0.2 0.1 .O4 .O4 .O2 
Maritime 
Provinces 5.4 6.2 4.5 4.4  4.2 4.1 
Quebec 77.0 79.3 84.0 85.0 87.8 88.8 
Ontario 11.9 0 . 1  8.3 7.5 6.4 5.6 
Prairie 
Provinces 3.8 3.6 2.4 2.2 1.4 1.2 
British 
Columbia 1.6 1.4 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.25 
Yukon and 
N. W.T. .O6 .O4 .O3 .O3 .O1 .O1 

a1971 Censua of Canada, Bullotin 1.3-2, Table 2. 
b1971 Census of Canada, Bullctin 1.3-4, Table AB. 
cl971 Census of Canada, Bulletin 1.9-6, Tabla 26. 

1981 Consua o l  Canada, 95-945. 
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Table 4 
Percentage Distribution of Those of "French Origin" "French 

Mother Tongue," and Trench Spoken at  Home," 
by Selected Regions in Ontario, 1971 and 1981 - 

Mother Tongue French Spoken 
French Origina Frenchb a t  Homec 

Selected 
Regions 1971 1981 1971 1981 1971 1981 

Eastern 
Ontario 29.8 31.1 33.8 38.2 39.8 44.3 
Northeaskm 
Ontario 26.5 26.3 33.7 31.8 38.5 36.3 
Southwestern 
Ontario 10.0 8.8 6.5 5.2 4.1 3.2 
Al1 other 
regions 34.1 33.4 26.0 24.7 17.6 16.2 

Eastern Ontario: Countias of Dundaa, Frontenac, Glangary, Gronville, 
Lanark, Loeds, Lennox and Addington, Ottawa-Carloton, Prcscott, 
Ronfrow, Russell, and Stonnont 
Wortheastern Ontario: Countics of Algoma, Cochrane, Nipiasing, 
Sudbury, and Terniakaming. 
Southwastern Ontano: hunticls of Essox and Kent. 
8197 1 COnsua of Canada, Bullotin 1.3-2, Tabla 4. 
b1971 Consus of Canada, Bulletin 1.3-4, Table 20. 
cl971 Consus of Canada, Bulletin 1.3-5, Table 28. 
1981 Consus of Canada. 95-9ûû, 99-907 

Our interest is not in ethnic groups as an ideal type, but 
in the concrete patterns of interactions between two collectivi- 
ties that historically find themselves facing each other and are 
differentiated by class, status, power, language and, t o  a lesser 
extent, religion. 
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Francophones Outside Quebec 

The extent of the distribution of Francophones throughout  
Canada is shown in Table 3. Two characteristics are quite ap- 
parent. First, Ontario and the Maritime Provinces account for 
most Francophones living outside Quebec. Most of those in the 
Maritimes are t o  be found in  N e w  'Brunswick where close t o  
200,000 use French most  frequently a t  home. During the 
decade of the seventies the use of French increased consider- 
ably in New Brunswick due, i n  pa r t ,  t o  the activities of 
Acadian associations and the declaration of French and 
English as the official languages of the province. Second, only 
in Quebec are there more people using French a t  home or 
claiming it as  their rnother tongue than there are people of 
French origin. If this is taken as a rough measure of assimila- 
tion, then al1 sreas outside Quebec show some degree of as- 
similation. As might be expected, the tendency is for assimi- 
lation to increase as people move further away from Quebec 
IJoy 1972). 

The Distribution of Francophones in Ontario 

The majority of Franco-Ontarian communities are in the east- 
ern counties, especially along the Ottawa River; in the nortb- 
eastern counties with Sudbury as the focal point; and in a few 
counties around Windsor. Recently, the Francophone popula- 
tion in the Niagara region has shown signs of growth. Table 4 
presents these data, showing that  the most viable communities 
are in the eastern and northeastern parts of the province. 

The Ottawa-Carleton region accounts for the greatest 
concentration of Franco-Ontarians with, in 197 1, approxi- 
mately 117,000 of French origin, 98,000 whose mother tongue 
is French, and 83,000 who speak French most frequently a t  
home. However, the counties of Prescott and Russell in  the 
lower Ottawa Valley have the lowest number of people of 
French origin who do not  know or use French. In  1961 the 
proportion of those using French resident in Eastern Ontario 
nevertheless increased significantly reflecting the increased 
overall use of the language in the National Capital Region. 
These are the regiona closest to Quebec. Tecumseh, located in 
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the county of Essex in the southwestern region, is an outpost 
of the Francophones in Ontario. It is the h r t h e s t  away from 
and the least in contact with its cultural and linguistic source. 

The French Minorities and the School Question 

It is on the school issue tha t  French-English and Protestant- 
Catholic relations outside Quebec have focused for the last 
century. The coincidence of reljgious and linguistic affiliation, 
French with Catholic and English with Protestant, added an- 
other dimension to the conflicts. Once schools became an is- 
sue, French Catholics faced English Protestants with the 
modifying presence of English Catholics. At  tirnes, French and 
English Catholics struggled with Protestant majorities in de- 
fence of Catholic education; a t  other times, English Catholics 
and Protestants faced French Catholics in conflicts over the  
use of French as a language of instruction. 

Section 93 of the British North America Act placed edu- 
cation in the hands of the provinces, but made provision for 
Roman Catholic schools in Ontario and Protestant schools in 
Quebec. The Act specifically referred to  the separate schools of 
Ontario and  the dissentient schools of Quebec. Tt further in- 
vested in the federal authority the nght to deal with appeals 
over infringements of these righta (0l.livier 1962, pp. 87-88). 

It is upon Sections 93 and 133 that  Francophones and  
Roman Catholics outside Quebec and Anglophones in Quebec 
base their respective claims about language and religion in the 
public schools: Two points in  Section 93 had special relevance 
to conflicts over education following Confederation. Firstly, 
there is no mention of language. There is nothing in the Act 
which stipulates that French may or must be used as a 
medium of instruction outside Quebec or that English may or 
must be u s d  inside Quebec. Secondly, Section 93 emphasizes 
rights and privileges held by persona by Iaui ut the time of 
Confederation. I t  leR open the status of French and Catholic 
schools established through custom and precedent, as was t h e  
case in New Biunswick, and the direction educational changes 
might take following Confederation. With the significant ex- 
ception of Quebec, unt i l  recently, each province has experi- 
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enced severe conflids over the role of religion and language in 
its public schools.~ 

dilingual and Cutholic Schools in Ontario 

Ontario school terminology can be confusing to  the uninitiated. 
Roman Catholic elementary schools are public schools in the 
sense that they receive tax support and are adminislered by 
elected school boards. However, the Protestant or non- 
Catholic secular schools are referred to as public schools and 
Catholic elernentary schools as  separate schools. There is no 
provision for Catholic education a t  the senior high school level. 
Catholic high schools are parochial. Bilingual and French  
schools may be either public or separate, the latter being the 
more cornmon. There a re  exceptions to this scheme, but the 
general terminology is adopted in this discussion. 

French Catholicism predated English Protestantism in 
the Ontario region by at least 150 years. The district in which 
Tecumseh is located was settled in 1701, the  oldest European 
settlement in what is now Ontario. I t  was not until after the 
American Revolution that Anglophone Protestants emigrated 
to  Ontario. It should, therefore, corne as no  surprise that the 
first schools. primitive though they may have been, in what is 
now Anglophone Ontario were French CathoIic in origin, 
structure and content. 

Though Roman Catholic schools predated other systems 
in Ontario, of more  importance to their current  s ts tus  as  
publically supported inst i tutions was  the presence of a 
Protestant minority in Eower Canada. The "minority rights" 
of one group were negotiated for the  "minority rights" of the  
other. In 1863, the Union Goveniment passed the Scott Act 
providing the legal basis upon which Ontario Catholic schools 
were to rest aîter Confederation. Unfortunately for those 

- - - 

4. Conflicts over lanpage righta have again entercd into public life in 
Quebac a s  tho province has  at tempted to redefinc its role in 
Confcdoration and tho rola o f  tho Fronch l anyagc  in its institutions. 
Within tho cducational syatem, the irrsue revolvas around the nght of 
parents to select tho l a n p a p  of inatniction (French or English) for their 
childron. Tho refcronco hcm is ta Bills 22 and 101. 
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wanting a Catholic education, this Act was considered final 
and became embodied in the  British North Arnerica A d  as a 
right held by law a t  the time of Confederation. There was no 
provision made for the allocation of other than property taxes 
for the support of these schools and no provision for extending 
them to the secondary level. Catholics were, therefore, placed 
in a position from which they had to negotiate further conces- 
sions after Confederation, without t h e  support of the 
F'rotestants in the Ontario Legislature. 

Though the first schools in Ontario were both French and 
Catholic, French schools per se, that is schools in which French 
was t h e  language of instruction, had no basis in law until 
1968. Until that  date, they were referred t o  in Department of 
Education documents simply as "schools attended by French- 
speaking pupilsn (Ontario, Department of Education 1961, p. 
2). 

Before 1968, demographic factors alone decided whether 
schools, such as those in the counties of Essex, Kent, Russell, 
and Prescott, either Catholic or  non-Catholic, would be French 
(Brault 1966, p. 9). The fa& is, therefore, that French schools, 
although with no basis in law, are not without a firm ground- 
ing in the tradition of the educational system of Ontario. The 
French schools did not, however, become a n  issue until the 
1880's. Demographic changes in the Francophone counties 
were one factor which started t h e  conflict. A significantly 
large Irish Catholic population entered Canada during the  
second half of the nineteenth century and these new arrivais, 
being Catholic, ofien found themselves combined with French 
Catholics in French and biljngual schools. The English 
Protestant population was also rapidly increasing and they, 
too, often found themselves combined with Francophones in 
traditionally French-language public schools. Demands for 
more English and the elimination of French was ïnevitable in 
these school diatncta. 

National events were to  add to  the intensity of these 
conflicts. French Canada was attempting to establish itself 
within the new Confederation. British imperialism was at its 
height. The Riel Rebellions in the West carried heavy over- 
tones of French-Engkish and Protestant-Catholic conflid. In 
1890, Manitoba abolished the official use of French in its dual- 
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denominational school system. In  1892, French was removed 
as an officia1 language in the  Council of the Northwest  
Territories. At the turn of the century, Canada was preparing 
to take part in the events leading to the Boer Wat-, a war of 
little interest to French Canada, but  of sufficient interest  to 
English Canada to raise the level of patriotism t o  a high point. 

In addition, new concepts of education were beginning to 
take shape. The notion of a universal public education system 
was receiving considerable aupport. Many were beginning t o  
define education as a right rather t han  a privilege. For the 
first t ime,  the general public, both Francophone and 
Anglophone, were becoming concerned with the eficiency and 
adequacy of their  schools. 

These three factors - demographic changes, increasing 
support of British causes, and new concepts in education - 
combined to  increase the visibility of the French schools in 
Ontario. Ironically, the requests of French parents for addi- 
tional support  for their schools and for more adequate provi- 
sions for teacher training highlighted the existence of these 
schools and thus increased opposition to  tbem. In  1885, t h e  
Department of Education issued instructions to its teachers 
t h a t  English should be taught in al1 schools (Sissons 1917, p. 
35). This did not proscribe French, but introduced English into 
what had been almost exclusively French schools. The French 
schools became bilingual schools. 

Thus began a series of actions and reactions, of measures 
and counter-measures between the Government of Ontario 
and the Franco-Ontarians which cuhinated in Instructions 17 
(Ontario, Department of Education 19131. This set of in- 
structions, known as Regulation 17, severely limited the  use of 
French in the bilingual schools. Regulation 17 remained in 
force until 1927 when a new agreement was reached under 
which French schools operated until 1968. 

During the period immediately prior to and following the 
issuing of Regulation 17, the three linguistic-religious groups 
which became of paramount importance in French-English 
relations in Ontario emerged with some clarity. Before lan- 
guage became an issue, English and French-speaking 
Catholics had cooperated in their quest for a more comprehen- 
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sive Catholic school system. In 1889, the Catholic Record of 
London, Ontario, charged that 

the reason for the attention to the Ontario French 
schools on the part  oT Ontario newspapers was 
anti-Catholicism ,.. ."it is ha tred of Catholics. .. 
which i s  a t  the bottom of the anti-French howl 
now." 

Walker 1964, p. 230) 

But diffidties between the two groups of Catholics had 
already started to  become apparent jn Ottawa where the  two 
shared a school system (Walker 1964, p.231). By the t ime  
Regulation 17 and its implications were realized, English- 
speaking Catholics found themselves in a peculiar position. To 
give their support t o  English-spesking Protestants on the lan- 
guage issue would remove Catholic schoola per se from the 
centre of the dispute; t o  support their Francophone co-reli- 
gionists would perhaps end in the destruction of the Church's 
hard won position. Language won out over religion and they 
chose the former course (Walker 1964, p. 242). 

The initial expectations of Quebec leaders concerning 
Confederation seemed to have been fulfilied. In Ontario, as in 
the other provinces, French Canadians were slipping into a 
minority position similar to that of recently arrived irnmi- 
grants. They had  become "foreigners in their own land." 
Neverthelesa, the French minority in Ontario was not  com- 
pletely powerless. Tt did succeed in maintaining itself, in spite 
of the fact tha t  its future was and still is doubtful. 

The Conflict Parties 

Earlier 1 noted t h a t  in order for conflict at the interg-roup level 
to take place, social units approximating fully developed col- 
lectivities are necessary. Social categories, as defined, meet 
the minimum requirements. As we have seen, French-English 
relations are deeply embedded in Canadian history. Our re- 
view of this history was at the  broad level of national and re- 
gional interaction. However, the major object of this study IS 
the way in which French-English relations are manifested a t  
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the  local community level. We might expect that wherever 
significant numbers of each linguistic category appear  t o -  
gether, language will be one of the main axes around which 
people form social categories. Further, the significance of reli- 
gious affiliation in French-English relations, especially outside 
Quebec, çuggests that it too will be an important axis. 

Our analysis of Tecumseh will, therefore, begin with the 
assumption t h a t  significant aspects of the life of its residents 
revolve around these two axes generating three social cate- 
gories: French Catholics, English Catholics, and English 
Protestants. These are the conflict parties. This assumption, 
however, wil! not  be left untested. In the course of describing 
the  community, 1 will attempt to demonstrate that these cak -  
gories have meaning and consequences in and for the lives of 
the citizens of Tecumseh. 



Chapter Three 

Tecumseh: The Town 
and its People 

h ville la plus receuante. To those familiar with southwest- 
ern Ontario, a bilingual welcoming sign may weIl appear out of 
place. But then, upon entering the town,  a visitor would be 
impressed first by the  towering spire of a n  obviously Roman 
Catholic church. The church and its aubsidiary buildings 
dominate the centre of t h e  town,  a ra re  occurrence in 
Protestant Ontario. Indeed, the sight may remind one of the 
towns and villages of rural Quebec. Having a m v e d  at such a 
conclusion, a .~isitor would be somewhat perplexed by an ap- 
parent absence of spoken French in and around the town. 
However, closer observation would begin to confirm the con- 
clusion that Tecumseh was and perhaps still is a French- 
Canadian town. Signs on public and commercial buildings are 
the first indication: Caisse Populaire; Imprimerie Lacasse; 
Ecole St+Antoine; Hôtel de Ville. A stay of a few hours would 
reveal that considerable French is used, especially when 
giûups of friends gather. 

The centre of town is a little over a mile and a half south 
of Lake St. Clair. A drive around the immediate area would 
disclose the remnants of a typical rural village pattern. Apart 
from the church, the only conspicuous buildings are  those of a 
canning plant. The plant, Tecumseh's only industry of any 
eize, employed, i n  1965, approximately 100 members of the 
town's 1400-member labour force during the winter months, 
and 600 during the surnmer and fa11 months. This part of 
town is frequently referred to as  "the village" i n  contrast with 
a more suburban type of development around the lake. 

A glance a t  the accompanying map, Figure 2, will show 
that  the  residential area of the town is a n  inverted "Ln i n  
shape. The vertical line of the "Lm runs along the lake, with 
the village located d o m  the horizontal line. Housing spreads 
out from the church-dominated centre on north-south and 
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east-weçt avenues. More elaborate housing is mixed wjth less 
expensive clapboards, and there are no obviously rich or poor 
districts. As one heads north toward the lake there is a nar-  
row strip of housing hemmed i n  on both sides by once culti- 
vated land, now designated for development. Nea r  the lake, 
housing again spreads out. This is newer and more substan- 
tial,  giving the impression of a typical metropolitan suburb. 
Along the lake are Iatger more stately homes, the back lawns 
of those on the north side of Riverside Drive leading down to  
docks and power boats. 

The population of the north end of town is predominantly 
English-speaking, while the south end is predominantly 
French-speaking. Anglophone and  Protestant  institutions are 
located north of t h e  railway; Francophone and Ronlan Catholic 
institutions çouth of the railway. Assessrnent values and in- 
cornes tend t o  increase as one moves from south to north. Like 
most towns and cities, the housing and insti tutions in 
Tecumseh correspond to certain aspects of social structure; in 
this case, social class and status. 

Beyond these initial observations, just what kind of com- 
munity is Tecumseh? What kinds of people l ive there? How 
firm are the physical and social boundaries that separate 
Anglophone from Francophone, Catholic from Protestant, and 
class from class? These are the questions which will be dealt 
with in this chapter. 
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Figura 2 
Tho Town of Tccumsoh, Onbrio, 1972 



Growth and Development 

Although Tecumseh itself was of little i F  any  consequence as  a 
settlement until the early days of the present century, 
European settlement of the immediate vicinity dates back t o  
the founding of Fort Detroit by the French in 1701 (Chauvin 
1946, p. 365). The site was of considerable strategic value be- 
cause of jts comrnand of western and southwestern trade 
routes. Needless to say, i t  was coveted by both France and 
England, but France rernained in control of the outpost until 
1760. 

In t h e  mid-eighteenth century, French settlers from 
Detroit and the St. Lawrence Valley es tablished homestsads in 
the area. Many present residents of Tecumseh believe that 
they can trace their ancestry to these first settlers of the 
Detroit region. Certainly a glance a t  early census records re- 
veals several family names still common in Tecumseh today 
(Lajeunesse 1960, pp. 54-56, 312-3341. Otbers can trace their 
origins to the heavy migration from Quebec during the latter. 
half of the nineteenth century and to  the  Francophones who 
came from n~r thern  Ontario in search of industrial jobs, espe- 
cially between 1920 and  1945 (Blais 1969, p. 9; J o y  1972, pp. 
69-72). The history of this region is their bistory. Although 
after 1760 the numher of both Anglophone and Francophone 
settlers increased, by the turn of the ceiitury most of the major 
settlements were hrther west and the lakeshore region was 
only sparsely populated. 
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Eastern Approach t o  Tecumseh, 1973 

Between 1838 and 1854 two events occorred which had a di- 
rect bearing on the future development of the town of 
Tecumseh. First, the Tecumseh Road was opened. Running 
some distance south of the lake, the road opened up the inte- 
rior of the country and gave access t o  lands other than the 
swampy lowlands close t o  the lake. Second, in 1854, 110 miles 
of track were laid between Windsor and London. The track 
crossed the Tecumseh Road in the town just below the present 
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canning plant. Tecumseh thus  became a "break of transporta- 
tion centre" (Harris and Ullman 1951, p. 239). Farmers from 
t h e  surrounding district brought their  produce to t h e  road- 
railway intersection and a passenger station was built to  han- 
dle traffic along the lakeshore. 

With the establishment of the railway, the village devel- 
oped rapidly. By the late 1850's it possessed a stockyard, 
brewery, cheese factory, lumber mill, weighing scale, post of- 
fice, and four hotels (Paroisse de Ste-Anne 1959, p.28). By 
1858 the village was sufriciently prosperous to request that a 
parish be established there. The conimunity had previousl y 
been part (if La Paroisse de L'Assomption, and "the nearest 
church to the  west was over twelve miles and to the east about 
thirty miles." The parish of Ste-Anne was established a little 
over a century ago and the foundations for the present church 
were laid in 1871 (Paroisse de Ste-Anne 1959, pp.13-15). 

Urbanization and Ind uslrializa tion : 1900- 1974. 

At the turn of the century, Tecumseh had a lively, bustling vil- 
lage economy. Transpodation was improved and  Tecumseh 
was developing into a fairly significant district service centre. 
However, industry was rapidly growing in the comrnunities 
only eight miles t o  t h e  west and, in 1904, t h e  Ford hiotor 
Company of Canada was established in Windsor. Though the 
Company initially employed only seventeen workers, it her- 
alded the beginning of an  industry that was to dominate the  
entire region (Morrison 1954, pp. 178-180). By 1962, the au- 
tomotive and related industries accounted for 28 percent of the 
total value of manufacturing output in t h e  St. Clair region 
(Essex, Kent, and Lambton Counties) and employed 32 percent 
of the regions' industrial labour force. Most of these industries 
were located in the greater Windsor area (Ontario 1965, p. 63). 
As Tecumseh was so close to Windsor, the steady improvement 
in transpottation facilities meant the town was destined to be 
drawn into t h e  metropolitan orbit and become a "donnitory 
community ." 

in 1921 with a population of just under 1000, the village 
was incorporated. The new town of Tecumseh was still decid- 
edly Francophone and Roman Catholic. Of its 978 inhabitants 
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in 1921, 86.3 percent were of French origin, and 93.8 percent 
were Roman Catholic. Durjng the  decade between 1921 and 
1931, the  population doubled. Those of British origin in- 
creased in proportion t o  t he  total by 8.1 percent, and 
Protesta.nts by 4.7 percent. Anglophone and Protestant rnem- 
bers of the community have increased steadily until,  in 1971, 
those of British orjgin represented slightly more than a third 
of the total population, and  Protestants a fifth of the total 
(Census 1971). 

Tecumseh suffered the consequences of the Depression as  
did most other centres in North America. Just  before the  
Depression, an American food-processing corporation opened a 
canning plant, and in June,  1931, 300 farmers were under 
contract to the new plant (La Feuille d'Erable 1931). Today, 
this plant  is Tecumseh's basic industry; without it, the town 
could hardly survive as a political entity. Even with this  
development, the years 1932-34 were severe. The town's 
administration, along with several others in the county, was 
put under trusteeship (La Feuille dJErable 1932). The sepa- 
rate school board had difficulty maintainjng itself, closjng its 
doors briefly in ,January, 1936 (Tecumseh Separate School 
Board 1935 and 1939). Local business also had i ts  problems as  
the following notice in the local newspaper in December, 1934 
shows: 

The little T h  of Tecumseh which had suffered in 
the course of a few years three terrible setbacks in 
its courageous advance toward steady development 
- namely the failure of the Home Bank of Canada, 
the disastrous abortion of an  ail refinery on the out- 
skirts of the t own  and the fatal misadventure of a 
once thriving brewing plant ... 

(Ln Feuille d'Erable 1934). 
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A Southend Street, Tecumseh, 1973 

Tecumseh slowly emerged from t h e  Depression, but  
never regained its place in t h e  economy of the county. 
Although it still serves the  surrounding rural-urban fringe, the 
advent of more rapid transportation systems, the automobile, 
new highways, and diesel railroad engines, made redundant a 
transportation centre only eight miles from the centre of 
m etropolitan Windsor. 

By the late fifties, Tecumseh began to  share the effects of 
the prosperity following jndustrial expansion in Windsor. The 
demand for industrial and residential land spread eastward 
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along the lakeshore and several new buildings appeared dur- 
ing the sixties. A new municipal building was opened in June ,  
1961, and a public library three years later. During the past 
decade, f ive new schools have been built, a n e w  United Church 
erected, and residential subdivisions opened in the  north end 
of town. In June, 1965 The Windsor Star noted: 

Construction pemits  issued in Tecumseh during 
the first five months of th i s  year totaled $179,722.00 - the highest for a first five month penod in the 
town's history . 

Figure 3 shows that there is still a considerable amount 
of undeveloped land within the  town limits. Until the early 
sixties, this land was under cultivation. Most, if not al], is now 
in the bands of developers awaiting the completion of a 
municipal sewage system. Within two or three y ears one can 
expect the town's population ta increase rapidly as these lands 
are turned to residential use. 

One might  also expect tha t  this increase in population 
will greatly affect the already declining French character of 
the town. ignor ing  assimilation for the moment, one may 
safely predict that the  new residents will be rnainly 
Anglophone, thus further increasing their proportion of the 
total population.:. Most of the Francophones who do corne to  
Tecumseh migrate from northern Ontario and, to  a lesser ex- 
tent, from Quebec. However, the 1961 Census shows tha t  of 
those moving into the town between 1956 and 1961, 80.9 per- 
cent moved from..within the same metropolitan area, sug- 
gesting little Francophone migration (Census 1961). 



A Norbhend Street, Tecumseh, 1973 

The People of Tecumseh 

A wide range of categories are used both in everyday speech 
and scienti.iîc work, t o  classify the population of a gjven area or 
community. Some of the factors to  be taken into consideration 
when selecting what categories are t o  be used in any  study are 
the particular problem under study, the  historical context of 
the problem, and various positions generated by the issues in 
dispute. For example, a study of housing in Halifax could 
hardly neglect race as a relevant category any more than could 
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a study of the centralization of health and welfare services in 
Montreal negled language and religion. 

Tn this study, the interest is in the interaction between 
two categories of people based on language. Given the  histori- 
cal association in Canada between language and religion, reli- 
gious affiliation is also a relevant category. Social class is also 
likely to be related to our built-in linguistic duality as well as 
t o  religious affiliation. Finally, locality, that is, where one 
lives in a city or town, is often associated with language, reli- 
gion and class. Language, religious affiliation, aocial class and 
location of residence will, therefore, be the four major cate- 
gories used in describing the people of Tecumseh. Our ulti- 
mate interest is, however, in the exteot t o  which these cate- 
gories yield viable collectivities. 

The Metropolitan Regzon: A Cornparison 

A useful first step in describing the people of Tecumseh would 
be to look at  the town in relation to the Windsor metropolitan 
area. Since Tecumseh was designated as a census tract in the 
1961 Census, it was possible t o  compare the town with other 
tracts in the area according to  certain selected characteristics 
(Helling and Boyce 19651.1 

In Table 5 Tecumseh is compared t o  the metropolitan 
area according to its three main religious denorninations. 
These tbree accounted for 94.5 percent of the town's popula- 
tion. Of forty-five metropolitan census tracts, Tecumseh had 
the highest proportion of Roman Catholics in its population, 
but bad a very low proportion of Anglicans and United 
Church people. 

The same relationship held for those who were of French 
origin. Table 6 shows that Tecumseh d.so ranked first among 
the forty-five census tracts in this category. Though close to  
one-third of the town's population were of British origin, 
Tecumeeb ranked thirty-ninth out of the  forty-five tracts. 

Table 7 draws atten Lion to the fact t h a t  the average an- 
nual wage and salary income per family in Tecumseh was 

1. Tablas 6-7 are bascd on an analysis of 1961 Consus matcrials in R. 
Holling and E. Boycr, A Demagraphic Survey of Essex Caunty and 
Metmpolitan Winhor (London, Ont.: Tho Diocoao of London, 1965). 
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$314.00 below the average for  the forty-five tracts in the 
metropolitan area. Later analysis will suggest that this was a 
function of the high proportion of Francophones in t h e  popula- 
tion. Nevertheless, the t own  did rank slightly above the mid- 
point of al1 tracts. That is, there were alrnost as many t racts  
with lower incomes than Tecumseh as there were with higher 
incomes. 

Tecumseh, then, was about average for income compared 
ta the  metropolitan region. What was  strikingly diff'erent was 
its religious and ethnic composition. It was more French and 
more Catholic than any other tract in the Windsor area. 

Table 6 
Religious Affiliations of Tecumseh Population 

and Rank in Relation to Forty-five 
Metropolitan Regional Census Tracts, 1961 

- 
Religious % of Metro Metro 
affiliation Tecumseh region regional 

population rank averagea 

Anglican 6.5 4 3 15 2% 

Roman Catholic 76.7 1 48.3 

United Church 11.3 35 15.4 

a The rnotmpolitan average perccntage i a  not the proportion of any one 
group in the total mctropolitan population. but an average of percentagea 
over the for@-five census tracta. 
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Fiyre 3 
Tho Town of Tocurneoh, Ontario, 1972 

Land Uso 



Table 6 
Ethnic Origins of Tecumseh Population and Rank in Relation 

to Forty-five Metropolitan Regional Census Tracts, 1961 

Ethnic i 
Qrigin Tecumseh rank regional 

population average 

British 30.3 

French 55.9 

German 3.3 

Italian 1.6 

Table 7 
Temrnseh Wage and Salary Income Per Family and Rank in 
Relation to  Forty-five Metropolitan Census Tracts, 1961 

Tecumseh rn 
Average Rank average 

The French-English Fact 

The evidence most certainly points t o  French and English as 
relevant categories in Tecumseh. Whether these categories 
were the  basis for the formation of collectivities or not is a 
point for later consideration. However, in 1971 a little less 
than half the t o m ' s  population waa of French origin and a lit- 
tle more than a third of British origin. In addition, about 
three-quarters of the population was Roman Catholic and a 
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fiRh Protestant. These data were presented in Tables 1 and 2 
in Chapter 1. The trend is quite clear. AB the population has 
increased, the proportion of those of French origin and the 
proportion of Roman Catholics has decreased as the result of 
continuing pressure from a largely non-French and non- 
Catholic metropol itan region. 

Consid-erable caution is required using these "ethnic ori- 
gin" data. Tn this case, they provide no more information than 
that one-half of the population possessed male ancestors, sev- 
eral generations removed, who originated in France. Tt tells us 
little about the present existence of a Francophone sub-com- 
munity within the t o m .  

In 1966, a randorn selection of households was taken 
from the population and the resulting sample units were clas- 
sified as belonging to either a French or a n  English sub-com- 
munity by a panel of judges who were local residents. From a 
sarnple of 167 cases, this procedure yielded the following dis- 
tribution: 47.3 percent French Catholic; 31.1 percent English 
Catholic; and 2 1.6 percent English Protestant. The proportion 
of Catholics-and Protestants is about the same as in the 1961 
Censua, 78.4 and 21.6 percent respectively. However, the  pro- 
portion of Francophones was reduced by 8.6 percent. 

These data bring us much closer to a conception of the 
size of the Ftench and English, Catholic and Protestant groups 
within the town. Moreover, the manner in which citizens have 
been assigned to these categories is now rooted in observed 
interaction patterns and  the perceptions of fellow citizens. 
Since our ultimate concern is with social conflict and conflict 
parties, we might again note the existence of two pairs of po- 
tentially opposing categories. There is the French-English lin- 
guistic cleavage and the Catholic-Protestant cleavage. The 
extent to which membership in these categories overlapped, 
that is, not al1 Anglophones were Protestant, will have consid- 
erable bearing on c o n f l i d  over religious and language issues. 

Language and Lunguage Use 

It should be quite clear that the census category "ethnic ongin" 
does not pravide us with any conclusive evidence about lan- 
guage use. An obvious question is to what extent is French 
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used in Tecumseh. This may be approached from two points of 
view. Firstly, we can examine the distribution of citizens ac- 
cording to "mother tongue" and "language spoken a t  home." 
The mother tongue concept, as used in the Census, refers to  
the language a person first learned in childhood and still un- 
derstands (Census, Dictionary 1971, p. 26). The language 
most often spoken a t  home is self-explanatory (Census, 
Dictionary 1971, p. 24). Secondly, w e  can examine the extent 
to which French was used and t h e  situations in which it was 
used by referring to our sample of the Tecumseh population. 

Since the variable "language spoken at home" was  firat 
used in the 1971 Census, I have limited comparative aiialysis 
to "mother tangue." Table 8 shows the population of Tecumseh 
from 1951 t o  1981 distributed according to  mother tongue. 
The trend js quite clear - a continuing proportionate and 
absolute decline of those who report French as tkeir mother 
tongue. At  this point, a crude measure of the extent t o  which 
French is retained by those of French origin cornes readily to 
mind. One may calculate an index of ianguage retention by 
simply taking the  proportion of those who report French as 
their mothei. tongue to the total reporting French origins 
(Commission 1967,1, p. 33). Thus, the language retention in- 
dex for Tecumseh in 1971 was . 56 ;  that is. .56 percent of  those 
of French origin reported French as their mother tongue. By 
1981 t h e  retention index had dropped to -44. 

Table 9, giving the language retention indices for 
Tecumseh from 1951 t o  1981, shows there has been consider- 
able loss over t h e  last  twenty years. Table 10, using both 
mother tongue and language spoken a t  home,  permit:^ a com- 
parison with Essex and the city of Windsor for 1971 and 19S1, 
b might be expected, though Tecumseh showed significant 
language loss, a higher proportion retained French than in 
either Essex County or  Windsor on the F.M.T. index. 
However, by 1981 there is a convergence of al1 three regions, 
with Tecumseh falling short on the much more sensitive 
F.S.H. index. These figures may be compared to  eastern 
Ontario which, in 1971, showed a retention rate of -74 calcu- 
lated according to mother tongue and -63 calculated according 
to  language spoken a t  home. Northeastern Ontario indicea 
were .83 and .70 respectively. Selected counties from these 
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latter regions show retention indices calculated according to 
language spoken at home as high as .99 (Prescott) and .86 
(Cochrane). 

M a t  is clear from an examination of these data is that 
the higher the proportion of those of French origin in the total 
population of a region, the higher the retention index. 
Tecumseh and Essex County, isolated from the major 
Francophone regions of Ontario and with decreasing propor- 
tions of people of French origin in their populations, do not 
present an ideal climate for the continuation and development 
of Francophone communities. Nevertheless, as we shall see, 
the French communities in the peninsula are very tenacious. 

Table 8 
Tecumseh Population According to Mother Tongue, 

1951-1981 

Year Population % French % English % 
other 

Source: Consua of Canada, 1951, Vol.1, 92-725; 1961, Vol. 1, 92-549; 
1971, Vol. 1, 95-722, CT-224 1981, Vol. 3, 95-945. 

The respondents in the 1966 &ample were also asked 
what  languages they could speak. The results showed that 53 
percent spoke both French and English, 1 percent French only, 
and 46 percent English only. Table 11 gives a distribution of 
these data according to  membership in the three linguistic-re- 
Ligious groups found in Tecumseh. It should corne as no sur- 
prise that French Catholics are the bilinguals, with a few 
English Catbolics and a negligible number of English 
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Protestants speaking both languages. The fact that no French 
Catholics speak only English is a function of the method of 
classification; knowledge and use of French was one of the 
criteria for assignment t o  this category. 

Table 9 
Language Retention Indices, Tecumseh, 1951-1981 

Year French French Retention 
Origin Mother Tongue Index 

Source: Census o f  Canada, 1971, Bulletins 1.3-4 and 1.3-.2; 1981,Vo1.3, 
95-945. 
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Table 10 
Language Retention Indices, Essex County, 

City of Windsor and Town of Tecumseh, 1971 

French French 
Mother Retention Spoken Retention 

Region French Tongue Index a t  Home Index 
Origin (F.M.T.) M T  (F.S.H.) (F.H.S.) 

Essex 
County 
1971 68,860 26,155 .44 11,920 .20 
1981 47,505 19,625 -41 7,776 .i6 

City of 
Windsor 
1971 36,005 14,305 .41 5,915 .17 
1981 25,965 10,535 .41 3,745 .14 

Town of 
Tecumseh 
1971 2,430 1,365 -56 660 .27 
1982 2,160 950 .44 320 -15 

1 
Vol. 3 

It is interesting to  note that approximately one-fifth of 
those classified aa English Catholics were bilingual. Apart 
from a few bilingual Anglophones, these would have been peo- 
ple of French ongin who were classified on participation crite- 
r ia  as members of the Anglophone group. 

A series of questions concerning the situations in which 
French was used were directed to al1 those who indicated that 
they spoke the language. The majority of this group, approxi- 
mately two-thirds, used French in and around the neighbour- 
hood; 57 percent used the language in the home and in parish 
activities. A surprisingly high proportion, 40 percent, reported 
using French at work. To some extent French is used in retail 
and service activities in Tecumseh, but we can only assume 
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tha t  outside Tecumseh, French, if used a t  all, was limited to  
friendship groups within industry. French is definitely not a 
working language in Essex County. 

Table 11 
Linguistic-Religious Groups by 

Languages Spoken, Tecumseh, 1966 

Group % English % French % English Number 
only only only of 

Cases 

French O 2 98 79 
Catholic 

English 79 O 21 62 
Catholic 

English 97 O 3 36 
Protestant 

Total 4 6 1 53 167 

It might be expected tha t  French would be used to  a 
greater extent in the jntirnacy of the family and its use gradu- 
ally decrease from home to  parish to neighbourhood, with a 
minimum use in the work situation. That language use did 
not follow this pattern was partly due to  the inclusion of a 
dozen people classified as English Catholic or Protestant who 
were bilingual. These would hardly speak French at home, but 
might well have used the language in other situations when 
required. 

On the other hand, it was observed that people who used 
French with considerable fluency in neighbourhood settings, 
such as a t  social events, in restaurants or taverns, did not use 
the language a t  home. In the aample, 13 percent of the 
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Catholic marnages were linguistically mixed. Therefore, a 
certain proportion of adults would limit their use of the lan- 
p a g e  to their French-speaking associates and  relatives out- 
side of the immediate family. 

Also, in a few cases where both husband and wife were 
classified as French Catholic, they reported that they "felt 
more cornfortable" in English and used t h a t  language at home, 
but on occasion used French with friends. This phenomenon 
presented a major problem in the bilingual schools. With pro- 
grams designed for Francophone children, teachers found that 
many children so classified were no more advanced in French 
than Anglophone students. Although they were viewed by the 
community as French, the natural language of these students 
was, for al1 practical purposes, English. 

The observation t h a t  57 percent of the bilingcials used 
French in parish activities should give cause for some satisfac- 
tion in the Francophone sub-communjty. One must, however, 
still account for the 43 percent who did not use the  language in 
these situations. The simple fa& tha t  40 percent of the 131 
Catholics in the sample were Anglophone and that English 
was the dominant language of both the diocese and the  
province was sufficient reason. The communal life of the  
pansh as  a whole, as expressed through such organizations as 
the Catholic Women's League, the Ushers' Club, the Young 
Catholic Students,  the Young Catholic Workers, and the 
Catholic Parent-Teacher Association, was English in charac- 
ter. The three  exclusively Francophone organizations, La 
Société St-Jean-Bapt is te ,  L'Association de  Paren t s  e t  
d'Instituteurs, and Les dames de Ste-Anne, were small  in 
relation to the former groupa and because of their very 
exclusiveness failed to represent the  parish as a whole. 

These observations raise the question of the extent t o  
which French was actually used by the bilinguals. The sample 
data provided a crude index. It was previously noted tha t  re- 
spondents were asked whether or not they used French in five 
different situations. In an atternpt t o  constmct an index of the  
extent to  whicb French was used by the ninety-one bilinguals 
in t h e  sample, a score of one was assigned for each situation in 
which an individual spoke the language. These scores were 
then added, giving each respondent a total representing the 
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extent to  which he used French. The diatribution of these 
scores is s h o w  in Table 12. 

Table 12 
Extent to Which French is Used by Those 

Who Speak French, Tecumseh, 1966 

# of situations in 
which French used 

# of cases % 

Not used 8 9 

Used in one situation 2 3 2 6 

Used in two situations 19 2 1 

Used in three situations 32 34 

Used in four situations 9 10 

Used in five situations O O 

Tata1 91 1 O0 

This index may be used in a number of ways to explore 
the relationship between the extent to which a person used 
French and other attributes of that individual. For example, 
Table 13 shows the relationship between use of the language 
and age. Though the overall trend pointed t o  older persons 
using French more than younger ones, both the younger and 
older age categories used the language more than the middle- 
aged. It was this younger group, generally ranging from 
thirty-five to forty-five, who were participating more and more 
in Franca-Ontarian associations. These were the people who, 
in 1966, were active in L'Association de  Parents e t  
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d'Instituteurs, La Sociéu St-Jean-Baptiste, and an association 
devoted to obtaining French-language radio in the Windsor 
area. 

Table 13 
Age by Extent of Use of French, Tecumseh, 1966 

Age in years French used in French used in Total 
3 4  situations 0-2 situationa 

60 and over 2 1 18 39 

Total 4 1 4 7 888 

This age group was responding to  the  Royal Commission 
on Bilingualism and Biculturalism and to  the "quiet revolu- 
tion" revival in Quebec. They were trying t o  recreate the  
French character of Essex County and t o  provide a French mi-  
lieu for their children. But  the odds  against them were grea t  if 
not insurmountable. The overall English atmosphere of the 
region, the isolation from French communities in other paris of 
Ontario and  Quebec, and the fart that the use of French was 
'limited t o  associations, friendship groups, and family worked 
against the possibility that their children would acquire either 
appreciation for or fluency in the language. One respondent 
expressed it this way: 

My chjldren, they don't know any French. Oh rny 
older daughter understands a bit. French, you 
know, it's good for conversation, but will never get 
you anywhere. 
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By 1973 the momentum this group had built up in local 
associations had r u n  down. New legislation on hilingual 
schools, French-language radio with a good possibility of tele- 
vision bejng added, and the adoption of the Royal Commission 
on Bilingualism and Biculturalism Reports had al1 been 
achieved. But the overwhelming presence of English in the 
region remained; and, for many, French remained a second 
language if not a mere cultural pursuit. EIowever, new issues 
could again stimulate the growth of these organizatioris and, 
in turn, strengthen the Francophone community in Tecumseh, 
Early in 1974, such a n  issue was emer@ng - the creation of 
an exdusively French-language school t o  serve a portion of 
Essex County. 

The discrepancy between census data on the French lan- 
mage and the data  obtained from the 1966 sample will by now 
be obvious. The two sets of data  are not comparable since the 
sarnple was drawn from the voters' list which had a total of 
1,777 cases, while census data was based on the total popuia- 
tion of the municipality - 4,476 in 1961 and 5,165 in 1971, 
Furthemore, the 1966 sample dealt with only adults-heads of 
household and spouses - excluding al1 those under twenty 
years of age, whereas the census includes al1 age groups. 

This issue raises another point of some importance. The 
major concern of this study is with conflict among social cate- 
gories or collectivities. Thus, although language was impor- 
t a n t  as a symbol of membership and as a symbol around which 
issues are created, the focus was  not  on language per se, but 
on patterns resulting from interaction among  people who 
iden t i fy  themselves a s  French o r  English, Catholic or 
Protestant. The retention of French, the extent to  which it is 
used and where, are only one set of indices of assimilation. 
Moreover. language is an attribute of individuals not of 
groups. 1 will return to this issue later. 
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The World of Work 

Social class, the position one occupies in the economy is deter- 
mined, for most people, by the  kind of work they do and how 
much money they earn. Tecumseh is located in  one of the 
most highly industriabzed regions in Canada. Manufacturing 
establishments in the  three-county Lake St. Clair reoon ac- 
counted for 17 percent of Ontario's output  in transportation 
equipment, 60 percent in petroleum and coal products, and 19 
percent in chernicals and chernical products. Essex County it- 
self accounted for 62 percent of the salaries and wages of the 
region and 49 percent of the manufacturing output (Ontario 
1967, pp. 59, 611.2 

As was previously noted, automotive and transportation 
equipment is the major industry in Essex County though most, 
if not all, of this activity is outside the limits of Tecumseh. In 
addition t o  the canning plant, Tecumseh boasts only six small 
plants with under twenty-five em ployees each, producing a 
number of miscellaneous goods such as atone monuments, 
fishing lures, plastics, pharmaceuticals and printed materials 
(Greater Windsor 1972). Apart from services to  the sur- 
rounding communities and its few srnaIl industries, the t o m ' s  
economy depends on its residents, the majority of whom, 78 
percent of the sample, work in Windsor. Moreover, a third of 
these are employed in the  automotive industry. As might be 
expected, the  majority of salary a n d  wage earners are involved 
in production and craft occupations related to t h e  automotive 
and other manufacturing industries. The 1961 Census re- 
ported that  33 percent of the town's work force were craftsmen 
and in the  productive process; 22 percent were employed in 
clerical and sales occupations; and 20 percent in managerial, 
professional, and technical occupations. This accounted for 78 
percent of those holding jobs and living in Tecumseh (Census 
1961). 

Using the sample, Table 14 indicates the incomes earned 
through these types of occupations. Tt wiil be recalled that the 
average income in Tecumseh was just  slightly below the 
metropolitsn average. What is of considerable significance 

2. Measurd i n  krms of value offactory shipmcnts. 
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here i s  the  distribution of income according to membership in 
the three linguistic-religious categories. French Catholjcs re- 
poded much lower incomeç than either their Anglophone co- 
religionists or  English Protestants. In fact, for each income 
class, French Catholics were less well-off than English 
Catholics, who in turn were less well-off than English 
Protestants. 

This analysis can be taken a step further. In 1961, the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics revised an occupational class 
scale developed by Professor Blishen (Blishen 1961). Scores 
based on an index which combines educational and income 
levels were assigned t o  occupational titles. The scores were 
then grouped into seven occupational status classes. Classes 
six and seven included professional and managerial occupa- 
tions; classes three to  five, white-collar and skilled occupa- 
tions; and classes one and two,  semi- and unskilled occupa- 
tions. 

Table 14 
Linguistic-Religious Groups by 

Family Annual Income, Tecumseh, 1966 

Groups Under $5000-6999 $7000 over Total 
$5,000 

French 
Catholic 5 2 16 1 O 78 

English 
Catholic 19 20 13 52 

English 
Protestant 8 14 14 3 6 

Total 79 50 37 166a 

a Ko answec, 1. 
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Table 16 
Linguistic-Religious Groups by 

Occupational Statua Levels, Tecumseh, 1966 

Groups Status Status Status 
classes clasees classes 
6-7 3-5 1-2 Tohl 

French 4 2 9 11 44 
Catholic 

English 6 24 14 44  
Catholic 

English 13 12 4 2 9 
Protestant 

Total 23 66 29 117a 

a Not working: retired, widowed, or unemployed, 49; no answer, 1. 

Assigning these scores to occupations reported for heads 
of houaehold in the sample resulted in the data presented in 
Table 15. The relationship found between the linguistic-reli- 
gious categories and income also held here. Catholics were 
more represented at the lower occupational statua levels than 
Protestanta, and Francophones tended to be more represented 
at the lower levels than Anglophonea. The one exception was 
that there were a few more English than French Catholics in 
classes one and two. 
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Who Lives Where and For How Long? 

We have now looked ab the citizens of Tecumseh as they are 
distributed according t o  language, religion, and social class. 
Who then was the hypothetical average citizen of Tecumseh in 
1971? With respect to gender, about one-fifth of the women in 
the sample reported either full-tirne or part-time work. In the 
main, employment was local. In addition, many women did 
not report seasonal employment a t  the Green Giant canning 
plant, where mothers and older daughters worked during the 
summer montbs. Men, for the  most part, worked in production 
jobs in Windsor. Male or female, the "average citizen" was 
likely to be of French origin and Roman Catholic. He or she 
may have used French to some extent, but  not nearly as  much 
as Franco-Ontarians in the Ottawa Valley o r  Northern Ontario 
or, more recently, in the City of Welland. Those who did not fit 
this profile were likely t o  be of British origin and Roman 
Catholic. There was a third type, also of British origin, but 
Protestant and, if able, pursuing a professional or managerial 
career in Windsor. Representatives of the fint two types, male 
or fernale, were usully deeply involved in  parjsh activities. 

The third type was more likely t o  be involved i n  
metropolitan level activities. Tecumseh was, for the most part, 
only a place of residence. F u r t h e m o r e ,  he or ahe was not 
likely to have lived in the t own  aa long as others. Consistent 
with the French and Catholic origins of Tecumseh, 92 percent 
of French Catholics in the sample had lived i n  the town for 
more than ten years, while only 22 percent of English 
Protestants reported the same length of residence. English 
Catholics fell between the  two categories with 72 percent 
claiming residence of more than a decade. Tne issue of length 
of residence may be camied a step further. French Catholics 
had not only lived in Tecumseh longer than Anglophone citi- 
zens, but 60 percent of their parents had also lived in the 
t o m ,  compared t o  35 per cent for  English Catholics and 14 
percent for English Protestants. 
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Figure 4 
The Town of Tecumseh, Ontario, 1966 
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A final question regarding residence concerns the spatial 
distribution of Tecumseh citizens according to membership in 
the three categories. Do the members of a category tend to 
cluster together in neighbourhoods or are they distributed 
evenly throughout the t o m ?  This distribution is presented in 
Figure 4. Dividing the town into its eleven municipal polling 
divisions and using the sample, it was found that polling divi- 
s ions nine through eleven were predominantly English 
Protestant; two through four were predominantly French 
Catholic, and the remaining four were predominantly English 
Catholic. 

'If the northern boundaries of polling divisions four and 
f ive were arbitrarily taken as dividing the town into two sec- 
tors, 63 percent of the French Catholics lived below this line 
and 86 per-cent of the English Protestants lived above the line. 
There was less segregation between English-speaking 
Protestants and Catholics than between the former and 
French Catholics. In other wordç, the pattern of residential 
segregation followed linguistic more than religious divisions. 
English Catholics acted as a connecting link between the other 
two categories in that they were more evenly distributed 
throughout the town 

Insofar as there was a close relationship arnong income 
levels, language and religion. one of the factors contributing to  
these residential patterns is social class. The assessrnent val- 
ues of residential properties tend to increase as one moves 
from the south end of town t o  the lake. On the other hand, the 
observed segregation was also a function of the  history of the 
community . The original residents, French and Catholic, 
clustered around the railway-road intersection in the south 
end. It was in this district, polling divisions one through five, 
that the religious, educational, political, and economic insti- 
tutions of early Tecumseh developed. tater residents, rnostly 
English-speaking, rnoved into the available lands near the 
lake, an area which in the middle of the nineteenth century 
was largely swamp. 
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The Forces of Association and Dissociation 

We now have a partial picture of Tecumseh. It is incomplete 
because we have limited Our analysis, for the most part, to at-  
tnbutes of individuals - their origins, language, occupations 
and incomes, relipon and place of residence. We rnay now 
speak of French Catholics, English Catholics and English 
Protestants. We know that the members of any one category 
share certain experiencee and hold certain characteristics in 
common with each other more than with those classified in the 
other two categories. We know that they tend to  live together, 
corne from the same general religious background, hold similar 
jobs, and share a cornmon language. These combined factors 
suggest, but only suggest, that any given Tecumseh resident 
will tend t o  associate more with those in hi8 or  her category 
than with othera. That is, the categories may well be social 
categories or collectivities. However, we have y e t  t o  see 
evidence of a coincidence of interaction patterns within each 
category. We have yet  to see evidence that the citizens per- 
ceived themselves as members of a category. Rnally, we have 
yet ta detemine the existence of institutional supports. Does 
the organizational We of Tecumseh bring people together be- 
cause of certain attributes, thereby discouraging associations 
based on others? This will be the subject of the next chapter. 





Chapter Four 

The Town and its Institutions 

In communities with two or more social categories based on 
such dimenaions as religion, language, or  ethnicity, the  extent 
of social organization within each category may Vary frorn sim- 
ple interpersonal networks based on friendship and kinship, t o  
complex structures involving one or more spheres of institu- 
tional life. Professor Breton has rated ethnic communities in 
Mon treal according to  their "degree o f  ins titutional complete- 
ness" using data on the number of variaus types of organiza- 
tiona operating within the community (Breton 1964, p. 195). 

Theoretically, a n  institutionally complete ethnic com- 
munity would be one in which al1 the needs of its members are 
met within the boundaries of the community; there would be 
no requjrement to interact with the society at large. Obviously 
very few, if any,  ethnic comrnunities are institutionally com- 
plete, but the degree of completeness varies widely within any 
given multi-ethnic society. If the three social categories in 
Tecumseh were placed along a continuum rangjng from a low 
ta a high level of institutional comple.teneas, they would proba- 
bly cluster around the mid-point, tending towacd the  com- 
pleteness pole. Tn addition to interpersonal networks based on 
membership in the categories, the town's religious, educational 
and organizational life separates people out according to lan- 
guage and religion 

Tn the Montreal study, Professor Breton suggested that: 

the presence of forma1 organizations in the ethnic 
community sets out  forces tha t  have the effect of 
keeping the social relations of the immigrants within 
its boundaries. 

(Breton 1964, p. 196) 

We might, therefore, refer to  those aspects of institutional life 
that  contribute to  bringing the townspeople together in spite of 

89 
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their religious and linguistic affiliations as forces of association. 
Those which separate people according to re l ison and lan- 
guage could be referred to  as forces ofdissociation. Of course, 
the point from which we view the situation determines which 
activities contribute to association and which to  dissociation. 
An exclusively Francophone organization, insofar as it brings 
people together, would contnbute to association. However, j t  js 
here viewed as having the  opposite effect because i t  would sep- 
arate some residents of the town from others, Francophones 
from Anglophones. 

Forces of Association and Dissociation 

The following is an analysis of the insti tutional life of 
Tecumseh according t o  those aspects that  contribute to associ- 
ation and dissociation in the town as a whole. Within this 
framework, we will look st t h e  world of work, church and 
parish, the  school system, voluntary associations, and the 
world of politics. 

The WorId of Work 

Work links people to economic institutions and in  so dojng pro- 
vides the baçis on which people are differentiated according to  
social class. We  have already noted tha t  both French and 
English Catholics in Tecumseh were underrepresented at 
higher income and status levels, with Francophones showing a 
greater degree of underrepresentation than  Anglophones 

This is one of the ways in which economic institutions 
contribute to dissociation. Income is differentially distributed 
according to  Linguistic and religious affiliations. Income levels 
affect one's access to the market. Consequently, those with 
lower incomes wiU tend to  live in neighbourhoods where they 
can meet the housing costs. This, in  turn, will contribute to 
neighbourhood interaction patterns based on membership in 
one of the three social categories. Furthermore, people who 
find themselves at  the same class and status levels will also 
tend to  share similar values and interests. When this is com- 
bined with a common language and religious affiliation, the 
potential for in-group solidarity is even stronger. 
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There js another way in which work contributes to  disso- 

ciation. Using the  1966 sample,  28 percent  of Tecumseh's 
French Catholics and 30 percent of its English Catholics 
worked within the town's boundanes. This stands in contrast 
with English Protestants; only 3 percent worked in t o m ,  the  
rest jn Windsor. Thus, many Francophone and Anglophone 
Catholics not only shared similar class and s ta tus  positions, 
but they also worked in their  community of residence. It is 
tme that local professionals and merchants were included 
among those working in Tecumseh. Nevertheless, the  situa- 
tion contributed to a greater coincidence of linguistic, religious 
and community identity. English Protestants tended to  iden- 
t i f y  more with the larger metropolitan region than with the  
t o m  of Tecumseh. 

A t  another level, work relationships operated in the 
opposite direction: The majority of Tecumseh's labour force, 78 
percent, were employed outside the t o m  in the larger 
metropolitan region, and most of these in the automotive in- 
dustry. At thjs-ievel, the Francophone worker was a member 
of a very small minority participating in the larger society. As 
a worker he or shs had few. i f  any, interests which differed 
from those of Ahglophone workers or those of Windsor's sizable 
population of ltalian origin. If he o r  she was a union member, 
and he/ahe most likely was, the unions were decidedly 
Anglophone, aggregating those interests which su perceded 
linguistic and r~l ig ious  affiliation. In this way, the  world of 
work acted as aLfdrce of association, the major link between the 
local Francophone community and the larger society. 



Ste-Anne's Parish Church, 1973 

Church and Parish 

Of those intewiewed in the 1966 sample, 89 percent indicated 
membership i n  one of the four churches in the Tecumseh re- 
gion. Two were Roman Catholic and two Protestant. Of the 
remajning 11 percent, half belonged to  churches in Windsor 
and half jndicated no church aflliation. The districts which 
the four churches served did not coincide with town bound- 
aries. A Roman Catholic and an Anglican church were in the 
neighbouring town of St. Clair Beach. The pansh of the former 
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jncluded a narrow strip in the north end of Tecumseh, bounded 
on the south by an east-west line running through the town 
just above the municipal park (see Figure 2). Ste-Anne's 
parish included al1 Tecumseh south of this line and a fairly 
e d n s i v e  farming area to the south and southwest  of the town. 

Ste-Anne's and the Tecumseh United Church were the 
only churches in Tecumseh itself. They provided the focus for 
the Catholic and Protestant sub-communities. The original 
United Church was a smaU asphalt-tjle-covered building with 
a seating capacity of about one hundred. A new and larger 
building was erected recently, reflecting t h e  growing 
Protestant population in the town. The congregation was es- 
tablished in 1946 as the town's Protestant population began 
slowly to increase. The Anglicans had initially held services in 
Victoria School. The present Anglican church building in St. 
Clair Beach i s  but twenty years old. 

In contraat with the newness of the Protestant churches, 
Ste-Anne's parish'-has over a century of history behind it. The 
current church, a.substantia1 stone building supporting a bel1 
tower visible for miles, is itself three-quarters of a century old. 
Within the parishl church life was tightly inikrwoven with the  
life of the town as a whole. Physically, the church buildings 
dominate the landscape. It was not unusual for the curb to be 
present at  the opening of new business ventures in town. Nor 
was i t  unusual ta.lsee the curé or his assistants on hand during 
municipal elections and other general comrnunity events, the 
Protestant clergy being conspicuous by their absence. Indeed,  
padicipation in community life was encouraged by the clergy of 
Ste-Anne's, as the following comment from an ex-member of 
the town council shows: 

That's why 1 went into politics - a lot of us  felt from 
our discussions in the Catholic Family Movement 
that we should get involved and make a contribution 
as Christians .... the exScho01 Board Chairman and 
the CO-editors of the  local newspaper, and a lot of 
others; we were al1 in the group together. We've 
always had one priest who was a good social-action 
man. 



Tecumseh United Church, 1973 

For many Catholics, town and parish coincided. 
Psy chologically , they formed one unit, one identity. For 
Protestants, church and town tended to  be viewed as indepen- 
dent entities. Indeed, the village "iç French"; it is part  of 
"they" not "we." From the perspective of the town as commu- 
nity, religious life contributed to  dissociation insofar as it sep- 
arated Catholic from Protestant. It also acted as  a force of as- 
sociation in drawing Francophone and Anglophone Catholics 
together. Nevertheless, one did not have to probe too deeply to 
discover the linguistic division within the  pafish, supported by 
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The clergy of Ste-Anne's, al1 three of whom in 1966 were 
Francophone and bilingual, played a fairly neutral role in the 
interests of the parish'a two linguistic groups. In a sense, they 
acted as mediators between these frequently conflicting inter- 
ests. This role is confimed by the extent of criticism directed 
toward them frorn memberç of both language groups, both of 
whom felt that the jnterests of the other were being favoured. 

A French-speaking educa tion O ff~cial felt that Ste- Anne's 
clergy were not doing enough to  encourage the development of 
the Francophone group in Tecumseh. Several English-speak- 
ing ladies of the parish were quite concerned over the curé's 
assigning English-speaking altar boys to  the French Mass. 
English-speaking parishioners objected to French being used 
as the lead language on a bilingual sign installed on the church 
grounds during the summer of 1965. An organization with a 
relatively lengthy history in the parish was disbanded as a re- 
sult of a conflict over which language should take priority at  
meetings. These may appear trivial events, but it is out of 
events such as these that  major issues develop. 

Voluntary Associations 

Voluntary associations aggregate and articulate the various 
sentiments and interests of a given population and, a s  such, 
they contribute t o  both association and dissociation. 
Organizations of this type ar ise out of the divergent and com- 
mon sentiments and interests related to the structure of a 
community rather than themselves "causing" these expressions 
of structural relationships; they do not cause French-English 
and Catholic-Protestant differentiation, but suppor t  such 
differences. It is because of this characteristic of voluntary 
associations that  they provide a useful device for the analysis 
of community social structure. This approach was  used by W. 
Lloyd Warner and his associates in the Yankee City series 
(Warner 1963), and by Everett C. Hughes in French Canada in 
Transition (Hughes 1943). Gerald Gold provides a more recent 
example in hia study of industrial developrnent in St. Pascal, 
Quebec (Gold 1973). 
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Figuro 6 
Linguis tic and Religioua Corn psi  tion of  Voluntav 

Associations in Tecumseh, 1966a 
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Voluntary associations Vary according to the emphasis 
they place on aggregating sentiments, of a religious or moral 
nature, or specific interests. They may act as  instruments by 
which the special interests of some are set against the special 
interests of others; or they may be rnainly concerned with 
maintaining collective solidarity (Warner 1963, p. 110). "Most 
associations [willl ... combine these features in varying propor- 
tions" (Hughes 1943, p. 122). 

Though a few associations in Tecumseh served t o  draw 
the total community together, most were built around linguis- 
tic and  reljgious inkrests and sentiments. A picture of the lin- 
guistic and religious composition of the major locally based as- 
sociations is presented in Figure 5. The organizations liçted in 
ce11 nine are  those which bring the townspeople together. 
These were secular in nature and focused on recreational, pa- 
triotic, and econornic interests. 

The absence of French Protestants in the town accounts 
for the absence of organizations in cells four, six, and seven. 
The absence of organizations in cell two reflects an important 
fact about social life in Tecumseh. There were no exclusively 
English-speaking Catholic organizations. The religious orga- 
nizations in ce11 three, though separating Protestant from 
Catholic, aerved t o  combine French and English-speaking 
Catholics around common parish aentiments and interests. 
The observation that English is the predominant l a n p a g e  of 
these total pansh organizations points to the dominance of the 
English-speaking group within the parish and the diocese. 

There were two secular organizations in ceIl three which 
were Catholic in fact rather than by definition. That is, fol- 
lowing Professor Hughes, people do not say, "Let's form a 
Euchre Club with an exclusive Catholic membership." Rather, 
"they simply form associations among their fellows who 
lhappen t o  bel ... Catholic* (Hughes 1943, p. 124). Tt was be- 
cause of this that the Euchre Club and the Fire Brigade were 
predominantly Catholic in membership and that  the three lin- 
guistic-religious aocial categories were sustained. 

In contrast with the linguistically mixed Catholic organi- 
zations, those in ceIl one were exclusively Francophone, func- 
tioning to  organize some parish members around national sen- 
timents and interests. With the exception of Les dames de Ste- 
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Anne which was organized around t h e  ceremoniea of the  
church, these organizations aggregated and articulated the 
special interests of the Franco-Ontarian population in 
Tecumseh with regional and provincial bodies. 

There were few English-speaking Protestant  organiza- 
tions. The United Church Women were Protestant by dedni- 
tion, but English in fact. The Scouts and Guides, though a t -  
tached t o  the local United Church,  were Protestant and 
English in fad rather than by definition. The Victoria School 
Home and School Association, which disbanded early in 1966 
due t o  a lack of interest, was alço English in fa&. The paucity 
of English-speaking Protestant organizations was due in part 
to the fa& that the majority of Protestants were relatively new 
residents compared to the strong vjllage and parish attach- 
ments built u p  by the long-standing Catholic population. 

Many of the English-speaking Protestants in the 1966 
sarnple who did indicate organizational memberships were af- 
filiated with professional, fratemai, and service organizations 
operating at the metropolitan level, for example, The Business 
and Professional Women's Association, the Canadian Red 
Cross, University Women's Association, the Canadian Cancer 
Society, o r  the Masonic Order. The status level of Tecumseh's 
English Protestants is reflected here and also in their recre- 
ational activities. Only eleven respondents in the sample be- 
longed to a nearby golf club, a sailing club, and the  Windsor 
Curling Club, and al1 of these were English Protestants. 

The Schools: Protectors of the Faith 

Separate and Public Schools. Of all the spheres of institutional 
life in Tecumseh, education perhaps contributes more t o  
dissociation t h a n  any other. Before Confederation, Upper 
Canada had a Ministry of Education, created as part of a 
movement toward a system of common public schools. Roman 
Catholics were "given the right to  withdraw from the local 
public school and establish a separate Roman Catholic school" 
Walker 1964, p. 2). This system effectively separated Catholic 
from non-Catholic a t  t h e  local level, sustaining the boundaries 
already promoted by parish and congregation. In addition, 
there is a linguistic division, usually within the separate school 
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system, in communities with a significant number of 
Francophones. 

Tecumseh was no exception to this pattern. The town 
now possesses three Roman Catholic separate schools and two 
public schools. In 1966, these schools were operated by two lo- 
cal school boards. Toward the end of the decade consolidation 
hsd shifted the responsibility for local schools to the county 
level. The Roman Catholic Separate School Board of Essex 
County and the Essex County School Board are now responsi- 
ble for the separate and public schools in Tecumseh. 

Ontario elementary schools go up to and include grade 
eight; the  secondary level begins in the ninth year and runs 
through to grade thirteen. The jurisdiction of the separate 
school board stops at grade ten; the public school board is re- 
sponsible for schools operating grades one through thirteen, 
including kindergarten. Thus, Ca tholic studen ts who have 
completed grade ten may attend either a private Catholic high 
school operated by the parisheç of Tecumseh and St. Clair 
Beach or attend the regional public secondary school in Belle 
River, some ten  miles to the east. 

It is important to keep in mind tha t  the  separate schools 
are not parochial, but public schools supported by local taxes 
and provincial government granta. The BO-called public 
schools, though not Roman Catholic, are not Protestant in the 
sense of church affiliation; they are secular. Nevertheless, the 
public schools are frequently referred to ,  locally, as the 
"Protestant schools." Given a public and separate system in a 
community, Roman Catholic ratepayers may choose to have 
their taxes and children assigned to either one. The taxes and 
children of non-Roman Catholic rate-payera automatically go 
into the public system; there is no choice. 

Superficially , both systems appear equal in status, but 
such was not the case. Let us  first examine the situation as it 
was in 1966. Both systems derived an incorne from local resi- 
dential assessment. However, the separate system might re- 
ceive taxes from commercial assessment only to  the extent that 
it could demonstrate that  a proportion of the ahareholders were 
Roman Catholic. Therefore, if 20 percent of the shareholders of 
a corporation were Roman Catholic, the separate syskm would 
receive 20 percent of the assessment. Ln a corporation of any 
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size, with shares constantly changing hands,  it was next t o  
impossible to  dernoristrate religious affiliation. Consequently, 
the  bulk of the commercial assessment found its way into 
public school systems. 

In Tecumseh, a town with a predoninantly Catholic pop- 
ulation, a good deal of local commercial assessment went to the 
separate schools since most small businesses are locally owned. 
But even in this special case, the public school had a commer- 
cial and corporation assessment of $333,220.00. The separate 
systern, which was five tirnea the  size, had to work with an as- 
sessment of $359,470.00 (The Town of Tecumseh 1966). 

The relationsbip between income and religious affiliation 
built in a further inequality in residential assessment. Since 
Catholic families in Tecumseh generally had lower incomes 
than non-Catholic families, their properties tended to be lower 
in value, and, accordingly, in assessment. This gave the sepa- 
rate system a lower per pupil assessment to work with. To this 
could be added the observation that Catholic families tended t o  
have more children. These factors, combjned with a lower per 
pupil commercial and corporation assessment, resulted in an 
adual total per pupil assessment of approxirnately $7,200.00 
for the public school system and $2,100.00 for the separate 
system (The Town of Tecumseh 1966). 

There were two solutions to this dilemma within the leg- 
islative framework in which the separate schools are required 
to operate. The local separate school board might gain addi- 
tional funds by applying a higher mil1 rate to its available as- 
sessment. This was done in Tecumseh. In 1966 the separate 
school board levied a mil1 rate of 107 on its residential assess- 
ment and 118.19 on its commercial assessment. In cornpari- 
son, the public school board mil1 rates were 99 and 109.30 re- 
spectively (The Windsor Star 1966). 

A second solution was to press the provincial government 
into making up the djfference on per pupil income through 
equalization g a n t s .  The govemment's willingness to meet the 
problem in this manner, basing grants 



on the ability of boards t o  raise money by local 
levies.., [having] nothing t o  do with whether the 
boards are public or  Roman Catholic, 

(The Toronto Star 1972) 

has helped considerably t o  close the gap over the last decade. 
This solution was attacked by the Ontario Public School 
Trustees' Association as favouring Catholic schools. A brief 
submitted by this association to  the Minister of Education in 
1972 claimed t ha t  public schools were being short-changed 
compared to Catholic schools (The Globe and Mail, Toronto, 
1972). The fact remains that if public schools are short- 
changed on grants, the difference is made up by a more 
favourable position on residential and commercial assess- 
ments. 

For Tecumseh schools, a third solution entered the  pic- 
ture in 1969. In January of tha t  year, twenty-three separate 
schools in Essex County were consolidated under the County 
Roman Catholic Separate School Board. The one board now 
levies taxes throughout the county, thus eliminating some of 
the local inequities due to  rural and urban differences. By 
1973, according to  the Superintendent of Education for the 
Essex County Roman Catholic Separate Schoo! Board, "for al1 
practical purposes the two systems are now equal." 
Nevertheless, the problems of lower commercial assessrnent 
and lower Catholic family income still remain. 

To this must be added the fact that separate school 
boards cannot operate schools beyond the tenth year. Thus, if 
a Catholic comrnunity wants ta  sponsor the final three years of 
high school, it must do so under private auspices. I n  
Tecumseh, the Catholic high school operated by the two 
parishes draws its income from student fees and the operating 
budgets of the  parishes. Some saving is effected by sharing fa- 
cilities and resources with the intermediate level separate 
school operating under the separate school board, though even 
in this case, the intermediate school must operate grades nine 
and ten under elementary school grants. From a Catholic 
point of view, parents are assesçed twice for secondary educa- 
tion, through their local taxes and through parish contribu- 
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tions. Should they choose ta send their children to SteAnne's 
High School, they have, in addition, montbly fees to pay. 

French and English. Although French and English Catholics 
found themselves united on issues of separate  and public 
schools, within Tecumseh's separate school system there is also 
a linguistic division similar to  t h a t  observed in the parish. 
Based on accommodations reacbed between Franco-On tarians 
and the provincial govemment in 1927 and new legislation 
passed in 1968, the separate schools operate English and 
French "panels" from kindergarten ta grade ten. There are two 
ljngujstically based sub-systems within the  separate schoals; 
two sets of classrooms, two sets of teachers, and two sets of 
administrative offïcials. 

The French panel is primarily designed for children with 
Francophone parents rather than as a device to  teach a second 
language t o  Anglophone children. Tbere is an interdependence 
between this system and the Franco-Ontarian community a t  
both the local and provincial levels. The French panels or 
bilingual schools could not exist without the continua1 political 
support of Franco-Ontarians, nor could the  Franco-Ontarian 
community exist without the  schools as  a recniiting ground for 
its adult members. T t  should be added that  these schools are a 
consequence of the history of French-English conflict in 
Ontario, not of any particular pedagogical theory or  technique. 
They are political creations. 

According t o  one Franco-Ontar ian officer in the 
Department of Education, the ideal organization of a French 
panel is where: 

French is used exclusively in kindergarten and from 
grades one to  three. In grade three, some oral 
English is introduced. In  grades four and five, in- 
struction continues in French, but English is intro- 
duced as a subject, as a second language. At this 
level, some English is used as a medium of instnic- 
tion. By grade six, other subjects, such as mathe- 
matics, are taught in English. R o m  grades seven to 
ten, English is gradualiy increased as the medium of 
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instruction until both languages are  on a fifty-fifty 
footing. 

Local arrangements V a r y  considerably from this idea. With the 
exception of the Ottawa Valley and  northeastern Ontario, most 
districts fa11 short of this mark, usually introducing English as 
a medium of instruction to a far greater degree than suggested 
from grade three on. Tecumseh schools most certainly fall 
short of the ideal. A very real problem in southwestern 
Ontario is that, a s  was noted in our discussion of language use, 
many parents of French origin do not use French at home to  
sny great  extent. Consequently, for al1 practical purposes, the 
first language of many children attending the French panel i n  
Tecumseh i s  English, not French. Though the politics of the 
situation require tbem t o  be viewed as Francophones, French 
is often their second, not their first language. 

In two of the three separate schools in Tecumseh, 
Francophone and Anglophone children share the same building 
with separate bilingual and English classrooms. In St- 
Antoine's or St. Anthony's School, depending on the language 
of the speaker, little English is used from kindergarten to 
grade two in the French panel. English begins as a subject in 
grade thtee and i ts  use continues to  increase up t o  grade six. 
Though 47 percent of the pupil.s enroiled in St-Antoine's were 
in the French panel, there was little French heard outside the 
classroom. In 1966, announcements and notices were in both 
languages; th is  pradice had ceased by 1973. Ste-Anne's 
Intermediate School carries grades seven through ten. The 
two language panels are continued in grades seven and eight. 
By grade nine, French is taught as a subject, but js not used as 
a medium of instruction in other subjects. At the secondary 
level, students can take a few subjects in French if they so de- 
sire. The goal for 1974 at the regional school in Belle River is 
ta offer five courses in French. 

Parents have a choice whether to enroll their children in 
the French or Engljsh panel. Figure 6 shows that the propor- 
tion of French enrolments has decreased, with some fluctua- 
tion, over the past seventeen years. In 1955, pupjls enrolled in 
the French panel represented 50.2 percent of the total student 
body. By 1972, their enrolment had dropped ta 27.6 percent. A 
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good deal of this can be explained by the ever-increasing num- 
ber of Anglophones moving into Tecumseh during this period. 
The gap between English and French enrolments (Figure 6) 
has  serious consequences for thoae who want to maintain 
French schooling. Since the children share the same facilities, 
as  the proportion of pupils enrolled in the English panel in- 
creases, pupils and teachers in the French panel are less and 
less able to maintain a French atmosphere in the school. 

On the other hand, if we examine the absolute rather 
than the proportional enrolment in the French panel, we fmd 
that over the seventeen years the average enrolment was ap- 
proximately 340 pupils, peaking in  1957, 1963, and 1969. 
Aside from the obvious influence of demographic changes, what 
factors influenced Francophone parents to enroll their children 
in one or the other linguistic panel? 

School and parish authorities can, and do, on occasion in- 
fluence enrolment in one or the other direction. In the penod 
between 1957 and 1961, j t  was reported tha t  some teachers 
and school administrators were encouraging Francophone par- 
ents to enroll their children in the English panel or, a t  best, 
they w e r ~  not discouraging this practice. It was impossible t o  
ascertain the validity of these reports. I have observed the 
practice, but only in cases where English is the primary lan- 
guage used by the  parent. The teacher's reaction to this is t o  
suggest that the child go into the English panel since the 
French panel is not designed t o  teach French as  a second lan- 
guage. 

In the other direction, dunng  the early and mid-sixties, 
~ e k r n s e h  had two inspectors who skongly encouraged en- 
rolment in t he  French panel. This period was also the era of 
fairly intense activity on the part of local Francophone associ- 
ations and the "quiet revolution" in Quebec. These factors may 
well have influenced parents' enrolrnent decisions and explain 
the peak in 1963. The 1969 peak was due to decisions made a t  
the county board level. When consolidation took place, pupils 
enmlled in the French panel in a school previously outside the 
juriadiction of the Tecumseh board were transferred to  St- 
Antoine's, increasing the  number of pupils in the French panel 
there. 
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The fact remains that some Francophone parents place 
their children in the French panel and others do not. Those 
who do not have succurnbed t o  a number of pressures. Some 
parents believe that the use of two languages in the early years 
of schooling actually retards the child's development. One 
parent in disnissing this mat te r  was won-ied that if his child 
should learn French first, he would be retarded in English, and 
if he learned English first, he would be retarded in French; 
"but if he tries both at the same time, this might really slow 
the kid down." Whether learning two languages in the first 
few years of school does in fact retard a child is an empirical 
question. To date, in spite of several studies, the evidence is 
still inconclusive. 

In Tecumseh, part of the belief tha t  a bilingual education 
retards a child's learning progress is based on the fact tha t  
many children in the French panel who are transferred into 
the English panel before the end of grade eight improved their 
grades. However, this appeared to be based on factors other 
than a bilingual education per se. First, as previousiy noted, 
some of these children came from homes where French was not 
used t o  any extent. Thus, from the child's point of view, 
French was a second language, although theoretically bis 
rnother tongue. Second, as children in the French panel moved 
beyond grade two, the actual load was heavier than in the 
English panel. The  child was required to follow many subjects 
in both languages, a task that some children are not capable of 
perfonning. 

Another factor of some importance, especially in a com- 
munity where the  socio-economic status of Francophones is 
low, i s  that the child must eventually earn a living in English. 
Furthermore, he will eventually have to  complete the  last 
three years of his secondary schooling in a setting which is al- 
most totally English. The decision of French Catholic parents 
in Tecumseh is, therefore, not an easy one to make. They are 
faced with a multiplicity of factors working against the c0nti.n- 
uation of French education. Whatever choices the individual 
parents might make, the schools in Tecumseh combine with 
church and parish first to separate Protestant from Catholic 
and tben, witbin Catholic institutions, French from English. 
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Government and Politics 

Municipal Governrnent. Municipal government is perhaps the 
one continually operating activity in Tecumseh that is almost 
totally associational in character. Municipal interests - taxes, 
roads, industrial development, recreation - are common to al1 
residents regardless of their linguistic-reljgious affiliations. In 
its fifty-three years of existence, the town council has involved 
residents from the three linguistic-religious groupa a t  all lev- 
els. Of the twenty-seven men elected t o  the councii a t  ten-year 
intervals from 1921 t o  1961, and in 1966, twenty were 
Francophone, seven Anglophone; twenty-three were Catholic 
and four were Protestant. 

The hwn council îunctions to aggregate local interesb as 
they pertain to the administration of the municipality. Some of 
these interests are dispensed with locally, but  it is becoming 
increasingly necessary to refer to extra-local govemrnental 
bodies. Accordingly, another function is the articulation of lo- 
cal interests at higher levels of government. There is not only 
the necessity of dealing with higher levels of government a t  the 
county and provincial levels, but many projech of regional in- 
terest require cooperation with neighbouring municipalities. 

The main issues with wbich the council was concerned 
during 1965 and 1966 were: sewage disposal, increasing coets 
of education, youth and recreation (stimulated by a belief in 
the presence of a delinquency problem), and the usual ongoing 
housekeeping adivities. In  the spring of 1966, the five mem- 
bers of the councii were intemiewed. Sewage disposa1 was re- 
fecred to by al1 five as the most important issue a t that time. 

This problem illustrated quite clearly the dilemma of the 
municipality in relation t o  higher levels of government and 
neighbouring municipalities. I n  order to expand, the town had 
ta have a provincially approved sewage disposa1 and treatment 
system, but until it bad expanded, Tecumseh could not afford 
such a system. The only alternative was to cooperate with 
neighbouring municipalities, but such negotiations take time. 
In Tecumseh's case it took ten years, and in the meantime the 
town could not expand or develop appreciably. 

In addition to the problems over sewage disposa1 and 
dealing with extra-local levels of government, during the six- 



ties the town lost control of its library and welfare services to 
county government. More and more the institutions that pro- 
vide the social basis for community a t  the local level. are being 
eroded in the interests of eficient governrnent. It would be an  
error to assume that identity and community is simply trans- 
ferred to another level as people become more globally ori- 
ented. It may well be tha t  the erosion of local institutions 
leaves people unattached, apathetic, and alienated. 

In spite of this increasing loss of powers, and perhaps 
partly because of the resulting necessity t o  act as an interest 
group on behalf of the town's residents, municipal government 
provided a major focus for community identity, an identity 
apart from linguistic and religious interests. The interest in 
municipal government in Tecumseh was high, compared t o  
many other municipalities. Tn 1963, 60 percent of the eligible 
voters turned out for municipal elections; in 1965, 62.5 percent 
of those eligible cast votes in the mayoralty election. In 1959, 
88.7 percent of eligible voters voted against annexation t o  
Windsor. In this election, there were no significant differences 
according to language or  religion; the town as a unit over- 
whelmingly opposed annexation. 

Municipal government iç by no means immune to lin- 
guistic and religious interests. Occasionally, but so infre- 
quently that considerable press coverage resulted, these inter- 
ests entered the administration of town affairs. English was 
the language of council affairs. Municipal employees were 
bilingual and used either language with facility i n  their deal- 
ings with the public. It  was not unusual, however, for informal 
chit-chat in the  council chambers before or after meetings to 
take place in French among the French-speaking members. In  
September, 1960, an English-speaking counciUor announced in 
a council meeting that "1 object t o  a lsnguage being spoken 
tha t  1 don't understand" (The Tribune, Tecumseh 1960). This 
incident was sufficient to draw comment from both The 
Windsor Star and The Tribune (Tecumseh). 
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Figure 6 
Tecumseh Separate Sfhool Enrolment, 1955-2972 
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The same councjllor found himself in a public dispute 
with the French-speaking deputy reeve over the  latter's re- 
quest for a French-language welcome sign on the roads into the  
t own  (The Tribune, Tecumseh 19621. From t ime t o  time, a del- 
egation to the council will phrase its cornplaint in terms of lin- 
guistic interests. A dispute between two of the town's mer- 
chants over  the  fact that the advertising sign of one was 
blocking out the advertising of the other was brought to  t h e  
council for mediation. It so happened that one of the dis- 
p u t a n t ~  was English-speaking, the other French-speaking. 
The English-speaking merchant, appearing before the council, 
was reported t o  have said: 

My father told me some time ago that there isn't 
much use in trying to get things done here because 
there is a group of French Canadians who will al- 
ways look after their own first. 

This brought an immediate reaction from a n  Engljsh-speaking 
member of council who requested that these comments be re- 
moved from the  record. In another similar incident, a service 
station proprietor, objecting to  his customers receiving parking 
tickets, stated: 

I don't know what's wrong with the cops these days. 
Geez, if you got a French name, they're after you for 
sure. You're just a n  old Frenchman ta them. 

These are minor incidents and generally disapproved of by 
French and English-speakers alike. 

In contrast with church, parish, school, and voluntary as- 
sociations, municipal government is much less a force of dis- 
sociation. It provides a common basis for Tecumseh citi.zens. 
However, one m a y  well wonder to what extent municipal 
elections reflected divisions according to  language and religion; 
and to wha t  extent, therefore, council members were potential 
8 not real representatives of linguistic and reljgious interests. 

Tecumseh residents did attribute these interests to can- 
didates and fellow citizens during municipal elections, and 
candidates and local political pundits also viewed elections in 
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religious and linguistic terms. There was a belief tha t  French- 
speaking candidates had less of a chance in the north-end than 
English-speakers, and that Protestants had little chance in 
south-end polls. During a discussion of municipal politics, a 
French-speaking resident observed that: 

Now, what's your name - Jackson, eh? Well, if you 
ran in a local election as  an unknown, the people on 
the other side [the north-end of town] would vote for 
you. 

Because my name is Anglo-Saxon? 

Yes, now i know some people over there and they 
are always complaining about the French clique in 
town politics. 

The following comment, made by an English-speaking 
Catholic and an ex-member of the town council, agrees with 
the above statement: 

IJve Lived here in the viLlage for some t ime ... and I'm 
active in church affaira so the people over here [the 
south-end] know me. 1 got their votes in spite of my 
name. But 1 got the votes on the lakeside, too, be- 
cause of my  Anglo-saxon name. They didn't know 
me, but they'll vote for an English over a French 
name. Those people over there are always com- 
plaining about the French who run the town. T've 
told them t o  run their own candidates if that's the 
way they feel. 

But how does the "other side" of t o m  feel about it? English 
Probetants have held council positions, but very few since the 
incorporation of the town in 1921. One of the English Catholic 
candidates in the 1965 eledion indicated the north-end resi- 
dents' view: 

[Upon entering the town ha111 on Wednesday 
night ... I bumped into - and - lboth active leaders 
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in the Protestant  sub-community 1. They said,  
"Where have you been? We've been looking for you. 
What are you going to run for? ... We need you. We 
need an English g u y  to represent our side. We'll put  
you u p  for counciIlor and support you." 

In reply t o  this comment, a French-speaking resident present 
during the conversation said: 

That  - told me he was going to support  you and - 
That goddamn - is supporting you guys because 
you're the only English, I mean non-French, names 
on the list. He'll support Polacks, Wops, or what- 
have-you, but not a Frenchman. 

ln reference to  a cornmittee appointed in 1966 t o  discuss 
youth and recreation problems, both the  Parks and Recreation 
chairman and the mayor stated that they endeavoured tu get 
al1 points of view represented. The mayor said: 

[The ctajrman and 11 immediately thought of the 
two churches and the two ends of town in setting u p  
t he  Youth Cornmittee. [On the  other handl, the  
Planning Board has always been loaded with guys 
from the Lake. [A past mayor], he polled heavily out 
there and put them al1 on. [One of our councillorsl 
pointed that out and said we need somebody from 
this neck of the woods [ the  south-end] on the 
Planning Board. 

The chaiman of the Parks Board stated: 

Areas are taken into consideration; it's the biggest 
factor. Tt might be wrong because we don't always 
get someone who is  interested or qualified. It  hap- 
pens iike in deciding who 1 would invite t o  this diç- 
cussion on youth .... 1 thought of the two religious 
groupa, someone from the northside of town and 
someone from this side. 
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These are the perspectives and actions of those actively 
involved in local politics. But do the voters behave in a similar 
manner? An analysis of voting patterns suggests that they do 
to a certain extent, but not as dramatically as the  above data 
might suggest. Looking a t  the  1965 municipal election, Table 
17 presents the proportion of votes received by three of the five 
new council members. The Reeve, elected by acclamation, and 
the mayor, whose opponent was also French Catholic, were 
omitted. The English Catholic councillor, compared t o  his 
French Cathoiic colleague, polled far more votea in the English 
sector, the latter receiving about equal support from each area. 
Similarly, the French Catholic deputy reeve polled heavier in 
the French sedor than he did in the  English sector. 

Table 17 
Distribution of Votes Received by Three Incumbents 

on the Town Council, December, 1965 According 
ta French and English Residential Sectors 

Percent of Votes Received 

French 
Sector 
Polling Div. 
Received 

Position Tncumbent 1-6 
Councillor Engiish 26.9 

Catbolic 
Councillor fiench 50.7 

Catholic 
Deputy French 55.1 
Reeve Catholic 

English # of 
Sector V o k s  
Polling Received 
Division 
6-1 1 
73.1 3 89 

Although there was a tendency to vote an "ethnic ticket" 
in the 1965 election, i t  was considerably weaker in the 1972 
election. Once again, the mayoralty candidates were both 
French Catholics. In the case of t h e  reeve and deputy reeve 

Ba 
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where linguistic affiliation was split, al1 four candidates polled 
about the same proportion from each sector. Three of t h e  Five 
candidates for the two councillor positions were Anglophone, 
and two of these were elected. In Table 18 the votes of the  
Francophone and Anglophone candidates a re  totalled, indi- 
cating the proportion of votes polled by each category. The 
Francophone candidates polled 49.5 percent of their votes in 
the French sector, compared to the  37.5 percent polled by the 
Anglophone candidates. 

The linguistic and religions divisions were, to some ex- 
fxnt, reflected in municipal elections and in the composition of 
municipal cornmittees. Sut this does not detract from the as- 
sociational force of municipal  government in Tecumseh. 
Indeed, it tends to mediate these interests rather than promote 
them. 

Table 18 
Percentage Distribution of Voting for Francophone and 

Anglophone Candidates for Councillor Positions 
by French and Engiish Residential Sectors, Tecumseh, 1972 

French Sector English Sector Total 
Polling Divisions Polling Divisions 

Class of 1-5 6- 11 
Candidates 

Francophone 49.6 

Anglophone 37.5 

Provincial Governrnent. Divisive issues are much more likely 
to be generated in the area of provincial politics. The major is- 
sues in Tecumseh around which linguistic and religious inter- 
ests revolve are related to the school system. Since education 
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is a provincial prerogative, provincial politics will tend to have 
a more dissociative influence than municipal or federal politics. 

Victor Lapalme, in his study on the role of Franco- 
Ontarians in provincial politics, noted the following three 
phases: 

1. From 1867 to  1937, Franco-Ontarian counties 
voted according t o  ethnic and religious considera- 
tions, tending to vote en bloc for a single party ... 
2. From 1943 t o  1948, i t  appeared that the Franco- 
Ontarian counties were no longer voting en bloc, but 
were divided according t o  socio-economic and eco- 
logical considerations. 
3. From 1948 to  1967 ... t h e  counties did not vote en- 
bloc, although in 1951 and 1955 they tended to 
favour the Conservative Party. From 1959, both 
liber al^ and  Conservativea were elected in these 
countiea. The 1967 election confirmed the break in 
Franco-Ontarian bloc voting. 

(Lapalme 1968, p. 27) 

This was t h e  general pattern, with some variation among the 
eastem, northeastern and aouthern constituencies. From 1943 
on, the latter two regions indicated far more support for the  
C.C.F. and N.D.P. than was the case in the lower Ottawa 
Valley. Nevertheless, given a specific issue, Franco-Ontarians 
have shown a tendency to  vote in terms of party position on 
that issue. Lately, class interests have intersected with lin- 
guistic and religious interests, preventing block vo t ing  
(Lapalme 1968, p.28). 

However, the 1971 provincial election in Ontario did pro- 
vide such an issue. Beginning early in 1969 and mlminating 
in 1971, the question of public support of separate or  Catholic 
schoois, especially at  the secondary level, was a major election 
issue in Essex and other regions with high proportions of 
Catholic vobrs. 

In Febmary 1969, the Conservative Government of 
Ontario s ta ted  that  the current policy on separate schoola 
would continue (The Windsor Star 1969). By November of the 



same year. the opposition, both Liberal and New Democrat, 
had declared support for a change in policy favouring the sep- 
arate school system. The N.D.P. caucus took a much stronger 
position, leading the debate in the legislature (The Windsor 
Star 1969). Tecumseh voters seem to have acted accordingly. 

The town of Tecumseh was located in the Sandwich- 
Riverside constituency which elected an N.D.P. member t o  the 
legislature. Table 19 indicates the percentage distribution of 
the vote according to  party for the French and English sectors 
of the t o m .  The twelve polls in Tecumseh gave overwhelming 
support t o  the N.D.P. candidate, with 50.5 percent of the vote 
cast in his favour. He polled 56 percent of the vote in the 
French sector, the other two parties increasing their support in 
the English sector. 

Table 19 
1971 General Election, Ontario, Percentage 

Distribution of Votes by Party, According t o  French and 
English Residential Sectors, Tecumseh 

Parties 

bsidential New Progressive Total # 
Sectom Democratic Libeml Conservetive of Votea 

French 
Scctor 
Polling Div. 
1,2; 8 - l l B  5 6 9 1.8 12.2 1206 

Endish 
Sector 
Polling Div. 
3-7 44.3 25.5 30.2 1079 

Total for 
Tecumseh 
Polls 50.6 28.8 20.7 2285 
Source: Ontario electiona (1969 By-Election, 1971 Gerieral Election) 
hturn from the h a r d ç ,  Toronto (Ottawa: que en'^ Printer, 1972) p.363. 
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It should be kept in mind that the propodion of Roman 
Catholics in Tecumseh, 75 percent in 1971, is exceptionally 
high, and that they are much more evenly spread throughout 
the town than are Francophones and Anglophones. Moreover, 
t h e  issue was not a Francophone issue, but, a Catholic- 
Protestant issue, involving both French and English. Catholics 
on one side. In this light, it is interesting to look a t  the two 
polling divisions where the Conservative candidate did gain a 
plurality. i n  polling division three, he gained 100 of the 212 
votes cast, (47.2 percent), and in division four, 119 out of 258, 
(46.1 percent), Both polls were in the north end of the town, in 
nejghbourhoods which were heavily English Protestant. 

Given an issue on the fate of Catholic schools per se ,  
Francophone and Anglophone Catholics in Tecumseh wiU com- 
bine. Had the issue brought the question of French-language 
education into play, the voting patterns may have been differ- 
ent as French Catholics opposed both English Catholics and 
Protestants. Though this is a purely spemlative comment, the 
N.D.P. vote rnay well have resulted from a combination of the 
school issue and the fact that a high proportion of automotive 
workem, who in Tecumseh would be mainly Catholic, generally 
voted for that party. 

The parties themselves involved both Francophone and 
Anglophone, Catholic and Protestant. Indeed, both the Liberal 
and Conservative candidates in t h e  1971 election were 
Catholics. There was no French or English, Catholic or 
Protestant political pad-ty. At this level of political life, the  
parties contn bute to association rather than dissociation. 

Federal Government. The crucial question of French and 
Catholic schools is absent a t  the federal level. For several rea- 
sons, the constituencies in which Tecumseh has been located 
have traditionally returned Liberal candidates to Ottawa. 
Nevertheless, in 1965 the issue of bilingualism, the use of 
French in federal services outside Quebec, and the status of 
Quebec in Canada were pertinent issues. The following is a 
brief description of the activities leading up to the federal elec- 
tion of November, 1965. 

In the literature distributed by the four parties mnning 
candidates locally, language issues were generally avoided by 
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al1 except the Communist Party. The following s t a b m e n t  was 
made in that  party's main piece of campaign literature: 

The crisis of Confederation has  arisen because our 
existing constitution denies French Canada equal 
status with English Canada ... We propose. ..a new 
voluntary confederal agreement ... . that  recognizes 
the bi-national character of our country, including 
the rights of self-determination of each of t h e  LWO 

nations. (italics added) 
(The Communist Party of Canada 1963) 

The New Democratic Party, though avoiding these issues 
in its campaign literature, made the foilowing statements in a 
mimeographed copy of their national convention resolutions 
which were distributed to party members on request: 

We must ... clarify and define the special status of 
Quebec a s  t h e  guardian of the French language, tra- 
dition and culture and guarantee ta French-speaking 
minorities throughout Canada the same constitu- 
tional rights as  the  English-speaking minority of 
Quebec enjoys. Be it resolved that this convention 
recommend to  the provincial sections of the New 
Democratic Party that they advocate a full system of 
schooling in the French language where a suffitient 
number of French-speaking Canadians exist t o  make 
this possible. (italics added) 

(The New Democratic Party 1965) 

Neither the Progressive Conservative nor the Liberal 
parties made specific reference ta Quebec, French Canada, or 
the French minorities in their literature. Both made vague 
references to the problem of Confederation and national unity. 
A Conservative pamphlet calling for a Confederation confer- 
ence, referred t o  "unity through equality," and implied disap- 
proval of the Liberal Govemment's handling of Quebec: 
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There shall be no weakening of Confederation. Tbe 
disrnantling, piece-by-piece, of our country must  
stop. 

(Progressive Conservative Party 1965) 

In a special election issue of Liberal Action, which would have 
had a limited circulation among party members, more specific 
references were made to Quebec and 

the task of nation building, on the basis of a real 
partnership between the two major cultural groups 
established by Canadian history. 

(Liberal Action 1965, p.4.) 

Al1 four parties thus adopted a pan-Canadian position on 
French-English relations. Within this general ideological ori- 
entation, thejr positions ranged from the Cornmunist accep- 
tance of the binational concept to  the Conservative notion of 
individual (in contrast with collective) equality. However, pol- 
icy statements are not as convincjng to the voter as the actions 
of candidates and their supporters dunng  the campajgn. The 
Liberal campaign was bilingual in character; the campaigns of 
the other three were decidedly unilingual. 

French was not used at the nomination meetings of the 
Conservative and New Democratic Parties. Both meetings 
were held in the  predominantly EngBsh-speaking section of the 
constituency, with about 150 attending t h e  Conservative 
meeting and fiRy attending the N.D.P. meeting. The N.D.P. 
candidate avoided al1 reference t o  the issues of Confederation 
and national unity. The Conservative candidate referred to  his 
party's policy regarding a constitutional convention and con- 
demned his Liberal opponents for "giving in to  Quebecn and 
perpetrating discord thraugh their Royal Commission inquiry 
into bilingualism and biculturalism. Both candidates concen- 
trated on local issues with federal relevance. 

In a later  interview, t h e  Conservative candidate was 
asked if he planned ta take the  French-speaking population in 
his rïding into account. He answered: 



No, T don't think we have to. The issues are common 
t o  al1 - French, English, o r  Ttalian ... There is no 
need to use French, everyone understands English. 
I'm after the  young people this time. They're not 
interested in this French-English question. 

In answer to a similar question, the N.D.P. candidate 
stated: 

1 don't speak French. There is nothing 1 would like 
better than to be bilingual. But there is no use try- 
ing to fool people. Then there are a lot of other lan- 
guage groups in the riding. We've tried t o  get a 
French or bilingual candidate to r u n  for us, but no 
luck yet. 

Ln contrsst with the latter two parties, the Liberais heId 
their nomination meeting in the Ste-Anne's parish hall. Buses 
transported people in from the furthest ends of the con- 
stituency; a total of some 1500 people attended. The meeting 
was conducted in both French and English. French was the 
predominant language used in the many informa1 gatherings 
before and after the  meeting. The candidate was bilingual and 
had held the seat for some thirty years. He polled 63.6 percent 
of the votes in the constituency, and 70.9 percent in Tecumseh. 
(The Windsor Star 1965). I n  the  1972 federal election, 
Tecumseh votera gave 48.1 percent of their vote to the winning 
Liberal candidate in a n  election where the Liberals suffered 
considerable losseç. 

As in provincial politics, the parties were not especially 
French or English, Catholic or Protestant in membership. In 
addition to this, the crucial issues for Catholics and 
Francophones are not mediated at the federal level. Federal 
politics tend to be more associative than provincial poLitics for 
Tecumseh residents, but neither bring the people together to 
the same extent as in municipal political life. 
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Association, Dissociation, and Assimilation 

The citizen of Tecumseh, whether French or English, Catholic 
or Protestant will at times come into contact with fellow citi- 
zens belonging to the other categories. If one is French, one is 
more likely to  come into contact with English Catholicç than 
English Protestants; if one is English Protestant, one is not 
likely to have much contact with Francophones. The institu- 
tional life of the town both encourages and discourages cross- 
category contacts. 

By definition as  well as practice, Catholic is separated 
from Protestant according to church affiliation and activity. 
This also removes French Catholics one step from English 
Protestants. in  the parish, Francophones are separated from 
Anglophones to a certain extent. The school system reinforces 
this pattern, again separating Catholic from Protestant, and 
within the Catholic category Francophone from Anglophone. 
These patterns are fudher supported by membership in vol- 
untary associations. 

The world of work more clearly operates in both direc- 
tions. People meet and interact at their place of work and in 
their unions, businessmen's associations, and professional as- 
sociations without linguistic and religious interests having too 
strong a pull. However, income and status, bejng largely de- 
pendent on work and the market place, separate people out 
again as class coincides to some extent with linguistic and reli- 
gious affdiotion. 

Political parties a t the provincial and federal levels bring 
people together. But salient issues tend to divide people out 
again during elections. This tertdency was not observed di- 
rectly at the federal level, but it was operative at the provincial 
level and to a much less degree a t  the municipal level. 
Municipal government, however, was the one activity which 
strongly contributed to an overall community identity with lit- 
tle or no linguistic and religious interests. 

These conclusions strongly point to the presence of social 
categories based on linguistic and religious afiliations. The 
institutional supports will tend to promote a higher frequency 
of interpersonal interaction and provide the social materials for 
identity based on category membership. Though not  y et dealt 
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with directly, we are here looking at assimilation frorn a dif- 
ferent perspective than that measuring language retention and 
use. Language is an individual attribute, although reinforced 
and ultimately dependent on a social and cultural basis. In 
this chapter, we have examined the way in which the lives of 
people in Tecumseh were organized through institutional ac- 
tivity rather than the frequency with which, or place where, 
they use a particular language. The evidence suggests a fair 
degree of separation according t a  membership in linguistic and 
religious-based categories. 



Chapter Five 

The Parties 

Our analysis of Tecumseh began with the assumption that 
significant aspects of its' social life revolved around three cate- 
gories based on the linguistic and religious affdiations of its 
citizens. So far, the description of the people of Tecumseh and 
their institutiona has focused on the questions of whether 
these linguistic and religious categories have meaning for 
those so classified; and whether people interact with each 
other and relate t o  institutions on the basis of the categories. 
In effect, I have attempted to  marshal sufficient evidence t o  
decide whether the linguistic and religioua affiliations do or do 
not yield social categories or collectivities. 

Sorne years ago, Robert K. Merton pointed out that  in 
order to estabLish the presence of social groupa in a given set- 
ting, the objective criterion of observed interaction and the 
subjective criterion of definition of nernbership by self and 
others are necessary (Merton 1957, pp. 284-2861, In 
Tecumseh, as  far  as observed interaction is concerned, as we 
have seen, certain activities within the community served t o  
bring people together according to their linguistic and religious 
aEdiations. Tn other activities these affiliations tended t o  be 
ignored and people were grouped according to political, work, 
or residential affdiations. 

The evidence presented in Chapter 4 does not yield pre- 
cise statements about the relative strength of those activities 
contributing to dissociation according t o  language and religion. 
Nevertheless, the evidence does permit the conclusion tha t  
people living in Tecumseh do find themselves from time to  
time interacting with others according t o  the language they 
speak and the religion they profess. Furthermore, the situa- 
tions in which these interactions occur are not trivial; religion, 
education, voluntary associations, and politics aU play an im- 
portant part in most residents' lives. It would now be useful to 
look a t  interpersonal interactions aa opposed to patterns of 



residential segregation and interaction within an organiza- 
tional framework. 

Interpersonal Networks 

With the exception of political and sports events, most social 
gatherings in Tecumseh were either almost exclusively 
Catholic or exclusively Protestant. Within the Catholic group 
one could observe the divisive effects of language as there was 
a tendency for F'rench-speakers to gravitate toward each other 
and converse in French. The following is quoted from field 
notes written after the separate school board nomination 
meeting in November, 1965: 

Initially, there was considerable milling around, 
French and English participants, talking to each 
other in English. Finally, three clusters formed. A 
little gcoup in one corner at the back of the 
room ... was speakjng English. In another corner at 
the front of the room, a group was also speaking 
English - McQuaid, Maçon, the Camichaels, and a 
few others. In the other front corner was a group 
speaking French - Janisse, Bourdeau, Lacharité, 
and Durocher. From time t o  time, people would 
corne in, greet all, and settle in with one or the other 
now permanent clusters. The " Frenchn cluster did 
not remain exclusively in French, but switched back 
and forth according to who joined their group."i 

This was not an unusual occurrence as most gathenngs of any 
size broke into linguistically separate sub-groups before and 
after meetings. This same clustering of linguiatically separate 
groups was observed many times in restaurants and taverns, 
indicating the possibility of linguistically based friendship 
groups or cliques. 

Another indication of the extent to  which fraternization 
occurs across linguistic-religious boundaries is who must be 
introduced to whom during informal gatherings. Folkowing a 
session at the town hall just before the 1965 municipal elec- 

1. Namos are Ficticious in this and subsequent referenoes h m  field notes. 
104 
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tions, a group adjoumed to the Tecumseh Tavern. Before the 
evening had concluded, two notth-end English Protestants had 
joined the group. Both were public school board mernbers and 
had lived in Tecumseh for some time, but both had to be intro- 
duced to most of those gathered around the table, al1 of whom 
were prominent in town affairs. 

A similar set of circurnstances occumed at  a house party 
following the elections: 

The most significant event of the evening was the 
arriva1 of the mernbers of the public school 
board.. .Macleod, Smith, MacTaviah, Jones, Barker, 
and Brown, This was indeed the first time that this 
group, repreaentative of the northside Anglo- 
Protestants, had aocially joined with the Yrish" 
Catholic clique. Al1 of the former had ta be intro- 
duced to  most of the men and al1 of the wives of the 
latter. 

Although French and English-speaking Catholics interacted 
with mare frequency than Catholics and Protestants, the fol- 
lowing event shows the possibility of linguistically based 
cliques within the Catholic category. At a small household 
gathering French and English-speaking couples, al1 active in 
parish and hwn affairs, again required introductions. 

Jean9iefi.e Cartier is the rnayor and the son of an 
old, prominent family in t o m .  Bill McQuaid is a 
councillor; both he and hi8 wife are active in parish 
and t o w n  affairs. The Patricks who have been in 
town for Five years are extremely active in panah 
affairs. 3ean-Pierre and Bill have p w n  up to- 
gether (and therefore know each other quite well 
and see each other frequently) .... However, Mrs. 
Cartier had not been in the McQuaid's house for 
four years and waa anxious to see the renovations, 
Perhaps they had met from time to time, but the 
comments seemed to suggest that neither woman 
had seen the other very often over the last four 
years. 



The McQuaids and the Fatr ich see each other fre- 
quently. But the Cartiera had not met the Patricks, 
they were strangers. Mr. Patrick may have bumped 
into Jean-Piene from time t o  thne (accordhg ta his 
own admission), but  as couples they were strangers. 

To provide further support for these observations, the re- 
spondents in the 1966 sample were asked a series of questions 
about cross-linguistic and religiaus contact a t  the interper- 
sonal level. One set of questions asked the respondenh about 
the extent of cross-religious contact in three settinge - the 
neighbourhood, secular organizations, and a t  work. Using the  
same procedure followed with the language questions, each 
person was given a score of one for each setting in which 
hdshe indicated cross-religious contacts. These scores were 
added, giving each respondent a total representing the extent 
to whicb hdshe associated with members of the opposite reli- 
gious category. The results are tabulated in Table 20. 

One-fifLh of the  sample indicated a complete lack of 
cross-religious contact and 15 percent exhibited a relatively 
high level of contact. French Catholics had considerably less 
contact with Protestants tban did English Catholics. The 
higher level of association of Protestants with Catholics as 
compared t o  Catholics with Protestants is perhaps a refledion 
of the residential distribution of each religious category. There 
were Catholics in al1 the pol.ling divisions, but  several divi- 
sions, particularly one through five, contained very few 
Protestants. Thua, there was a certain propodion of Catholics 
who had less opportunity to interact with Protestants at the 
neighbourhood level. 

Given the previously noted relationship between lan- 
guage, religious affiliation, and income levels, it might be ex- 
pected that social class acted aa an additional faetor in aepa- 
rating the residents of Tecumseh into sub-groups. Such ap- 
peared to be the case. Aa shown in Table 21, the higher the 
income level, the more cross-religioua contact there wm. 



Table 20 
Percentage Distribution of Catholic-Protestant Association 

Scores by Linguistic-Religious Categoriea 

Catholic-Protestant Association Scores 

Categones O 1-2 3 Total Cases 

French Catholic 30.0 60. O 10.0 7 9 
English Catholic 14.0 73.0 14.0 5 2a 
EngLish Protestant 6.0 67.0 28. O 368 
Total 20.0 65.0 15.0 167 

a Adds to 101 .O percent due ta rounding ermm 

Table 21 
Percentage Distribution of Catholic-Protestant Association 

Scores by Family Income Levela 

Catholic-Protestant Association Scores 

Family Income O 1-2 3 Total Cases 
Levels 

High (7,000 & over) 11.0 54.0 35.0 37 
Medium (5,000-6,999) 10.0 70.0 20.0 50 
Low (under 5,000) 29.0 68.0 3.0 7 9 
Total 19.0 66.0 15.0 1668 



Table 22 
Percentage Distribution of French-English Association Scores 

French-English Assocjation Scores 

Linguistic O 1-2 3-4 Total Cases 
Categories 

Francophone 6.0 56.0 39.0 7 2a 

Anglophone 17.0 55.0 28.0 85 

Total 11.0 55.0 34.0 157b 

a Adds ta 101.0 percent due ta rounding emrs. 
b Interviewer arror, 9; no answers, 1. 

The respondents were given another set of questions 
about cross-linguistic contact. Each respondent was given a 
score of one for each of the settings (neighbourhood, parish or 
church, secular organizations, and work) in which helshe indi- 
cated cross-linguistic contacts. Comparing Table 22 with 
Table 20, one can see that  there was more contact between 
French and English-speakers than between Protestants and 
Catholics. This difîerence was a renection of the higher cross- 
linguistic contact within the Catholic category. 

Also, there was a tendency for French-speakers to show a 
higher degree of association with English-speakers than the 
reverse. This was due to  the religious and linguistic separa- 
tion of English Protestants from French Catholics, and t o  the 
residential distribution of t he  three groups. English 
Protestants had far less opportunity to associate with French 
Catholics than did French with English Catholics. Social class 
was also operative, as shown in Table 23. As with cross-reli- 
gious association, there was a greater tendency for frater- 
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nization across religious and linguistic boundaries at the 
higher-income levels. 

The observation that there was greater cross-linguistic 
and religious contact a t  higher-income levels should not, out of 
hand. be taken as evidence of a commonly accepted relation- 
ship between mobility and assimilation (Tremblay 1954, p. 
217; Warner, 1963, p. 361). The focus of this study is not on 
individual assimilation and mobility, but on the maintenance 
or collapse of, and the relationships between, collectivities. 
Data on the fonner items were, therefore, not considered in the 
analysis. 

Table 23 
Percentage Distribution of French-English Association Scores 

by Family Income Levels 

French-English Association Scores 

Family Incorne 3 -4 1-2 O Total Cases 
Levels 

High (7,000 & over) 51.0 30.0 19.0 37 
Medium (5,000 -6,999) 40.0 54.0 6.0 5 O 
Low (under 6,000) 23.0 87.0 10.0 78 

Total 35.0 65.0 11.0 165a 

a Adde to  10l.0 percent due to rounding emra; no anawers, 2. 

However, and of more theoretical importance, contact per 
se does not imply assimilation. M a t  is important ia the na- 
ture of contact situations. In the context of French-English 
relations it was and is  the members of the hjgher aocial and 
economic classes who act as the representatives of their re- 
spective categories and, of necessity, indicate more moss-cate- 
gory contact. In Tecumseh, those who frequently interacted 
acrosa these boundaries were the very people who were active 
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in locally and regionally based organizations repreaenting 
their respective interests. 

A final point, our review of the history of the French- 
English fact demonstrated the interplay between social class 
and national aspirations. At the local level this led t o  
strengthening the boundary between the two linguistic cate- 
gories as class, religion and language tended to coincide. The 
class boundaries are there. The superimposition of language 
and religion is frequently a result of the activities and inter- 
ests of the higher income and social classes. 

There was, then, sufficient evidence to confirm the 
statement that interpersonal interaction tended to follow lin- 
guistic and religious cleavages, supportecl by residential segre- 
gation and class differences. It would be stretching the point 
to irifer closed groups from these data, but residence, religion, 
language, and social class did have differential effects on the 
patterns of interpersonal interaction in Tecumseh. 

Religious a-ffiliation appeared to have the most divisive 
influence, separating Protestant from Catholic, especially 
French Catholic from English Protestant. The presence of 
English Catholica reduced the extent of separation along lin- 
guistic lines and t o  a lesser degree along religious linea. 
lncome leveh again redistributed the population through aets 
of common interests and values which criss-crossed linguistic 
and religious boundaries. At higher income levels there wae 
more association between Catholics and Protestants, and 
Anglophones and Francophones than at lower income levels. 
But even here, there was a sufficient residue of people with 
low association scores t o  support the presence of social cate- 
gories based on language and religion. 

Discrimination at the Interpersonal Leuel 

Prejudice and discrimination should not be equated. 
Discrimination is "the differential treatment of individuals 
considered to belong t o  a particular social group" (Williams 
1947, p. 39). Prejudice refera t o  "an ... attitude (a predisposition 
îo  respond t o  a certain stimulus in a certain way) toward a 
grwp of people" (Simpson and Yinger 1953, p. 14). Thus, dis- 
crimination is an act; prejudice is a readimss to act in a certain 
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way toward  a particular object. The two do not necessarily 
correlate (Simpson and Yinger 1953, pp. 19-22). Moreover, one 
cannot observe prejudice (an attitude) in the same way that  
one can observe discrimination (a behaviour). 

The observed unequal distribution of income, status, and 
educational resourcea accocding to language and religion may 
be taken as evidence of differential treatment. But our inter- 
est here is in interpersonal discrimination. Although some 
discriminatory acts were observed at  this leve1;the frequency 
was very low. There was no evidence of such acts based on 
religious affiliations, but there was some evidence of linguistic 
discrimination. 

In the neighbourhood, at work, and in the parish, French 
speakers experienced discriminatory behaviour from time t o  
tirne. One respondent reported the following: "At the shop, 
some of ua will speak French to each other, and the other guys 
will say, YNhy don't you guys speak like Wbitemen?" Anotber 
respondent related the following incident involving a friend: 

My friend and his wife were walking over to my 
place, tliey were speaking French to each other and 
from a nearby couple, they overheard the man say- 
ing: "Why don't these people learn to speak English 
like the rest of us?" My friend went up t o  him and 
said, "Are you talking to me?" The other guy said, 
*No, to my wife." Then my friend aaid, Well, you're 
talking about me." And they got into a good argu- 
ment. A lot of our people meet up with these kjnds 
of experiences. 

Respondents explained that Francophones in Tecumseh hesi- 
tated to uae French publicly because they were reluctant to 
place themselves in such situations. Francophones expect 
such responses though few could recall auch incidents ocnir- 
ring to them. This could mean that because ao few were in- 
clined to use French in public, few experienced discriminatory 
re.esponsea. On the other hand, it could mean that the inci- 
dence of such reaponses Iocally is very Zow and more imagined 
than real. 
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There is another  type of contact where Francophones met 
with responses defmed as discriminatory. They were, st times, 
unable to use French in their contacts with federal employees 
in the Windsor post office and in various welfare and insur- 
ance offices. One respondent referred to: 

a sixty-five year old man who lives on a farm just 
outside of town. He retired from the C.P.R. on a 
very low pension. He went over to  the 
Unemployment Insurance Ofice to see if he could 
collect. He has had a terrible time with them be- 
cause his comprehension of Englbh is limited, espe- 
cially in complex situations like this. I've given him 
some help. Finally, he contacted our M.P. who 
gave him the name of a French giri in the office, but 
no one would make any effort to use French with 
him before. 

Another Tecumseh resident whose English was very limited 
reported that she had to bring her sister-in-law with her as an 
interpreter to obtain an unemployment insurance book. On 
her first attempt, she was unable to find a clerk who would 
deal with her in French.2 

Behaviour of this kind was interpreted by Francophones 
as discriminatory within the terms of the British North 
America Act and the implied equality of both officia1 lan- 
guages. Tn contrast, Anglophones tended to  view these acts as 
anythi.ng but discriminatory. By their interpretaticin, to give 
special treatment to Francophones was to discriminate against 
other foreign-language groups. 'Everyone speaks English 
heren was the general opinion. From a Francophone point of 
view, the very designation of his language as foreign is an act 
of discrimination. Clearly, discrimination is not viewed in an 
objective way, simply as the presence or absence of differential 
treatment, but involves feelings about and interpretations of 

2. These observations were made in  1966. Presumably, the Ofiïcial 
Languages Act, pasaed in 1968-69 will have rectified theae kinda of 
problems in the area of federal goveniment ~ervices.  The Act waa 
designed to meet these problems, see especially sectiona 9 and 10 (Officia1 
Languages Act 1968-69, c.54, a.1). 

i xa 
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the meaning of the behaviour of members of the opposing cat- 
egories. Indeed, the presence of separate school systems is 
objectively similar ta the one-time "separate but equal" doc- 
tnne of American race relations. 

Definition of Membership by Self and Others 

Apark from the objective criteria of interpersonal interaction 
patterns and institutional arrangements, there is the question 
of whether people in Tecumseh behave with a knowledge o f  
who belongs and who does not belong to one or another cate- 
gory. One indication that they did was that conversations fre- 
quently contained references to  the three categories. A few 
excerpts from inteMews and field notes will aerve ta f is trate 
this. The following is from an interview with a n  active 
English-speaking mem ber of Ste-Anne's parish : 

Every time something gets going around here, the 
French want t o  split and forrn two organizations. 
And what happens? Both flop, that's what. That's 
what happened to the P.T.A. There are two of them 
now; neither is any good. They always try ta force 
French down your throat. 

In a campaign speech during the 1965 municipal elec- 
tions, an Anglophone candidate made the following comment: 

It's time we etopped thinking about this side of the 
tracks and that side of the tracks, about thia  church 
and that chutch, about who speaks English and who 
speaka French. 

A Francophone resident attempting ta settle a dispute 
between a French-speaking and an  English-speaking citizen 
was asked by the former: "Yves, why are you against me? 
We've been friends for a long time. Why go against your own 
kind?" 

lmputing differential interesta ta each of the cabgories is 
another indicator of the extent to which rnembership has 
meaning. This kind o f  behaviour was previously discussed in 
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our examination of local and regional politics. Both voter and 
candidate defined municipal elections in terms of linguistic 
and religious interests. Appointmenta were made to municipal 
boards and cornmittees with the three categories in mind. - 

The Three Conflict Parties 

Having examined al1 the evidence a t  our disposa1 we might 
now safely conclude that, in Tecumseh, French Catholic, 
English Catholic, and English Protestant are more than mere 
aggregates or  statistical categories. At a minimum, they meet 
the criteria layed down for social categoriea. This is auficient 
for our purposea. There was a certain amount of institutional 
separation; there was rssidential segregation; interpersonal 
interaction tended ta remain within categoiy boundaries, and 
the actors imputed meaning to belonging to one o r  other cate- 
gorY. 

It is now possible for us to discuss, with more confidence, 
intergroup or social conflict at the local level. Categories such 
as these are capable of generating the organizational means 
necesaary for carrying on and mediating confiicts. 

The Conditions for 8ocial Conflict 

A discussion of the conditions necessary for social coniiict t o  
take place easily slips into a discussion of the obvious. But the 
significance of the obvious rnay be just as easily missed aa the 
obscure. To misa the obvious - that groups are required, that 
they must be in contact with each other, and that there must 
be a certain incompatibility - has often led to erroneous 
conclusions about social con flirt. Errors of thia type were dis- 
cuased earlier: interpersona1 con£iict is generalized beyond the 
limite of interpersonal interaction, conflid ie  posited as oppo- 
site to consensus, and is viewed as antithetical t o  comrnuni~y. 



Tbe ConIiict M i t a  
Party Interaction 

The presence of social categories or collectivitiea is one of the 
conditions. However, the mere presence of such entities does 
not impiy intergroup conflict. There must be some level of in- 
teraction among the parties q u a  parties. To this point, 
Professor Williams noted: 

intergroup or intercategory re1ations do not consist 
of merely isolated person-to-person relations. ... In 
addition ... there is the interplay of organized interest 
groups ... and the representational and negotiating 
relationships of leaders and officiala. 
(Williams 1964, p.362) 

lnterests refer to orientations associated with differential posi- 
tions in a social structure (Dahrendorf 1959, pp. 174-175; 
Parsons 1954, p. 330). In the case of minority groups, an un- 
equal distribution of power, wealth, and status provides the 
positional basis for differentiated orientations of subordinate 
and superordinate groups. 

If inmmbents of positions carrying common interests are 
conscious of these interests, one may refer to  manifest as op- 
posed to l a tent  interests (Dahrendorf 1959, p. 278). 
Individuals and organized groups emerge from relatively 
clearly demarcated social categoriea as  promoters of manifest 
interests. "Manifest interests are the programs of organized 
groups" (Dahrendorf 1959, p. 178). In the context of conflict 
syatems, I will refer to such organized groups as conflict agen- 
cies. 

Conflict agents serve a eimilar function, but refer t o  indi- 
viduals rather than organized groups. A conflict agent pro- 
motes the interests of a social category because of a position 
held in an institutional framework. For example, a county su- 
perintendent of bilingual schools, by virtue of a position in the 
school system, is ipso facto a promoter of the interests of the 
French Catholic party though dhe may not represent a par- 
ticular association or conflict agency. The actions of conflirt 
agenciee and agenta represent the points of contact between 



the parties. It is through conflict agencies and agents that in- 
teraction between the parties takes place. 

For  our purposes, any voluntary association t h a t  is based on 
language andlor religion is a potential conflict agency. 
Associations of this type rnay serve one or more functions 
within linguistic religious categories. Tney may exhibit a sup- 
portioe function insofar as they contribute t o  interna1 solidar- 
ity, an interest-articulating function insofar as they place party 
interests before the public or th.e opponent, and  an interest-  
aggregating function insofar as  they ga ther  local party in- 
terests together in order to  articulate them a t  a higher level. 
One or other of the latter two functions must be present if an 
association is to be designated as a conflict agency. 

Through an analysis of the records of local and extra-lo- 
cal associations related t o  the three Tecumseh parties and ob- 
servations of the activities of these associations, conflict agen- 
cies were identified. Referring to  Figure 5, any  of the associa- 
tions appearing in cells one, three, five, or eight were potential 
conflict agencies. That is, any one may have been involved in 
aggregating and articulating the special interesta of the con- 
fhct parties to which they were related. 

A step-by-step process of elimination was used to arrive 
a t  a final analysis of those associations which cauld be desig- 
nated as con flict agencies. Those associations were eliminated 
where obsewations of meetings and unetructured interviews of 
members did not reveal interest-aggregation and articulation 
functions. A structured interview schedule was then ad- 
ministered t o  the officers of the remaining associations, prob- 
ing the activities of each. If these data indicated the presence 
of the abovementioned functions, the records (minutes, corre- 
spondence, constitutions, etc.,) were analyzed in depth. 

The end result was an analysis of the records of the fol- 
lowing local associations: 

1. The St. Arithony's-Ste-Anne's Catholic Parent-Teacher 
Association (C.P.T.A); 

2. The Pius X Catholic Parent-Teacher Association 
(C.P,T.A.); 
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3. L'Association de Parents et  d'lnstituburs (A.P.I.); 
4. La Socikté SbJean-Baptiste (S.S.J.B.). 

At the local level, the firet two were involved, primarily, in the 
special interests of the Catholic sub-community as far as edu- 
cation was ooncerned. The remaining two were involved in the 
apecial interesta of the French Catholic party. It is of some 
importance that there were no local English Protestant conflict 
agencies. The significance of this observation will receive 
attention later. Tt is of equal importance that  the two parent- 
teacher associations were involved in Catholic rather than 
English Catholic interests per se. Certainly, the mixed mem- 
bership of the P.T.A's mitigated a purely iinguistic alignrnent. 

L'Association de Parents et d'instituteurs. The constitution of 
La FCdération des Associations de Parents et dhs t i tu teurs  de 
langue française d'Ontario contained the following statement 
on the purposes of locally affiliated associations: "La raison 
d'etre de toute A.P.T. c'est l'education chrétienne de la jeunesse 
franco-ontarienne" (A.P.I. 1964, p. 2). This general atatement 
was developed further in the constitution, referring t o  more 
specific organizational goals. These goals were similar ta those 
of any parent-teacher association, stressing the necessity of 
cooperation between home and school. The statement of 
purpose alone did not provide sufficient evidence to conclude 
that  the A.P.I. was a confict agency. 

Certainly the  emphasis on the education of Franco- 
Ontarian children and the fact that the Association was 
French-speahng gave i t  a supportive function. And, indeed, 
an analysis of the minutes of the Tecumseh A.P.T. between 
January, 1956 and January, 1966 indicated that the support- 
ive function was stressed. Displaye and salea of French-lan- 
guage books for children; announcements of where one could 
buy French books and records, donations of French books ta 
the  achool library; participation in French-Canadian national 
holidays; evenings devoted to  French-Canadian folk songs; and 
support given ta a bilingud kindergarten were al1 examplea of 
activities contributing to the solidarity of the ingroup. 
Programs of this type, along with customaiy money-raising 
projects such as bake sales, card parties, or dances, occupied 
most of the energy of the Association. Money-raising activities 



were frequently conducted in cooperation with the English- 
speaking Catholic Parent-Teacher Association. 

The response to language issues was also more support- 
ive than interest-oriented. The phrase, "Le curC nous dit un 
mot d'encouragement sur la langue française," appeared in the 
minutes with some regularity. At the October, 1957 meeting, 
the chairman of the program committee "demande la coopéra- 
tion des parents pour continuer l'oeuvre que nous avons com- 
mencé. Parlez français ii la maison pour faciliter la a c h e  des 
mfiitreases." At another meeting the president encouraged the 
rnembers "... A venir e t  de jaser en français meme si les 
membres font des fautea." 

In only eight of the sixty-two recorded meetings over the 
ten year period did any activities ocmr that could be classified 
as interest-aggregation and articulation. This involved such 
activities aa discussions on the lack of use of French in the 
achoolyard; criticism of the teaching of French in grade one in 
the bilingual school; involvement in requests for French radio 
and television programs; and requeats sent to the municipal 
Library about  the purchaee and condition of French-language 
books. Nevertheless, the AP.1. may be designakd as a conflict 
agency. The requirement for this designation ia tha t  the 
Association exhibit some adivities indicating an interest-ag- 
gregation and articulation functicin. The extent to which asso- 
ciations are involved in these kinds of activities refers t o  the 
intensity of a conflict situation. 

In 1966, the president of the local A.P.I. was aware of the 
Association's connection with the special interests of the 
French Catholic party. Tn answer to a question concerning the 
goals of the Association, he answered, "Creating better rela- 
tions between parent-teacher for the child'a benefit." In re- 
sponse to  this, he was further asked, "1s this your primary 
goal?" The reply was, "No, we also represent the bilingual 
group and through our regional and provincial association, we 
represent them t o  the goveniment." Further interviews of 
people associated with the regional and provincial associations 
indicated that  theae latter bodies are far more involved in in- 
terest-aggregating and articula Ling functions than the local 
aaaociations. 
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Local A.P.I.'s are affiliated with regional boards and the 
provincially based Federation. The regional board, in the case 
of Tecumseh, operated out o f  Windsor on behalf of the associa- 
tions in the metropolitan area. The regional and provincial 
organizations aggregated local interests and articuiated these 
a t  the metropolitan and provincial levels. This involved repre- 
sentation to the provincial legislature and the Department of 
Education. 

La Sociétt St-Jean-Baptiste, The same procedure was fol- 
lowed in analyzing the activities of La Société StJean-Baptiste 
and the two Catholic Parent-Teacher Associations. The stated 
purpose of the former society placed it in a much broader con- 
text within the French-speaking community than the AP.1. 

La SociétB St-Jean-Baptiste est la sociét4 nationale 
des Canadiens français. Cet organisme groupe tous 
lee Canadiens de langue e t  de rnentalitd françaises 
de la province, qui veulent ae joindre ii ses rangs et 
constituer u n e  société de vigilance constante pour 
sauvegarde des droits e t  des intbrêts des groupes 
français de l'Ontario, et travailler à. leur avance- 
ment culturel, ~ o c i a l  et économique. (S.S.J.B., 
Ontario) 

Devoted to French-Canadian nationalism per se, the S.S.J.13. 
was a t  once a fraternal, mutual aid and insurance service 
(through the affiliated Caisse Populaire) and a recreational 
and political society in contrast with the specifically educa- 
tional iriterests of the A.P.I. It was also organized on a parish 
rather than a school-district basis. The local S.S.J.B. was a 
parish organization joining other such organizations in regu- 
larly scheduled corporate communions. 

The president of the Iocal S.S.J.B. viewed its primary ob- 
jective as being "conserver la langue et la fois." Given these 
objectives, i t  might be expected that this aociety would be more 
oriented toward interest-aggregation and articulation thein the 
A.P.I. Su& was not the case. The analysis of the Society's 
minutes from January, 1960 t o  December, 1965 ahowed a 
strong emphasis on supportive activities. In only three out of 
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forty-two generd meetings was there any evidence of activitjes 
indicating interest articulation. Those involved correspon- 
dence with the Tecumseh and neighbourjng town councils 
regarding bilingual signs on tbeir buildings; a similar 
correspondence with the Ontario Liquor Control Board re- 
garding its building in Tecumseh; efforts to have a bilingual 
notice board jn one of the local schools; and other activities 
sirnilar to  those in which the A.P.I. was involved. In many 
cases, the two associations cooperated in promoting the h t e r -  
ests of the Iocal French Catholic party. 

As with the AP.I., it was the regional and provincial or- 
ganizations of the S.S.J.B. which were oriented toward aggre- 
gating and articulating special interests. The Tecumseh 
Sociét4 was affiliated with the L'Association St-Jean-Baptiste 
de l'Ouest de l'Ontario and the provincial Federation. The 
goals of the regional association, according to its president, 
were: 

t o  preserve the language and Our national identity, 
t o  keep alive and renew the French-speaking com- 
munity. Our work is directed toward social events, 
toward the schools and  toward encouraging parents 
to  make sure their children learn French. 

Now, for example, you will find in a parish that a 
curé will not use French - the English would abject 
if he did. We, a s  a group can ask for French; we 
represent the French-speaking cammunity. 

Following tbis statement, the respondent was asked, "What 
about local schools, the bilingual classes? Do you have prob- 
lems or issues ta deal with there?" He replied: 

Yes, but we don't get involved. The provincial body 
represents us here along with l'Association canadi- 
enne-francaise d'dducation d'Ontario - briefs and 
letters are sent to the government and the 
Department of Education. 
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L'Association canadienne-française d'éducation d'Ontario 
(A. C.F.E. O.) is a major representative of Francophone interests 
in 0ntario.s Through their regional and provincial organiza- 
tions, the Tecumseh A.P.1. and S.S.J.B., were affiliated with 
this organization. The A.C.F.E.O., whose purpose was "La vig- 
ilante protection de tous les intérêts de Canadiens français de 
l'Ontario et la juste revendication de  tous leurs droits" 
(A.C.F.E.O. 1965, p. 11, aggregated the interests of the total 
French-speaking community in Ontario and articulated these 
directly with the centres of decision making. 

In addition t o  the A.P.I., and the S.S.J.B., the A.C.F.E.O. 
drew into its membership twelve other associations. Many 
French speaking citizens in Tecumseh were members of these 
other associations which operated beyond the local level. 
lncluded among these were: L'Association des enseignants 
franco-ontariens (The Franco-Ontarian Teachers' Association), 
L Association des Commissions des écoles bilingues d'Ontario 
(The Association of Bilingual School Boards of Ontario), and 
L'Association des dcoles secondaires privées franco-ontari- 
ennes (The Association of Franco Ontarian Pr-ivate Secondary 
Scbools). 

The Catholic Parent-Teacher Association. Whereas the A.P.T. 
involved parents with children enrolled in the French panel. 
the two local Catholic Parent-Teacher Asaociatione involved 
parents with children enrolled in the English panel. Since a 
nurnber of French-speaking parents had children in the 
Engljsh panel, the membership of the C.P.T.A.'a was linguisti- 
cally mixed. The result of this mixed membership was con- 
flicting linguistic allegiances within the two associations 
which, in turn, inhibited them from representing English 
Catholic interests as such. The emphasis was placed on 
Catholic interests in education. Nevertheless, the existence of 
a corresponding French-apeaking structure implied that the  
C.P.T.A's represented English-speaking interests. Moreover, 
the association aggregating local interests and articulating 
these at the provincial Jevel for English Catholics was called 
the Ontario English Catholic Education Association in contrast 

3. The namo was la ter changed to L'Association canadienne-française de 
I'Ontario (A C.F.O.) indicating a bmadening of interesta and activities. 
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with LJAaaociation canadienne-fra nçaise d 'Educa t i o n  
d'Ontario. Thus, in a town such as Tecumseh, a C.P.T.A. 
would find itself in a ra ther  ambivalent position. From one 
point of view, it represented Engiish Catholic interests and 
yet, because of its mixed membership, it was more inclined to  
lirnit its concerns to Catholic interests without any linguistic 
connotations. 

The analysis of t h e  minutes and correspondence of the 
two C.P.T.A'g indicated a prjmarily supportive function, much 
more so t h a n  their French-speaking counterpart,, the  A.P.I. 
This may have been due to  the ambivalence resulting from 
mixed membership - an ambivalence which could partially be 
solved by avoiding issues tha t  might bring out linguiatic inter- 
esta. The St. Anthony's-Ste-Anne's C.P.T.A., the older of the 
two groupa, involved parents from St. Anthony's School, Ste- 
Anne's Intermediate School, and Ste-Anne's Hjgh School. Pius 
X's C.P.T.A. was formed in September, 1960 for north-end 
parents sending their children to the new Pius X School. 

The main activities of both associations consisted of vari- 
ou8 money-raising projects, and a quasi-educational program 
promoted through speakers, films, djsmssions, etc. In a sepa- 
rate school system, the importance of a d a r y  funds raised by 
such association8 should not be underestimated. With less in- 
corne per pupi1 than the public schools, a separate school needs 
these extra funds for libraries and special equipment. 
Interest-articulation activity took place through contacts with 
provincial and regional C.P.T.A. bodies with which the local 
associations are affiliated. Correspondence from these extra- 
local organizations called for local discussion on issues pre- 
sented in the  forrn of resolutions to be handled at province- 
wide conventions. 

The issues were placed in a CathoIic versus Protestant, 
rather than a French versua English, context. The following is 
an excerpt from a letter from the Federation of Catholic 
Parent-Teacher Associations of Ontario ta local associations: 

As you wiU recttll, an important segment of these 
resolutions dealt with problema of the Separate 
Schoole and the need for a thoraugh knowledge and 
understanding of the  school eystem in the Province, 
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and in particular of the financial strait jacket in 
which our schools are placed. 
... To insure proper action, one or two meetings in 
the year should be devoted to this subject. Special 
speakers, preferably those having a sound knowl- 
edge of the school assessrnent system, should be in- 
vited to speak .... (C.P.T.A. 1961) 

At a meeting of the St. Anthony's-Ste-Anne's C.P.T.A. in 
January, 1966, a rnember of the Federation executive invited 
to speak referred to the Federation as the "liaison between 
what the people want and what the government will give us. 
He went on t o  say that "it is the Federation that represents 
Catholic interests in government circlea." 

At an earlier meeting of the same association, the annual 
discussion of resolutions for the provincial convention resulted 
in the following discussion: 

President: If there are any resolutions for 
Federation, we should bring thern up now. 

Parent: We should send in a resolution asking that 
the government give Catholic schools grants up to grade 
thirteen, just like they do to the others. 

President: Yee, well, 1 think the Bishop is working 
on that. 

School Principal: The Bishop is a man of the cloth 
and as such he doesn't have, the same influence that we 
have. This is political and we, aRer all, are the voters. 
Maybe a resolution ian't strong enough; maybe we should 
have a petition. 

h o t h e r  Parent: I agree. We've got to do some- 
thing. 1 approve of a resolution. 

The following resolution waa passed: 

Moved by - aeconded by - , that members of the 
Tecumseh C.P.T.A. resolve that the government 
take over the operating cost of Catholic high schools 
so that al1 our children have equal financial assis- 
tance in education. 



A similar resolution was passed by the Pius X's Association a 
month later. 

With a similar structure to its French counterpart, the 
C.P.T.A. Federation is a member of the English Catholic 
Education Association of Ontario (E.C.E.A.O.), along with the 
Ontario Separate School Trustees' Association, the Ontario 
English Catholic Teachers' Association, and the Association of 
Catholic Xgh  School Boards of Ontario. This association, 
whose stated purpose was: 

... t o  foeter, unite, and CO-ordinate all efforts to pro- 
vide Catholic education in Ontario .... To provide a 
medium which wili effectively express and encour- 
age Catholic thought and action on questions affed- 
ing education .... (E.C.E.A.O. 1966). 

is the main representative of Engljsh Catholic interests in 
Ontario, 

Within the Catholic category in Tecumseh, then. there 
were four associations which met the criteria for conflict agen- 
cies: the A.P.I., and the S.S.J.B., representing French Catholic 
interests; and the two C.P.T.AJs directly representing Catholic 
interests, but indirectly through regional and provincial orga- 
nizations representing English Catholic interests. Ml four 
agencies had emerged from identifiable conflict parties. The 
special interests of tbese parties were the programs of their 
corresponding agencies. The observation that  these agencies 
were mainly supportive at the local Zevel, articulating interests 
only through regional and provincial bodies, had certain effects 
on the conflict system at  the local level. 

One of these effects was the absence of English 
Protestant conflict agencies in Tecumseh. With interests bei.ng 
articulated by extra-local agencies, there was little to stimu- 
late activity locally. But of greater import was the fact that 
there were two school systems. Thus, locally, there was no 
contact over educational issues between English Protestants 
and French or English Catholics. This separation actually 
functioned t o  reduce rather than increase the potential for 
overt conflict. Even a t  the provincial level, there were few vo- 
cal agencies representing English Protestant internats. The 
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Orange Lodge, which was so actively anti-French and anti- 
Catholic during the latter part of the nineteenth century and 
the early par t  of this century, had almost disappeared from the 
scene. In 1966, the  Protestant League of Ontario received at- 
tention from the press when it appeared before the federal 
governrnent's Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism. The spokesman for this association, remjnding 
the Commission tha t  the French Canadians "are a conquered 
people," suggested tha t  bilingualism will divide rather than 
unite the country (Le Droit 1965). 

Apart from the specific characteristics of Tecumseh, 
there were other factors that can be regarded as responsible 
for the observed paucity of English Protestant conflict agen- 
cies. The English Protestants hold the superordinate position 
within the French-English and Protestant-Catholic conflict 
systems. In a superordinate-subordinate relationship, the 
former party aeldom has nghts to defend or gain and, unless it 
perceives a threat to the system, it will tend not to develop 
special organizationa t o  answer the demands of the  latter 
party. Since the nature of the rights in question places the 
debate a t  a governmental level, the government, in fact rather 
than by intent, becomes the conflict agency for the superordi- 
nate party. It becomes a case of French Catholic versus the 
"English Protestant" government of Ontario and English 
Catholic versus the "Protestant" government of Ontario. A 
further check is placed on the development of English 
Protestant conflict agencies by restricting the dialogue to the 
offices of the Department of Education. This gives the issues 
far less visibility than if they were to be debated on the Door of 
the legislative assembly. 

A complex system has developed since the accommoda- 
tion of 1927 so tbat French-English and Protestant-Catholic 
issues pertaining to education tend to  be dealt with as admin- 
istrative rather than as political problems. That is, the issues 
are articulated in a bureaucratic setting within government 
departmenta rather than on the floor of the legislature. Part of 
this system was revealed in an analysis of conflict agents as  
differentja ted from connict agencies. 
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Confiict Agents 

The category of conflict agent refera to status-role complexes 
within institutional structures which function, either laten tl y 
or manifestly, to articulate party interests.4 A con flirt agent is 
not an agency representative, but a position within an institu- 
tional structure used by party members and conflict agencies 
to promote their special interests. The empincal problem was 
t o  identify such positions, if  any, within the educational, 
political, and religious institutions of Tecumseh. 

The Schoal System. Two schools in Tecumseh operated both 
French and English panels. Aç would be expected, students in 
the French panels were taught by French-speaking Catholics, 
and in the English panels by English-speaking Catholics. 
From the schools' point of view, both sets of teachers function 
t o  promote identical educational goals, but the fact that the 
teaching staff was divided along linguistic lines implied there 
was a potential for articulating linguistic interests. This 
notion may be further elaborated by using Professor Merton's 
concepts of status-set and role-set (Merton 1957, pp. 369-370). 

The position of bilingual teacher carried the customary 
elementary school teachec role-set relating the  incumbent ta 
colleagues, Board of Education members, school principal, etc. 
In  addition to this, there was also a role-set relating the 
teacher to the French Catholic pady - a role-set involving 
French-speaking parents, the superintendent of French-lan- 
p a g e  schools, French-speaking members of the Board of 
Education, and F'rench Catholic conflict agencies. That is, the 
positions of bilingual and English teacher carried linguistically 
as well as an educationally based role-sets. 

Accompanying the dual role-set, a particular bilingual or 
English teacher wili carry a status-set which may fiirther tie 
him or her t o  linguistic interests. A bilingual teacher is 
generally a Franco-Ontarian and probably a member of the  

4. R.K. Merton's conwptualization of statua-mle is ueed hem. Status iei 
viewed aa "a poaition in a social syatem occupied by designated 
individuals." Role refers to the behaviouml enacting of the patternod 
expectations attributed to that position (Merton 1957, p.3ôû). 
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local Association de Parents et  d'Instituteurs. La Sociétb St- 
Jean-Baptiste, L'Association canadienne-française d16ducation 
d'Ontario, and most certainly a member of l'Association des 
enseignants franco-ontariens. Likewise, a n  English teacher 
will most likely be an  English Catholic, a member of the 
English Catholic Teachers' Association and, indirectly, the 
English Catholic Education Association of Ontario. 

Tt is in thjs sense that a given position in an institutional 
structure functions as a conflict agent. Through the role-seh 
associated with the bilingual and English teachers and the 
s ta tu-se ts  which each incumbent generally carries, the inter- 
ests of the linguistic-religious partiea were built into these 
positions. R o m  the viewpoint of the school system. these were 
unintended and generally unrecognized consequences. That is, 
the conflict-agent component is a latent function. To be sure, 
there were bilingual and English teachers, but the formal 
distinction is not according to linguistic affiliation. A bilingual 
teacher is one who holds a French certificate from a recognized 
training school; one need not be a Franco-Ontarian to obtain 
such a certificate. Similarly, an English teacher holds an 
English certificate and need not be English. What occurs in 
fact, however, is that although some Franco-Ontarians hold 
English or Engliah and fiench certiricates, few native English- 
speakers hold French certificates. The training schools 
granting French certificates are de  facto Franco-Ontarian 
institutions. Their graduatea have themselves corne up 
through the  bilingual elementary school system. From a 
Franco-Ontarian viewpoint, they are "ouc teachers." 

Conflict agents may thua be located a t  several levels 
within the educational system. Tn each of the two schools, if 
the principal was English, a French-speaking vice-principal or 
senior teacher waa appoinbd ta supervise and administer the 
French panel. In 1965, both St. Anthony's and Ste-Anne's had 
English principals and special appointees to direct the French 
panels. Bath principals and assistants were interviewed. The 
following excerpts fmm the principals' interviews best describe 
the system: 

Ste-Anne's Principal: I'm the principal of the whole 
school. The senior teacher is the 'tice-principal in 
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charge of French instruction." T have no authority 
over tbe curriculum in the bilingual classes. But I 
am in charge of the safety, discipline, attendance. 
and overall administration, althougb she keeps the 
bilingual class records and reports to the bilingual 
inspector, I'm responsible only to the English in- 
spector. 
St. Anthony's Principal: It's like two achools, really. 
Mother Prévost ha8 complete authority over the 
bilingual classes. I'm the overall principal. ..disci- 
pline is my problem .... 

T h e  dual inspectorate added yet another level of conflict 
agents. Tnspectors were appointed by the Department of 
Education t o  oversee the curriculum and administrative as- 
pects of the Education Ad.  In a district with French schools or 
panels, one inspector was responsible for the French program, 
another for the English program. Based on a majority formula 
set by precedence, one inspedor assumed responsibility for the  
administration of the district and the cumcula problems of his 
linguistic group, the other being limited to the curricula 
problems of the other linguistic group. 

In Tecumseh, where approxhakly 70 percent of the en- 
rolment was in English classes in 1966, the English inspector 
assumed the overall responaibility for the administration of 
the district. In the fifties, when the proportions were reversed 
(see Figure 61, the administration was under the office of the 
French i.nspector. The formation of a County Board in 1969 
led to a slightly different arrangement, thaugh the fact that 
there was still a superintendent for French-language schools 
and panels maintained the conflict agent characteristic of the 
position. Essex County separate schools, including those in 
Tecumseh, now operate under a superintendent of education. 
Three asaistant auperintendents relate directly to local 
schools, two to English schools and one t o  French schools 
(Essex County Roman Catholic Separate School Board 1973). 

Certain positions within the Department of Education 
also carried a linguistic component and thus functioned as 
conflict agents. In 1973, a liat of these and related positions 
was circulated among F'ranco-Ontarians involved in education. 
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No less than ninety-four people in positions referred to as 
"Personnel cadre agrée par le Ministere de 1'Education d& 
l'Ontario e t  préposé aux écoles de langue française," were 
listed in this document (Le Conseil supérieur des 6coles de 
langue française 1973). 

The connecbions between these appointments and French 
Catholic interests were amply illustrated by an article in a 
1966 edition of the monthly bulletin of L'Association cana- 
dienne française dxducation d'Ontario. The article drew at- 
tention to the fact that several recent appointments enlarged 
"OUT representation" and could help Franco-Ontarians to  see 
some of their demands realized (La Vie Franco-Ontarienne 
1966). 

The positions of bjlingual and English teacher, of bilin- 
gual and English principal or senior teacher, of French and 
English superintendent, and of various appointees in the 
Depadment of Education were designated as conflict agents. 
Whether or not the conflict agent component of these positions 
was actually used depended on two factors. First, the idiosyn- 
cracies of individual incumbents would have aome influence. A 
particular teacher or principal rnight choose to ignore or  might 
be unaware of thia component. There was less chance that  a 
ptincipal or superintendent would take this route as the con- 
flict-agent function was more obvious in these positions; their 
appointments were made with a recognition of the parties in- 
volved and the advantagea of representation. Second, apart 
from individual whims. the variables of the conîlict system 
would Muence the extent ta which the conflict-agent compo- 
nent was exercised. The v e q  presence of conflict agents is an 
indicator of institutionalized or regulated conflict. 

As with conflict agencies, there was an  absence of 
Engiish Protestant conflict agents. This waa due, of course, to 
the fact that the French panels operated within the separate 
school system. Locally, there was simply no contact between 
Catholic and Protestant within the ~chool system. Only a t  the 
departmenhl level might one identify agents associated wi th 
each of the three parties French Catholic, English Catholic, 
and English Protestant. 
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The Political System. Although school boards are part of the 
school system, their structure dictates that, for the purposes of 
locating conflict agents, they are better dealt with as political 
bodies. It was the structural similarity between the boards 
and the town council tha t  minimized the  possibility of 
Linguistic-religious confict agents emerging. The tom coun- 
cil has been characterized as contributing to association, and 
tbough the schaol boards are dissociative in the religious 
sphere, the separate school board was associative in the lh- 
guistic cleavage within the Catholic party. Positions on the 
boards and the council were elected a t  large; there was no 
ward system. In contrast with the school system, there were 
no French or English positions. Members of these political 
bodies found themselves dealing with al1 factions to gain and 
remain in office. Thus, there was no conflict-agent component 
associated with these positions through their corresponding 
role sets. 

However, a confict-agent component could be introduced 
to any of these positions in three ways. First, the status-set of 
a particular incumbent on a school board or on the town coun- 
cil could introduce the component. Second, given the umequal 
distribution of par ty  members over the eleven polIing divi- 
sions, a particular incumbent could either campaign as a 
represenhtive of party interests or, in spite of himself or her- 
self, poll heavily in certain divisions and be perceived by the 
voters aa representing party inbrests. Third, as noted previ- 
ously, language, religion, and residence were partly taken into 
account by council members in making appointments t o  mu- 
nicipal boards and commissions. 

As would be expected, conflict agents representing lin- 
guistic religious interests were not to be found on the public 
school board. Al1 five members were English Protestants and, 
with the exception of a few French and English Catholics who 
were public school supporters, the board operated within the 
limits of the English Protestant category. It was in the aepa- 
rate school board tha t  the possibility of French and English 
Catholic conflict agents arose. Of the six aeparate school board 
members elected for the 1966-67 term, prior to consolidation, 
four were Franco-Ontarians and two were English Catholics. 
The statua-set that each brought t o  the position of board 
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member included his linguistic identity as well as possible 
mem berships in conflict agencies. 

During the 1965 election campaign, separate school 
board candidates ernphasized educational and religious inter- 
ests. No candidate publicly introduced linguistic interests into 
the campaign. However, the board itaelf was  affiliated with 
both the Ontario Separate School Trustees' Association 
(O.S.S.T.A.) and L'Association des Commissions des écoles 
bilingues d'Ontario (A.C.E.B.O.). The English-speaking mem- 
bers attended only the English O.S.S.T.A. meetings. The re- 
maining four bilingual French-speakers attended meetings of 
both associations. One member held a position on the provin- 
cial executive of the French AC.E.B.O., and another had re- 
ceived an award of merit from this association. Three of the  
French-apeaking members were also affiiiated with local con- 
flict agenciea, the  S.S.J.B., and the A.P.I. Through member- 
ship in such associations, which tied people to the interests of 
conflict parties, a particular school board member could intro- 
duce a conflict-agent component ta his or her position on the 
board. Whether the cornponent was adivated or not depended 
on the incumbent and the variables of the conflict situation. 

School consolidation changed this picture somewhat. In 
1973, the fourteen members of the county school board repre- 
sented much larger school districts than those which were ad- 
miriistered by the previously locally based boards. Tecumseh 
was included with St. Clair Beach and Sandwich South 
Township, and this district sent two representatives to the 
county board. T t  so happened that in 1973 both were residents 
of Tecumseh. The potential conflict-agent component 
remained; one of the members waa viewed locally as repre- 
aenting English Catholic interests, the other, Ste-Anne's 
parish priest, was viewed by some, but by no means all, as 
repreaenting Francophone intereets. Of equal, if not more, 
eignificance for the local conflict syskm was that issuea in- 
volving linguistic and religious interests were moved to an ex- 
tra local-body, thereby decreasing their visibility locally and 
contributing to  an  increasing lack of local interest in such is- 
sues. 

Conflict-agent components were also introduced into po- 
sitions on the town council in the  same manner. In 1966, al1 
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five rnembers of the council were Catholic; two were English- 
speaking, three French-speaking. Two of the French-speaking 
rnembers belonged to local conflict agencies; one of the 
English-speaking councillora was a member of a local conflid 
agency. As in the school board election, none of the candidates 
publicly campaigned on Unguistic-religious issues. In fact, one 
candidate made a special plea to  the voters to avoid viewing 
the eledion in linguistic-religious terms. For the first time in 
the memory of the citi.zens, campaign meetings were held in 
the English as well as the  French side of t o m .  

In spite of these efforts, the voting patterns previously 
examined suggested that linguiatic-religious interests played a 
part. It was noted that candidates calculated expeded votes 
on a linguistic-religious basis and that one English Catholic 
candidate was singled out by a few membera of the English 
Protestant aub-community to represent their interests. 

It would not have followed that a candidate receiving 
heavy support from one of the  three conflict parties au- 
tomatically became a conflict agent. The voting patterns only 
provided a basis from which a partinilar member of the town 
council migbt a d  as a conflict agent given certain issues and 
conditions. There was no absolute coincidence between party 
membership and voting patterns as each member of the coun- 
cil received some support from al1 three parties and was obli- 
gated to act accordingly. The primary issues facing the council 
were cornmunity-wide and could only, with difficulty, be in- 
terpreted in linguistic or religious terna. 

The Church. As with the public school board, the one 
Protestant church in Tecumseh contained no conflict agents in 
the context under investigation. The Catholic church, because 
of its associative nature within the Catholic category, was also 
void of conflict agents. Most of the party interests within the 
parish were aggregated and articulated by conflict agencies. 
The clergy could become conflict agents, but, in 1966, in 
Tecumseh all three clergy were Franco-Ontarians. There was 
no tradition of appointing French and English priests. If an 
attempt were made to maintain a linguistic balance in clerical 
appointments, the poseibility of conflict agents would increase 
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considerably and could take on a structure similar to that  in 
the school system. 

It  was in the school system that conflict agents were 
readily identified, especially a t the administrative level. To a 
lesser extent, conflict agents were apparent on the separate 
school board. The phenomenon al1 but djsappeared on t h e  
tom council, with the exception of special boards and commis- 
sions, and was absent in the parish. The difference between 
the school and the remaining bodies refened to is that posi- 
tions in the school systern carried a conflict-agent component, 
regardless of the incumbent, through associated role-sets. 
School board, town council, and  church positions could only 
develop a conflict-agent component through the status-sets of 
particular incumbents. 

We have now established the  existence of two of the con- 
ditione required for a state of social conflict to obtain in 
Tecumseh. First, there were three social categories or conflict 
parties based on linguistic and religioua affiliations. These 
were shown to be more than mere aggregates. Second, the 
three conflict parties were interacting i n  tems of French 
Catholic, English Catholic, and English Protestant interests. 

The interaction among the parties took place through 
confiict agencies and agents. Theae were the mediating links, 
the indicators of interaction [Drake 1967, p. 162; Williams 
1957, p. 451). 'ïhere is, however, an important difference be- 
tween conflict agencies and agents. Certain organizations are 
generated by conîlict parties as agencies defining and repre- 
senting party interests. As organizations recruit from each 
party, they remain independent of other parties in a dispute. 
In contrast, conflict agents presuppoae structures which su- 
persede and include the disputants. The school system, for 
example, is common ground. The Essex County Roman 
Catholic Separate School Board is Catholic, but neither French 
nor English. The Department of Education is neither French 
nor English, Catholic nor Protestant. The conflict-agent îunc- 
tion is the  result of role-sets related to poaitiona in these 
stmctxrea and the statua-aets which the incumbents cany into 
the positions. The presence of conflict agents, though an indi- 
cator of inter-party inkraction, is also an indicator that the 



conflict is regulated or institutionalized to the extent that. the 
existence and claims of the respective parties are recognized. 

This discussion brings to mind another aspect of the con- 
nections among the parties that would appear to be a 
prerequisite for social conflid. Earlier I stated that conflict 
requires comrnunity. In a recent article, Professor Robin 
WilIiams Jr. suggested that parties to a conflict situation show 
an interdependence "in activities that are necessary for the 
gratification of vital needs or for the expression or  mainte- 
nance of crucial values and beliefs" (Williams 1972, p. 18). 
This would appear t o  have been the case in Tecumseh. In 
school, parish, and in politics, the active participation of each 
of the parties was necessary in order t o  carry on the collective 
enterprise at a level beyond the int-erests of each party. 

Scarcity and Incompatibility. 

It is from conditions of scarcity and incompatibility that the 
issues arise over which conflict episodes take place. Conflicts 
involve "attempts -to gain control over scarce resources and po- 
sitions or  to influence behavior in certain directions" (Mack 
and Snyder 1957, p. 219). Subjectively, conflicts do not take 
place over boundary maintenance, but over values, resources, 
and desirable poaitions within the social structure. 

Resource acarcity only exists because there is more than 
one party. That is, if there were onIy a single school system on 
which no special linguistic or religious demands were made, 
there would be no scarcity of resources. The scarcity, in this 
sense, is a result of two, and to  some extent, three sub-systems 
competing for the educational dollar. Scarcity is a conse- 
quence of an unequal distribution of resources among parties 
rather than a necessarily absolute or objective state. The par- 
ties do not arise because of scarcity; scarcity arisea because of 
a multiplicity of demands on a limited resource. Position 
scarcity also presupposes the existence of parties and the as- 
cription of positions according to party membership. If party 
membership is  a criterion for the distribution of positions in 
the social structure, an unequal distribution of status and 
power is implied. 
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Position and Resource Scarcity. Position and resource scarcity 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive categoriea. Status and 
power may also be considered as resources and, as such, the 
distribution of positions according to party membership im- 
plies attempts to gain these resources as a possible focus of 
cmflict systems. Status and power are as necessary as finan- 
cial resources as a means to attain goals. 

Within the context of French-English relations in 
Ontario, attempts on the part of Franco-Ontarians to gain or 
jncrease power took place at two levels of organization. Firat, 
there was a push to gain collective power through demands for 
positions within certain institutional structures. Frequent 
demands for Franco-Ontarian represen ta tion on appointed 
bodies and to appointed offices within the federal government 
appeared in Ottawa's Le Droit. GeneraUy, in these requests 
cornpansons were made to the English-speaking representa- 
tion from Quebec: 

Modest and patient, the Franco-Ontarians remain 
conknt with two seats in the Upper Chamber when 
their number demands a better representation. 
Ptoportionately , Franco-on tarians are as numerous 
in Ontario (10.39 percent in the last census) as are 
English-speakers in Quebec (10.78 percent). ... 
(Le Droit 1966) 

Similar attempts may be noted in the field of education. 
In October, 1965, for example, the directors of L'Association 
canadienne-française d'Education d'Ontario met with the 
Ministry of Education Council on Orientation and 
Development. Among the items discussed was a proposed de- 
centralization of departmental administrative machinery. 
According ta a report on the meeting, in order for decentral- 
iz a tion 

... to be acceptable to Franco-Ontarians provision 
must be made for certain nominations [of Franco- 
Ontarians] within various branches of the Ministry. 
(La Vie F'rarcco-Onlarienne 1966, p.2) 



Demands for positions i.n the Department of Education also 
appeared in the resolutions of the 1966 General Congress of 
L'Association d'Education, and in a brief presented t o  the  
provincial government's Hall Commission on Education (La 
Vie Franco-Ontarienne 1966, pp. 12, 14). 

From observable demands of this type, i t  may be inferred 
that there was a condition of resource scarcity, with attempts 
by both parties to hold on to  or gain positions of power within 
the educational and political spheres. English Catholics made 
similac demande on the educational system. According to an 
officer of the Ontario English Catholic Education Association. 
demands for more English Catholic representation on 
Department of Education policy groups is one of the  
Association's "main concerna." It should be noted that  these 
demands are directed toward the government and, in this 
sense, the government is viewed as representing English 
Protestant interests. 

A t  the local level, there was a more equal distribution of 
positions of influence in church, school, and municipal politics. 
If anything, there was a feeling among English Protestants 
that they were underrepresented in municipal politics, as was 
shown in the earlier comrnents on "the French clique" and at-  
ternpts to support an English Catho1.i~ for municipal office. 
The problem of scarcity frorn a local point of view focused more 
on the unequal distribution of financial resources between the 
separate and public school systems and between French and 
English panels within the separate system. 

The second level refera to individual rather than collec- 
tive demands for statua and power. Within the occupational 
structure, locally, provincially, and nationally, Catholics 
tended to remain in lower-status occupations more so  than 
Protestants, and French-speakers were more predominant a t  
the lower-statua levels than English-speakers. Tables 14 and 
15 demonstrated the unequal distribution of status and income 
in the membership of the three conflict parties. English 
Protestants ranked higheat, followed by English and French 
Catholics. 

This second level of position scarcity is referred to as 
"individual" rather than "collective" because the demand is for 
a distribution of occupations according to achievement as op- 
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posed to ascribed charackristics. A Franco-Ontanan does not 
want to be held back because he is French, nor a Catholic be- 
cause he ia Catholic. Both desire t o  be treated on an equal ba- 
sis with English Prokatanta, given the qualifications. This is 
in contrast with the demand for cti~lective recognition in 
institutional structures as French or English Catholics. 
Certainly, a Franco-Ontarian can move on an equal basis with 
Anglo-Ontarians if he rejects hjs identity or "passes." In the 
course of the field work, 1 received some reporh of Franco- 
Ontarians changing o r  anglicizing their names in order t o  
merge into the dominant group. 

Some will argue that French Catholics hold lower-income 
jobs because they are not qualified to do otherwise. From the 
point of view of this analysis, i t  is of little importance why 
French Catholics find themselves in this position. What is rel- 
evant is that there is a condition of position and resource 
scarcity among the three parties under analysis. 

Incompatible Values. Historically, Anglophones have assumed 
an assimilationist position; Francophones have tended toward 
separation. Taken to the extreme, the two positions are 
incompatible. The dialogue has reaulted in a type of pluralism 
adhered ta by a majority of the members of al1 parties. Issues 
have fonised on types of pluralism and the degree of pluralism 
accepted by one side or demanded by the other. This has been 
especially tme in Ontario where Franco-Ontarians have gen- 
erally held a pan-canadian view of the poaition of French vis- 
A-vis Engliah Canada. The incompatibility is mucb more ap- 
parent in the dialogue between Quebec and Canada where the 
separatist position is clearly articulated. 

The incompatibility of positions within the pluralistic 
orientation is subtly buried in the very generality of pluralism 
itself. The Anglo-Ontarian position hpl i e s  a pluralism where 
al1 cultures, including French Canada, should be permitted t o  
maintain their heritage, thereby contributing to the greater 
whole. The greater whole is viewed as  an Anglophone or 
Canadian culture. Franco-Ontarians, in contrast, view the 
greatar whole as a cooperative venture between two cultures, 
implying a degree of structural pluralism which the  
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Anglophone finds difficult to accept and, a t  times, to  compre- 
hend. 

These differences were apparent in Tecumseh. A gen- 
eral, open question concerning biculturalism and bilingualism 
was asked in al1 interviewa of members of confîict agencies and 
conflict agents. It should be recalled that these interviews 
were prjmarily to identify conflict agents and agencies, and 
were not intended to  sample the value positions of the commu- 
nity as a whole. In any  case, of the forty-one respondents in- 
terviewed, twenty-four were French Catholics, twelve were 
Eng'Lish Catholics, and five were English Protestants. Al1 ac- 
cepted a pluralistic position on French-English relations. 
Contrary to what might be expected, although consistent with 
the dose contact between French and English Catholics, the 
French Catholic and Englisb Protestant views were closer 
than the French and English Catholic views. 

The following is a n  excerpt from a n  interview with a 
member of the public school board: 

I'd hate t o  ]ose French Canada. 1 would like my 
children t o  Tearn fiench in schools .... This is what 1 
would Zike ... actually we should corne u p  with a 
solution to the problem and both be able to  carry on 
our own traditions in liarmony. I'd hate to  aee the  
French people told that they had to  speak English 
al1 the time and that's that. 

Another member of the public scfiool board said that: 

The only way for hamony is definitely to recognize 
French culture as a part of Canada. 1 would very 
much like t o  see Frencb taught in the public 
schools. 

Compare these to  the foliowing statement made by the 
president of L'Association St-Jean-Baptiste de l'Ouest 
d'Ontario: 

We must work hand in hand, a m  in a m ,  as two 
groupa each with our own identity ... the  English 



should learn French and, of course, we learn 
English. Then we can work together. 

In a similar vein, a Franco-Ontarian schooi teacher felt that: 

. . .both groupa should meet somewhere in the middle 
witbout losing their own identities. Complete sepa- 
ration would prevent a unity, but we should be able 
to reach some unity on the basis that we are al1 
Canadian. If a atudent is French Canadian, he 
should attend a French school. You can't be both. A 
person owes his loyalty to his own culture. 

In contraat was the following view beld by an English 
Catholic educational official: 

T think it's good and valuable to maintain different 
cultures - the rnosaic idea, each contributes to the 
total. Theoretically, it's a good idea. But practi- 
cally , what if you bave different languages and dif- 
ferent goals within one nation? There ia certainly 
more possibility for conflict and dissension. This 
isn't good. Different languages means a lack of 
communication. 

English Catholics do not generake their views on language to 
Protestant-Catholic relationa. The aame reapondent was 
asked, m a t  about religious differences, should we al1 be of 
one religion?" He replied: 

1 don't think that's the same thing. Different reli- 
gions don't prevent communication and cooperation 
like different languages. The cooperation between 
us and the public school board in Windsor is very, 
very good for example. 

An English Catholic school teacher expreaaed a similar opin- 
ion: 
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1 have my doubts whether duality will work ... 1 won- 
der if they [ French-speakers] put the country or the 
language first. The country must corne first. 

A prominent English Catholic member of Ste-Anne's parish 
commented: 

I'm favourable to French schools, the usual classes 
though ireferring to English and French panels in 
contrast with French schools as suchl. French will 
inevitably disappear anyway. 

The English Protestant tendency to agree with the 
French Catholic view is partly a result of their lack of contact 
in areas other than that of municipal politics. They are less 
tolerant, however, of the Catholic position on education. 
Opinions range from mere acceptance - "separate schools are 
a fact of life; it's accepted whether we approve or not" - to 
fmnk expressions of disagreement: 

They have a right to separate schools, but not to 
equal grants from rny point of view. They chose to 
opt out of the pub1 ic system from the beginning. 

The public school taxes are lower because we get, up 
until recently, the biggest hunk of the bounty from 
the province. Recently, Robarts [the provincial 
premier] has changed this and now CathoIics are 
getting an equal amount. 1 think this is wrong. 
This is really wrong because we are operating a 
public school system and the Catholics can operate 
their own if they want to, but we should put aU our 
resources inta the public system. 

There was a divergence of opinion within each group as 
weli as between groups. With only forty-one respondents who 
were not primarily selected for a sarnpling of opinion, the 
above comments are presented as illustrating the tendencies 
within each party toward typea of orientations. Indeed, the 
most outright assimilationist of ail the respondents wae a 
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Franco-Ontarian teacher in the English panel. It may be con- 
cluded from these data, however, that there were differing 
value positions and that these positions followed party mem- 
bershi p. 

We now have a picture of the anatomy or structure of the 
conflict situation in Tecumseh on French-English relations. 
Language and religion intersected to form three social cate- 
gories or conflict parties. Tbese parties exhibited a degree of 
interdependence and they interacted with each other through 
the medium of conflict agencies and agents. hrthennore, a 
condition of value incompatibility and resource scarcity ob- 
tained among the three parties. I t  was out of this condition 
that the issues over which people found themselves in conflict 
were generated. What remains to be done now is t o  examine 
the dynamics of the conflict aystem; thia will be the topic of the 
next chapter. 





Chapter Six 

The Conflict System 

Social conflict was defined as a type of interaction resulting 
from a particular arrangement of social categories and related 
interests. With thjs in mind, the  relationships among the 
three categotïes in Tecumseh were such that  a state of conflid 
existed. To stop here would leave us with less than a complete 
picture. The picture we have ao far ia static, a single frame in 
which we can see the parties and the relationships that obtain 
amang them. We have yet to  deal with their interaction as  
conflict parties. 

Some social scientists have made a distinction between 
statics and dynamics. 3.A. Schumpeter in hi8 History of 
Economic Analysis presented this distinction in the following 
manner 

By static analysis we mean a method of dealing 
with economic phenomena that tries to establish re- 
lations between elements of the economic system - 
prices and quantities of commodities - al1 of 
whi ch... refer to the same point in time .... But the ele- 
menta of the economic system tha t  interact a t  a 
given point of time are evidently the result of pre- 
ceding configurations; and the way itself in which 
they interact is not leas evidently influenced by what 
people expect future configurations to be .... Hence we 
are led to take in to  account past and iexpected) fu- 
ture values of our variabla,  lags, sequences, rates of 
change, cumulative magnitudes, expectations, and 
80 on. The rnethods that aim a t  doing this constitute 
economic dynamics. 

(Schumpeter, 1964, p. 9631 

Our task, therefore, is to deai with the dynamics of the syatem 
as constnicted. Given that a stab of conflict existed among 
three identified coiiections of people, we must now ask what 
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changes have taken place in their relationships over time. Tt is 
known that some conflicts are more intense than others and 
that any given conflict may exhibit a greater level of intensity 
at one time than at another. Accordingly Our questions must 
be directed toward variations in the conflict under examina- 
tion and the conditions which account for these variations. 

These questions suggest that we observe the specific is- 
sues over which interaction among the parties took place. A 
conflict system is brought into action only insofar as the mem- 
bers of the participating parties perceive certain events as 
challenging their continued existence, their rights, or previ- 
ously defined agreements. Such events are the issues over 
which conflicts take place. Having identified the issues, we 
must then decide what is the form and content of the interac- 
tion over the issues, and to what extent conflict agencies and 
agents are mobilized. In addition, there is the question of the 
extent t o  which the interaction is rnaintained a t  the local level, 
and to which previously anived at rules goveniing the conflict 
are adhered to or changed. These questions and others are the 
indicators of process. 

The Issues 

As noted in the previous chapter, any number of social situa- 
tions may generate issues bringing some sector of the conflict 
system into action. The refusal of a federal government 
agency to serve a Francophone in his or her own Ianguage, 
placing a bilingual sign on the lawn in front of the parish 
church, or assigning an Anglophone a lhr  boy t o  the French- 
Ianguage Mass are al1 specific issuea at the local level. These 
and others, trivial though they may appear, bring conflict 
agencies and agents into play, usually within a framework of 
established rules for dealing with just such events. 
Presumably some issues are more important than others; that 
ia, some eventa present a greater perceived threat ta a party'a 
legitimacy, rights or interesta. The history of the relationships 
among the three parties points to politics, religion, and educa- 
tion as the apheres of activity that generate the most salient 
issues. 
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While discussing issues related to the conflict system, 
one should keep in mind that the citizen8 of Tecumseh partici- 
pate in other systems as well. There are other configurations 
of people in roles and g ~ o u p s  that respond to issues divorced 
from French-English or Catholic-Protestant interests. One 
such set of issues would be that related to overall community 
concerns, with the municipality as the focus. Taxes, industrial 
development, recreation, pollution, road management, and so 
on are issues of this type. Of course, there is nothing intrinsic 
in these particular issues to prevent thern from being cast in 
bms of the conflict under study. 

The important point is that we might well exped that 
certain issues related to the comrnunity as a whole would 
transcend religious and linguistic intereste. 

With the aim of obtaining da ta  on the relative impor- 
tance of community and religious-linguistic issues to  
Tecumseh residents, respondents in the 1966 sample were 
asked to rank a set of six issues, three of which refemd to the 
community as a whole, the remaining three to linguistic and 
religious interests. Tbese six issues, presented t o  each 
reapondent on a cad ,  a facsimile of which appears below, were 
chosen, from observations and interviews, as the iasuea most 
frequently discussed at that tirne. 

Issue Ranking Card 

On thia card is a list of current issues in Tecumseh. Would you 
pleaae rank these in their order of importance t o  you? That  is, 
place a (1) beside the issue you believe to be the most impor- 
tant; a (2) beside the next moat important, and so on down to a 
(6) beside the least important. 
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Issues Rank 

1. Industrial development 
2. Extension of govemment support 
to Catholic schools u p  to grade thirteen 

3. Juvenile delinquency 
4. Bilingual classes for fiench-speaking 

children fiom Kindergarten to grade thirteen 
5. Sewage treatment facilities 
6. Equalization of incorne for public 

and separate schools 

I tems 1, 3,  and 5 were taken as community-wide issues; 
items 2, 4, and 6 as religious-linguistic issues. The data were 
summarized by adding the rank scores for each set of i.ssues; 
the lower the total, the more important the issue or set of is- 
sues. The sum of the assjgned ranks for the religious-linguis- 
tic issues was 1,723 and for the community-wide issues, 1,614. 
A summary measure for cornparison was obtained by dividing 
these totals by the total number of respondents (155). The re- 
sult, rounded off, yielded the average rank score for each item 
and set of items. The average for the linguistic-religious items 
was eleven, and for the community wide issues, t e n .  
Disregarding party membership, tbe sample tended to view 
community-wide issues as slightly more important than reli- 
gious-linguistic issues. An analysis of the averages according 
to party membership indicated that this was due to  the much 
heavier weight placed on community-wide i.saues by English- 
speakers. 

As Table 24 shows, Anglophones, both Catholic and 
Protestant, and English Protestants ranked community-wide 
issues as much more important  t h a n  did Francophones. 
F'rench Catholics tended t o  place a slightly greater importance 
on religious-linguistic issues than English Catholics, though 
both Catholic cabgories exhibited more of a balance between 
t h e  two seta of issues than did English Protestants. The 
differences between French and English Cathalica may be an- 
alyzed further by examining the response of each ta single is- 
sues. In  Tables 25 to  27, respondents who assigned a rank of 
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1, 2, or 3 t o  an issue were classified as  designating that issue 
more important than those assigning a rank of 4, 5 or 6. 

First, looking a t  the results for the Catholic category as  a 
whole, the secondary echool issue (Table 27) appeared to be the 
moçt important ,  with the equalization of income for separate 
schoola (Table 26) next, and the extension of bil.ingua1 classes 
(Table 25) least important .  The linguistic categoriea were 
about equal in their response to the secondary school issue, 
with French Catholica ranking equalization of income only 
slightly higher and, as might be expected, t he  language issue 
considerably higher than English Catholics ranked it. Even 
here French Catholics split on the relative importance as- 
signed t o  the language issue. 

Apart from identifying the issues and their relative im- 
portance to Tecumseh residents, two charaderistics of the 
conflict system are suggested by these data. However, the 
ranking does not imply that given an issue - for example, the 
extension of Catholic education t o  grade thirteen - the 
English Protestant party will not respond in opposition. It im- 
plies only that when forced to make a choice, the Protes tant  is 
more hkely b~ consider this issue of less importance than, Say, 
industrial developmen t. 

The first characteristic of the conflict system revealed by 
these data is the possibility that a commitment to community- 
wide issues may well modify the extent to which people in 
Tecumseh will involve themselves over religious-linguistic is- 
sues. James Coleman in his analysis of community conflict 
suggests as much (1957, p.21). Secondly, it is possible ta ob- 
tain some impression of the extent to which the presence of 
English Catholics might modify the conflict relations around 
certain issues. The members of this category b n d  to ally with 
English Protestants on language isaues and with French 
Catholics on religious issues. Thus, seldom was there a single 
isaue where the opposing groupa were "pure" in terms of party 
membership. We will return to  these characteristics later. 
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Table 24 
A Cornparison of Average Ranking scores for Religious- 

Linguistic and Community-Wide Issues by 
Mem bership in Conflict Parties 

Relia o u -  Community-wide 
Parties linguistic Issues 

Issues 
Set no. 1 

French Catholics 10 11 
English Catholics 11 10 
Engli sh 14 7 
Proteatants 

Set 110.2 

Catholics 1 O 11 
Protestants 14 7 
Francophones 10 11 
Anglophones 12 9 
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Table 26 
French and English Catholic Ranking of the Issue "BiLingual 
Classes for French-Speaking Children ta Grade Thirkenn in 

Relation to Five Other Issues 

Rank Assimed 

Percent more Percent less Total 
Party important important 

French 50.0 50.0 100.0 
Catholic 
English 17.0 83.0 100.0 
Catholic 

Total 36.0 64.0 100.08 

aNumbr, 121; no answor, 10. 

Table 26 
French and English Catholic Ranking of the Issue "Equal 

Grants for Public and Separate Schools" 
in Relation t o  Five Other Tssues 

Percent more Percent less Total 
Party import,ant important 

French 56.0 44.0 100.0 
Catholic 
English 52.0 48.0 100.0 
Catholic 

Total 54.0 46.0 100.W 
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Table 27 
French and English Catholic Ranking of the issue "Extension 

of Government Support to Catholic Schools up to Grade 
Thideen" in Relation to  Five Other Issues 

Percent more Percent less Total 
Party important important 

French 
Catholic 
English 
Catholic 

Total 70.0 30.0 100.0a 

Issues in Process 

Now that we have some notion of the major issues, we are 
ready to examine the interaction of the conflict parties. 1 will 
limit the discussion to issues related to education. There is 
considerable historical justification for this, as education has 
been one of the most prominent issues in French-Engiish rela- 
tions both inside and outside Quebec. 1 wjll deal with the 
Catholic school and the French school issues separately keep- 
ing the connections between the two issues in mind. 

Catholic Schools 

The two major concerns of Ontario Catholica regarding their 
schools are the issues of equalization of income at the elemen- 
tary level and the extension of public schooling for Catholica t o  
grade thirteen, the final year of secondary education. Though 
the first issue has been a component of Protestant-Catholic 
relations since the early days of Upper Canada, Catholics have 
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made considerable progress in achieving their objectives. The 
second issue is more recent and far more salient at  the mo- 
ment. Referring to Tables 26 and 27, 54 percent of Tecumseh 
Catholics ranked the first issue highly, while 70 percent so 
ranked the second issue. Furthermore, the difference in em- 
phasis according t o  language was minimal. The Catholic 
school issues bring both Francophone and Anglophone 
Catholics together in  opposition t o  Anglophone Protestants. 
Only recently, a topic for later discussion, have Francophone 
Catholics in Ontario separated Linguistic from religious inter- 
esta in the school debate. 

The Bases of Catholic Schools. As we saw in Chapter 2, the 
Scott Acî of 1863 provided the legal basis from which Catholic 
schools in Ontario were to develop after Confederation. As the 
Acî was embodied in Section 93 of the British North America 
Act, Catholic schools were not allocated corporation taxea nor 
was the development of secondary schwls provided for. Given 
the legitimacy of Catholic education per se, although limikd in 
resources and in scope, a system for dealing with Catholic 
claims developed between the Government of Ontario 
(regardless of the party in power and acting as the  spokespeo- 
ple for Protestant opposition) and representatives of Catholic 
interests. During the early years of Confederation, the pres- 
ence of such conflict agenta as the Archbishop of Toronto, rep- 
resentatives of the separate school boards sitting on public 
high school boards, and Catholic members of the legislature 
and cabinet, were able to cornmunicate Catholic inkrests and 
demands. In  effect, the relationship between Catholic a n d  
Protestant intereata was fairly weU institutionalized a t  the 
turn of -the century. 

In this system of relationships, the government played a 
dual role. Decisions on the amount of recognition and re- 
sources to  be aLlocated to Catholic schools lay in the hands of 
the goveniment. Tbus, both Catholic and Rotestant agencies 
had to deal with the govenirnent, Catholics in terms of their 
demanda and  Protestants in terma of their opposition ta those 
demanda. In this sense the government acted aa a third party 
to the conflict, as a mediator. However, the government also 
represented the position of the  Protestant majority in the 



province. It did not act merely as the recipient of Protestant 
and Catholic claims for educational resources. It was also the 
custodian of a public school system desjgnated as Proteshnt in 
orientation. Catholics were, therefore, placed in a position 
where they had to c l a h  concessions from the generally ac- 
cepted syatem, whereas Protestants defended this system 
against Catholic threats. In this sense, the government was a 
conflict agency generated by a Protestant population who con- 
trolled the political, economic, and social reality. 

These contradictory roles of government - logically, one 
cannot be a mediator and a party to a conflict simultaneous\y 
- hsd several consequences. The third-party role enabled a 
system of conflict agents to develop within the administration 
dealing with the educational legislation. That is, within the 
mjnistry and cabinet, Catholics were represented, giving ex- 
plicit recognition to  their Iegitimacy and  claims. This, too, 
provided a means of "visibility management." The visibility of 
specific claims and issuea generated could be kept within the 
framework of the administration of education and thereby off 
the floor of the legislature and out of the public eye. It simply 
permitted a meana of further institutionalizing the conflict 
system. 

The conflid agency role cornes to  the fore as  issues be- 
corne more visible to the public at large. If a rninority presses 
its claima beycind the limits tha t  can be dealt with administra- 
tively or if the rnajority moves to abrogate previous agree- 
ments, issues are likely to move from the administrative to  the 
political sphere of government. The government then assumea 
the role of conflict agency, taking either a defensive or an 
offensive stand on minority daims. In thia case, it  is at such 
timea that Catholic school demands are likely to  become elec- 
tion issues. In effed the conflict system has  been slightly de- 
institutionalized. 

Up ta the turn of the century, the Catholic school issue 
was in the main dealt with adrninistratively, with the bishops 
playing the major rols on behalf of Catholic interests. By 
1928, the Catholic claims for redistribution of educational re- 
sources still had not been recogriized, although they had won 
the right to  operate "continuation classes" for the first two 
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years of a high school program i n  municipalities where high 
schools did not exist.1 

It waa at this time that the conflict entered a new phase 
with greater involvement of Catholics and an increase in the 
preaentation of demands. Several factors, both external and 
interna1 to the conflict system, contributed to this increase in 
intensity. Extemally, demands for mass education before the 
turn of the century were fairly low, especialiy beyond the ele- 
mentary level. The rapid urbanization and industrialization o f  
Canada after 1900 placed demanda on local educational sya- 
tems which the public schools with their superior resources 
were able t o  meet. The limitations on separate school fuianc- 
ing prevented Catholics from meeting these demands within 
their own system. As secondary schooling became more im- 
portant if one were to make an adequate income, Cathoiics re- 
alized tbey would have to increase their efforts to prepare 
their separate system t o  take part in the new opportunities 
offered by a developing economy. The previous agreement had 
to be challenged, thereby de-institutionalizing and escalating 
the conflict. 

Related t o  these external changes was the changing role 
of the  laity in the Roman Catholic church in Canada. The laity 
waa assuming a more active decision-making role within the 
church. In addition, there were the real effecte of the tax bur- 
den of maintaining and improving a Catholic education system 
under limitations not imposed on the majority population. The 
conflict was no Ionger purely a matter for bishops and cabinet 
miniatera. The organization of the Catholic Taxpayers' 
Association of Ontario, a new conflict agency, began in the fa11 
of 1931. The involvement of the Catholic laity moved the foms 
from the previous system of conflict agents within the gov- 
ernment to the political Ievel, intensifying local activity . 

Another external factor of considerable import was the  
fact that the French-language issue in Ontario scbools wss 
brought ta a temporary conclusion in 1927 following seventeen 

1. Thie, by the way, i e  the basia from which gradee nine end ten are 
operated in Tecumeeh under the Eseex County Roman Catholic Separate 
School Board. In the 1896 legielation, the govemment did not apecify 
separate ~chool  barda, but referred to 'achool boards" o d y .  This ia 
another method o f  'visibility management" relatBd ta the third party role 
of govornment. 

183 



years of bitter relationships between Francophone and 
Anglophone Catholics. By 1928 the two were again prepared 
to  join in their struggle with the government over Catholic 
school demands. In  1928, L'Association canadienne-française 
d'4ducation d'Ontario expresged its willingness t o  cooperate 
with English Catholics to  semre additional revenue for sepa- 
rate schoola (Walker 1964, p. 349). The Tecumseh Separate 
School Board had sent four delegates t o  the meeting a t  which 
this decision was made (Minutes, Tecumseh Separate School 
Board 1928). La Société StJean-Baptiste encouraged Franco- 
Ontarians t o  participate in the activities of the Catholic 
Taxpayers' Association (La Feuille dJIZrable, Tecumseh 1933). 
By 1934, L'Association canadienne-française d'dducation 
d'Ontario voted to associate jtself with the Catholic Taxpayers' 
i\ssociation. 

I t  should be noted that t h e  great majority of the citizens 
of Tecumseh during this period were Francophone and 
Catholic. In 1921, 86 percent of Tecumseh's population was of 
French origin; 94 percent was Catholic. The dilution of the 
town's population did not begin until the 1940's. Language, 
religion, and community thus coincided during this phase of 
the conflict over Catholjc school demands. Though the major 
decisions regarding Catholic education were made outside the 
community, a French Catholic cornmunity faced a hostile 
English Proteshn t province. 

The involvement of Tecumseh citizens at this time was 
reflected in the minutes of the Tecumseh Separate School 
Board and on the pages of its local newspaper, La Feuille 
d'Erable. The problem of financing its separate schools in- 
creased year by year during the thirties, culminating in the 
closing of the schools for a brief petiod in 1936 (Minutes, 
Tecumseh Separate School Board 1936). One cannot ignore 
the effect of the Depression as  another extemal factor on these 
issues. 

At this time, the Tecumseh board was demanding in- 
creased revenue for ih schools. Petitions from many Catholic 
parishes were sent to the provincial premier, foliowed by 
counkr-petitions from the Protestants. The issue was raised 
again by both sides during the 1933 provincial election and 
two years later delegationa fram both parties met the new 
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premier. Eventually in 1936, Catholic claims were recognized 
through increaçes in departmental grants to separate schools. 
This action finally returned the issue to the administrative 
level and out of public view. By 1942, a salaried official of the 
Catholic party was acting as a l iaison between the Catholic 
party, the Department of Education, and the government. His 
role as a confiict agent was recognized by both parties Walker 
1964, pp. 481-4821. 

The network of agencies and agents operated fairly well 
until the mid-sixties. The complex of local, regional, and 
provincial conflict agencies representing Catholic intemsts was 
described in Chapter 5. The question of an equitable income 
for Catholic education was, for the most part, mediated ad- 
ministratively through departmental regulations within the  
framework of existing legislation. When legislation was 
deemed necessary, a s  was the case in 1963 when the Ontario 
Foundation Tax Plan was introduced, specific reference to sep- 
arate schools waa omitted - another example of issue 
"visibili ty management." 

Briefs presented by Catholic conflict agencies during this 
period were inclined to argue for additional funds within the 
existing framework. Catholic education was gaining, but the 
two basic demands of its proponents - equal resources and 
extension of the system to  the end of high school - had not 
been met. 

The Pressure of the Sixties. Once again, a number of external 
events suggested that  the dialogue could not be completely 
maintained within the labyrinth of organizationa and the  
Department of Education. Since the mid-forties, an ever-in- 
creasing premiurn had been placed on education aa the means 
t o  opportunity and mobility. GeneraUy, Catholic incomes in 
Canada have been lower than Protestant incomes (Porter 
1965, pp. 98-103). This was most certainly the case in 
Tecumseh. A Catholic would be more likely t o  attribute this 
problem t o  a lack of educational opportunities in a system 
hamstmng by the Protestant rnajority than to any cultural ex- 
planation such aa "the Prokatant work ethic." The 1863 leg- 
islation determined tha t  Catholics would have to become 



Protestants or a t  best, simply secularized, if they were to 
benefit from a completely publicly f -anced education system. 

Education itself, Catholic and non-Catholic, was re- 
sponding to  t h e  main trends in the society a t  large. 
Professionalization, bureaucratization, and a n  increasing so- 
phistication in educational technology al1 contributed to soar- 
ing costs which, for Catholics in t o m s  like Tecumseh, meant a 
far greater tax burden than tha t  assumed by public school 
supporters. To add ta the financial burden and in response to 
the premium placed on education, Catholics throughout 
Ontario began to erect parochial secondary schools. Ste- 
Anne's High School in Tecumseh was one of these. The 
professionalization of education meant more lay teachers and 
higher salaries. No longer could Catholics nit costs through 
the services of religious orders. 

Demographic factors also contributed to  a renewal of the 
Catholic school issue. Catholic and public school systems alike 
experienced pressure frorn i n  creased numbers of school-age 
children during the late fifties and early sixties. In addition, 
the Catholic population had increased in Ontario by one-third 
between 1981 and 1971. Its proportion to the total population 
had increased 3.3 percent during the  same period. Nor can 
one underestimate the  influence of the stress placed on mi- 
nority rights during the mid-sixties and the  newly accepted 
style of middle-class protest, new only in t h a t  it had been ab- 
sent from the public eye for two decades and tended to involve 
the more youthful members of society. 

To theae, we may add two more specific events. By the 
late sixties rnost local school boards in Ontario had been con- 
solidated a t  the county level, though reljgious and linguistic 
divisions remained. Catholics i ght ly  saw consoiidation aa one 
way to  deal with financial problema. This had the effect of 
bringing the whole issue once more into public view. In June, 
1968 the Department of Education announced that separate 
schools would be consolidated into county units (The Windsor 
Star 1968). Finally, Liuing and Learning, the Hall-Denis 
Report on education in Ontario suggested several refoms for 
Catholic education. This study, commissioned by the govern- 
ment and released in the late sixties, further contributed to 
the visibility of the issue. 
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In  Tecumseh in the mid-sixties, the  two C.P.T.A.'s and 
the A.P.I., and, to  a certain extent, the separate school board 
were the local organizational mechanisms available to t h e  
Catholic laity on the school jssue. I n  the vertical system, the  
decision making and the confrontation between Protestant and 
Catholic took place a t  the provincial level. Locally, these or- 
ganizations or conflict agencies could do no more than discuss 
the issues and forward resolutioris and delegates to regional 
and provincial bodies. In addition, there was local, individual 
representation on such bodies as the Ontario Separate School 
Trustees' Association and various teachers' organizations. 

This system could not contain t h e  issues against the 
various external pressures discussed above. Locally, t h e  fi- 
nancial burden was becoming exceptionally difficult for indi- 
vidual families especially those with children of high school 
age. The separate school board itself was dubious of its abjlity 
to maintain grades nine and ten, i ts  "continuation classes." As 
noted earlier, these secondary school years had to be main- 
tained out  of elementary school granta. Some alleviation of 
costs had been worked out by using the  intermediate school 
building for grades seven and eight a s  well as the two 
"continuation classes," Also, since it was only across the street 
from Ste-Anne's High School, the parochial school could use 
some of their  facilities ta reduce parish capital and operating 
costs. But these measures were insufficient in the face of 
overwhelming costs and the generally lower incomes of 
Catholics in Tecumseh compared to non-Catholics. 

In 1965 and 1966, the provincial body of the C.P.T.A.'s 
was already attempting t o  gather local support for a renewed 
assault on the government. On March 31,1466, a group of five 
teachers, four teaching in the  English panel and one teaching 
in the French panel, called a meeting of teachers, board mem- 
bera, and interested citizens to  diacuss the problems of 
Catholic education in Tecumseh. The meeting was not weU 
attended; a handful of teachers. three members of the separate 
school board, one member of the parish high school board, and 
two or three citizens were present. Nevertheless, the  meeting 
waa the first overt expression of dissatisfaction with the  cur- 
rent system of mediating CatXolic interesta and represented 
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the entry of teachers in their professional capacity into the 
struggle at the local level. 

The mqor issue discussed at this meeting had to do with 
a possible union of the intermediate and high schools in terms 
of a single administration and a greater sharing of facilities. 
This practice was becoming common in Ontario. In accordance 
with existing legislation, the two schools would remain 
separate, one parochial and one tax-supported, though for al1 
practical purposes they would operate as one school. Board 
members and citizens tended to be suspicious of the teachers' 
motives, preferring the issues to  be dealt with through the 
C.P.T.A.'s, though al1 were aware that this was proving quite 
unsatisfactory. In spite of some objections, the Tecumseh 
Catholic Education Association was fomed at the meeting and 
agreed to make representation to the two school boards. 
Although this organization was short-lived, it served to open 
the issue for discussion a t  the board level and initiated the in- 
volvement of Tecumseh citizens in the issue. 

By 1968 Catholic conflict agencies at  the  diocesan and 
provincial levels were beginning t o  press the govemment 
harder about secondary schools (The Windsor Star, July 11, 
1968). Tbeir activities increased the visibility of the issue 
sufficiently to  bring counter-reactions from Protestant groups. 
At the local level, a delegation of parents met with the new 
Essex County Roman Catholic School Board in the summer of 
1969 to disctisç the problems of tax burdens. A decision was 
taken to maintain grades nine and ten a t  Ste-Anne's 
Tntermediate School for another year contingent upon the 
ratepayers' ability and willingness to absorb the cost either by 
taxation or subçcrïption. Those with children attending the 
parochial high school also met  t u  deal with diminishing funds. 
Students picketed parishioners in town, demonstrating their 
plight and noting that 85 percent of the support for the high 
achool came from 20 percent of the 1200 families involved (The 
Windsor Star, April29,1969). 

The struggle escalated through to  the provincial election 
in 1971. I n  May, 1969, the premier of the province stated that 
the  province simply could not afford two complete systems 
(The W i d o r  Star, May 28,1969). Several meetings were held 
in Essex County involving parents from Tecumseh and dealing 
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mainly with the problem of maintaining grades nine and ten. 
There was considerable resistance to a request frorn the board 
for a $150.00 tuition fee per pupil over and above taxes to 
maintain the system (The Windsor Star, September 9, 1969). 
Through 1969 and into 1970, students became more and more 
involved in the issue, collecting petitions and holding rallies. 

In addition to the counter-adions by the  Protestant 
churches, the Ontario Public School Trustees' Association sub- 
mitted a b i e f  opposing extension of aid to separate schools. 
The b i e f  interpreted aid t o  separah schools as attempts to 
segregate the school system. Such attempts a t  segregation 
according to race, language, colour or creed were referred to as 
"insidious [and] forei p... to Canadian concepts." The bnef  also 
requested that grants to grades nine and ten within the sepa- 
rate syatems be cut off and per pupil grants to eeparate schools 
be reduced (The W i d o r  Star, January 21,1970). 

Catholic schooIs became a major issue in the 1971 
Ontario provincial election, especially in areas such as Essex 
County which were heavily popuiated by Roman Catholics. 
Tecumseh residents attended a meeting with local candidates 
in the neighbouring community of Riverside on October 6, 
1971. Though the candidates attempted to direct attention to- 
ward such issues as pollution or auto insurance, the audience 
turned the session into a discussion of the Catholic school is- 
sue. 

The results of this election were analyzed in Chapter 4. 
Though the Conservative Party was returned ta power, 79.3 
percent of the Tecumseh voters voted for opposition parties, 
50.6 percent for the N.D.P., the only party explicitly to corne 
out in favour of a dual system. With the Conservatives re- 
turned to power, there were no sjgnificant changes for Catholic 
schoola. The struggle continues. 

It shouid be apparent that  the interaction between 
Protestant and Catholic over this iasue tmk place outside the 
local milieu. The iasue was dealt with in the vertical rather 
than the horizontal system of community organization. Except 
for the expression of opinions and, undoubtedly, the occasional 
argument at the  inter-personal leveI, interaction between 
Rotestant and Catholic was achieved thrwgh mass meetings 
and organizational statements. all directed to the Department 
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of Education and the provincial government. Though this does 
contribute t o  a less intense confiict a t  the local level, i C  also 
leads to considerable withdrawal of local citizens from the 
conflict. The decisions are not in their hands. This tends to 
promote apathy, so often given as the reason for al1 or- 
ganizational failures, over local connict agencies, f2.P.T.A-.'s, 
Home and School Associations and the like. 

For the most part, the Catholic protest in Tecumseh in- 
volved both Francophones and Anglophones united in a com- 
mon struggle. Nevertheless, there was some dissension. 
English Catholics frequently viewed the Francophones' efforts 
to msintain French-language classes and separate organiza- 
tions as weakening the common front on the Catholic school 
issue. Indeed, their reactions were not unlike the reactions of 
Protestants toward Catholic education. Each saw the minority 
party as contributing to segregation, in the pejorative sense, 
and each saw their own position as the tmly neutral one on 
the minority position. These feelings were quite dea r  in 1957 
when Francophone members of the Tecumseh C.P.T.A. with- 
drew to form their own organization, the A.P.T. One English 
Catholic expressed his feelings aboutit in this way: 

Well, if they want to form their own group, that's 
their business. But this culture bit, 1 don't go for 
that; that's not the purpose of the P.T.A. The aim is 
the children .... We're already split into public and 
separate schools, the children suffer, especially in 
grades nine and ten. Then when you add the lan- 
s a g e  split. it only gets worse. 

A similar comment was made t o  me by one of the 
Anglophone teachers attending the meeting t o  form the 
Tecumseh Catholic Education Association: 

Our trouble ia that we're split two waya; down the 
middle linguistically with two groups of teachers 
and across with two boards, one for elementary 
schools and one for high schools. 
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French Schools 

Early Development. As with Catholic schools, French pre- 
dated English Protestant schooling in many parts of the region 
that was to become Ontario. By Confederation, the relation- 
ships between French and English-language schools were at a 
relatively high level of institutionalization. Neverthelesa, by 
not recognizing language nghts in the schools, the British 
North Amenca Act provided an opening to rescind or limit es- 
tablished use o f  the French language should the occasion anse. 
French-language schools were, a t  this time, experiencing the 
same external pressures as Catholic schoola, aince, with some 
exceptions, most French schools were separate schoob. These 
pressures jncreased the visibility of the French schools. 

Fur themore ,  during t he  late 1870'8 a Miniatry of 
Education succeeded the Council of Public Instruction which, 
though responsible to the government, had been removed from 
the political procesa of the legislature and elections. The chief 
officer of the Council was neither an elected official nor a 
member of the cabinet; the new Minister of Education was 
both. Thia sarved to  increase the visibility of the issues over 
French schools, a s  the old system of conflict agents established 
under the Council collapsed. 

Ln 1883, a conference of representatives of the province's 
Francophone groups was convened in Windsor. Although a list 
of delegates was not available, it may be assumed that aome 
were €rom nearby Tecumseh. A resolution was passed re- 
questing that the government give some attention to  French 
schools. Two years later, following an inquiry that showed 
there were twenty-seven exclusively French schools in Ontario, 
general instructions were sent to al[ teachers specifying the 
amount of English that must be taught (Sissons 1917, p. 35). 
Six years later, the teaching of French was prohibited in the 
public schools (Brault 1966, p. 12). This prompted the 
Tecumseh board to  shift from a public t a  a separate school 
status in order to preserve the use of French, a decision which 
w o d d  later have considerable bearing on ita f-ancing. 

Around the t u m  of the century, Franco-Ontariana held 
several meetings pressing for additional resources for French 
education and attempting to  preserre their position in the 
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province. In  1906, two large-scale rallies were held: one in 
WalkerviIle, a few miles west of Tecumseh, and the other in 
Ottawa. These and other meetings led t o  the Congrès 
d'Education held in 1910. A total of 1245 representatives from 
Franco-Ontarian agencies attended. Of this group, seventy- 
two were from Essex county, sixteen of whom were from 
Tecumseh (A.C.F.E.O. 1910, p. 56). L'Association canadienne- 
française d'éducation d'Ontario, an outcome of the 1910 
Congrés, forwatded a list of dernands ta the government, 
basing their appeal on tbe B.N.A Act's reference to two offlcii 
languages. The government refused their demands on the 
grounds that French-language schools would not be 'organized 
upon a racial basis" but the religious basis stipulated a t  
Confederation would be recognized (Waker 1964 pp. 246-2471. 

Tt was at this point tha t  English Catholics aUied with the 
English Protestant majority. Their rationalization was that to 
align with the French Cathoiics on the language issue would 
jeopardize the whole separate school system. As the Engliah 
Catholics' opposition to French requests were put before the 
government mainly by their clergy, their conflict agencies were 
hardly involved a t  all. The clergy were generally strong in 
their opposition ta bilingual schools. The attack was especially 
strong in Eaaex County and eventually spread beyond the 
question of bilingual schools to encompass the use of French in 
churches as well as in schools. The Bishop of the Diocese of 
London, in which Tecumseh was located led the attack against 
the French influence in schools and parishes. 

By 1909, the major English Protestant conflict agency, 
the Orange Lodge, was increasing its activity against bilingual 
schools. This waa in addition to  the English press and spokes- 
people for the major Protestant denominations. At a general 
meeting in 1909, the Lodge decided 'to investigate the state of 
Public Schools in Ontario, especially where bilingual schools 
exist" (Walker 1964, p. 235). Following the Franco-Ontarian 
Congrés dxducation,  the Lodge called for the abolition of 
bilingual schools and, during the 1911 elections, attempted t o  
obtain pledges from candidates assuring their opposition to 
bilingual schools Walker 1964, pp. 254,259). 
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Regulation 27. Instnictiona Number 17 or Regulation 17, is- 
sued in June, 1912, contained the foilowing points: 

1. A statement to the effect that there were only two 
classes of primary schools in Ontario - public and separate, 
but for convenience of reference, the term English-French was 
applied to schoola in which French was the language of in- 
struction. 

2. Where necessary, French was permitted as  the lan- 
guage of instruction and communication, but not beyond Form 
1 [Grades 1 and 21. 

3.  Apart from the exception granted above, French 
would be permitted for only one hour a day in all. foms sub- 
jed to the approval of parents and the supervising inspecter. 

4 .  A thorough system of inspection was provided for, and 
no teacher would be permitted ta teach without proper knowl- 
edge of English. (Walker 1964, p. 267). 

The immediate effect was a furthex de-institutionalization of 
the conflict. The regulation reduced the legitimacy that 
French-language achools had held u p  to 1885 by explicitly re- 
ducing the extent to which the language could be used aa a 
medium of instruction. It explicitly stated that French schools 
would not be recognized as such; there would be only two 
classes of schools, public and separak. Tt also reduced the ef- 
fectiveness of French inspectore as conflid agents. 

During the next few years, the intensity of the conflict 
inmeased as Franco-Ontarians mobilized b oppose Regulation 
17 and Anglophones countered their rntives. At the opening of 
the 1912-13 school year, the Ottawa Separate School Board 
decided to resist the regulation. The resisbnce movement 
spread througbout the province. In the summer of 1916, the 
acting Minister of Education reported that 270 bilingual 
schools had "refuaed to follow Instmctions 17 until compelled 
to do BO" Walker 1964, pp. 270, 289). The government com- 
pelled conforrnity by requiring teachei-s to sign a pledge com- 
mitting themselves to obedience; withdrawing departmental 
grants from delinquent boards; and preventing locdly collected 
taxes being used to pay the aalaries of delinquent teachers 
CWalker 1964, p. 271). Teachers in the North Essex district, 



which included Tecumseh, considered noncornpliance, but did 
not follow through. The more militant activity was lh i t ed  t o  
the Ottawa region. 

Tn Windsor and Essex County the protest was closely tied 
to a related protest over the use of French in local parishes. 
The f a d  the Bishop sided with AngIophones on the school js- 
sue only served to tie the two issues together more strongly. 
t ess  than orderly demonstrations were reported in Windsor. 
One priest was dismissed and others were reprimanded for 
accusing their Bishop of having ordered that French not be 
used in local schools. In one p a r a ,  pariahioners attempted to  
prevent a replacement priest enterhg their church and the 
Bishop was alleged t o  have cdled  the police to restore order.2 
Although no violent demonstrations took place jn Tecumseh, in 
1915 a special meeting was held to protest the Bishop's posi- 
tion on both the church and school issues. I t  concluded with a 
petition expreasing a lack of confidence in the Bishop. 

Essex County was the scene for several meetings after 
Regulation 17 waa issued. During the sumrner of 1912, mem- 
bers of local Orange hdges met in Kingaville, some forty miles 
west of Tecumseh, to denounce bilingual ~chools and cal1 for 
yet stronger regulations. Meetings and coun@r-meetings con- 
tinued with some regularity until 1914. Several Francophone 
inspectors were dismissed for objecting ta Regulation 17. This 
eliminated key conflict agents who, by their position, had 
served to  maintain a certain amount of order between the 
parties. 

Local involvement was most obvious in Tecumseh during 
the election of 1914, the first following Regulation 17. The 
campaign focused on North Essex, the Tecumseh constituency, 
where the seat had been held by a Franco-Ontarian cabinet 
minister in the Conservative Government responsible for the 
regulation. At the Conservative Party meeting in Tecumseh in 

2. 1 have no direct documentation of those demonstrations. They are 
hintad at in the report of the clergy accused of improper behaviour by the 
Bishop (London, Province of Canada, Causes des Curés Wnonda, 1914); 
and in an article writtBn by Monique Chhier which appeared in Le Droit, 
Ottawa, May 90, 1966. Many reforenees to theae demonstnitions were 
made by those inteMewed in 1965 and 1966 in Tecumseh and Windsor. 
One -pondent mentioned that hi8 uncle had b e n  among those arrestsd 
during the Windsor demonatrationa. 

164 
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June,  1914, a Francophone resident was nominated over the 
former member (Windsor, The Evening Record, June 5, 1914). 
h o t h e r  Francophone had been nominated by the Liberals a 
few weeks earlier (Windsor, The Euening Record, June 1, 
1914). The two opposed each other on platfoms throughout 
the county; ReguIation 17 was t h e  central issue. The Liberals 
won the seat though the Consemative Government was 
returned to power with losses in those areas where there were 
significant proportions of Francophones Walker 1964, p. 283). 

A New Accommodation. Though Regulation 17 severely lim- 
ited the use of French in Ontario schools, reduced the author- 
i ty  of Francophone inspectors, and  refused to  recognize the 
existence of French schools per se, it did not deny the legiti- 
macy of the French party. The parties ta the conflict were still 
intact and there remained a degree of mutual recognition. The 
regulation provided a statement o f  policy over which negotia- 
tions might take place, thereby beginning the pmcess of re- 
turning the issue ta the private level of the Department of 
Education bureaucracy. 

To this effect an amendment to  the regulation was intro- 
duced in 1913. The chief inspecter, an administrative position, 
was given authority to extend the use of French beyond the 
first form, according to local circumstances (Walker 1964, pp. 
280-281). This reintroduced an area for negotiation between 
local and provincial confiict agenta. The entry of the Vatican 
into the dispute over the use  of French in church service8 fur- 
ther contributed t o  increasing the level of institutionalization 
by recognizing the French party and ita claima within the 
Catholic cornmunity (Walker 1964, pp. 302-308). 

hrther negotiations led t o  the appointment of yet an- 
other commission ta inquire into the French-English achools in 
1926. In contrast with previous commissions, tbis one con- 
siskd of three members repreaenting the conknding parties: 

' a French Catholic, a member of the Department of Education, 
and an Engiish Protestant (Walker 1964, p. 314). 

The commission's report did not request a repeal of the 
regulation, but recommended that French and Engliah direc- 
tors of education be appointed to deal with local school boards 
and aasist with decisions on the extent t o  which French could 
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be used in any a v e n  achool district. The commission's report, 
accepted in 1927, was received by most Franco-Ontarians with 
satisfaction. The bilingual schools irnmediately moved to reor- 
ganize under a set of modified regulations. The Tecumseh 
Separate School Board passed a motion establishing the 
"syatem of parailel classes as suggssted in the ... investigation 
committee'a report and recommended [by the inspectorl" 
(Tecumseh Separate School Board, January 28, 1928). The lo- 
cal newspaper noted some three years later that 

the new system in force for only a few years has al- 
ready proved itself in spite of numerous difficultiea 
inherited from the period of transition. The results 
from al1 point8 of view are very satisfying. 
(Tecumseh, La Feuille d%ra ble, April 16, 1931) 

The new accommodation provided a ternporary retum to tran- 
quility in the school situation. Durhg the thirties and into the 
forties, the mwor issue occupying the Tecumseh Separate 
School Board was that of finances, a problem shared by al1 
Catholic schools. 

The Pressure of the Sixties. The systern of conflict agents 
evolving from the accommodation of 1927 managed to keep the 
issues of French-language instruction fairly well contained 
within the bureaucratic structures up ta the early sixties. For 
the most part, issues were dealt with adminiatratively in two 
ways. First, varioua Francophone conilid agencies, such as 
the A.P.I. and the S.S.J.B., articulated interests from local to 
extra-local levels and back again through their regional and 
provincial bodies. Second, the dual inspectorate and the cus- 
tom of French and English principals and vice-principals, 
combined with French and English teachers groups, provided 
the means ta deal with most issuea arising at the local level. 

However, although Tecumseh remained overwhelmingly 
Catholic in population, until the early fifties it was pre- 
dominantly French Catholic in charader. In 1941 almost 
three-quarters of the town's population was of French origin; 
by 1961 this had dropped ta 63.3 percent. In 1967, pupiis en- 
roUed in the French panel were still in a rnaority, slim though 
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that majority may have been. The potential for an increase in 
issues within parish and school and the testing of the 
effectiveness of the conflict-agent system began in the mid- 
fifties as the Anglophone population in the town showed signs 
of rapidly increasing. These signs are quite apparent in the 
school enrolment figures presented in Figure 6. 

It was a t  this point, in 1957, when the Anglophone popu- 
lation was on the increase and contacts over language use 
were becoming more frequent in parish and school, tha t  
Francophone members of the  Catholic Parent-Teacher 
Association separated to  f o r -  their own L'Association de 
Parents et d'lnstituteura. A statement was made by the 
Anglophone president of the C.P.T.A. a t  the meeting when this 
separation was announced. The following excerpt from that 
statement reveals some of the issues involved. 

For those of us who are not aware of the problem, 1 
might point out t ha t  when the P.T.A. was first or- 
ganized in the parish, i t  was decided that the busi- 
ness meeting should be conùucted in English, and 
that the French language be considered only as one 
phase of our interesta. On several occasions since 
tha t  time, the pros and cons of forming a separate 
organization to  handle the problems of the French 
classes have been discussed a t  length, and each 
time it waa appamntly found unfeaaible. However, 
there is still a group who are convinced that  this ia 
a necesaary organization, and it is this faction that's 
proceeding with the organization of the A.P.I. as a 
separate organization. (Italics added) 

A new conflict agency was boni, forming an additional link 
between local, regional and provincial agencies. 

Agenciea such as the A.P.I. worked through local con flict 
agents when iaaues of the type which could be settled locally 
arase. A look at  a few such issues wiil provide some insight 
into the dynamics of the confiict-agent aystem. in the auturnn 
of 1966 cornplaints were heard in A.P.T. meetings about the 
teaching of health and physical education. French waa not 
being used and t h e  amount scheduled waa more than that pre- 
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scribed for the French panel. The compl-aint was referred to 
the board and on October 1965, the French and English in- 
spectors were invited to discuss the matter. The English in- 
spector was very careful to restrict his statements to  the pre- 
scribed requirements for the English panel. The French in- 
spector noted that for "nis side," the amount of P.T.A instruc- 
tion exceeded the requirements and promised to investigate. 
An inspection was carried out within a week or two. The head 
of the French panel waa instmcted to see that the time be re- 
duced and that health classes be taught in French. 

Another issue arising at the beginning of the school year 
in 1965 involved only the Anglophone principal of Ste-Anne's 
intermediate School. and the French inspecter. There were ap- 
pro>cimately twenty-two pupils in the English panel grade ten, 
and nine in the F'rench panel. According to  the principal, it 
was impassible to operate two grade tens with such low encol- 
ments. He therefore wanted t o  combine the two panels in one 
classroom. This required consultation with the other party 
since the French panel was involved. 

Hi8 firat move was to'check with the English inspector, 
who approved the proposed move. He then contacted the 
French inspector who turned the question back to him for his 
suggestion: 

I think he first felt me out - for my reasons - to 
make sure that I wasn't out to smother the bilingual 
classes. 1 asaured him that they would be guaran- 
teed their seven periods of 'le françaisn a week. 

Tbe French inspector reported that: 

The principal asked me to make a suggestion. I had 
no choice. So they were separated only for special 
French. This is a problem in high schools today, 
with options and different courses, you can't main- 
tain a small class or two grades in one room. 1 
didn't approve, but to object wasn't practical. 

The presence of an effective syetem of decision making 
that recognizes both parties and their daims was probably re- 



sponsible for preventing a magnification of these kinds of is- 
sues. Both were managed smoothly and quickly at the admin- 
istrative level, with little public visibility. Conflid agents, 
through their status and role-sets, tied the local level to the 
Department of Education on one hand, and to con flirt agencies 
on the other. 

The linguistic claims of the French party, as distinct 
from the reljgious claims they shared with Anglophone 
Catholics, had perhaps received a greater degree of recognition 
by the early sixties. Since 1927 various administrative 
concessions had been made, the consequences of which were a 
further recognition of the legitimacy of the French party. For 
example, the Department of Education, in lieu of recognizing 
bilingual secondary schools as such, granted permission for 
additional subjects to be taught in Fïench. Furthemore, the 
number of potential conflict-agent position3 in the system had 
iricreased considerably . 

By 1965, the degree to which the relations between 
Anglophones and Francophones in Tecumseh, and in Ontario 
in general, were institutionalized was relatively high. 
However, tbe demand for official legislative recognition of 
French or biLingua1 schools from kindergarten to university 
remained unmet. The bilingual schoola were defined aimply as 
"schools attended by French-speaking pupils." Thus, the policy 
atated in Regulation 17 that there were only two claases of 
schools - public and separate - remained intact. 

One cannot undereatimate the effeds of the "quiet revo- 
lution" in Quebec on French-English relations in Ontario. The 
"maître chez nous" slogan of the  years of the Lesage 
Government and the increasing clarity with which new sepa- 
ratist organizations articulated that option for Quebec had two 
outcornes which influenced attitudes and behaviour in Ontario. 
First, Franco-Ontarians experienced a new pnde in identity, 
given the forward and aggressive push of Quebec. Secondly, 
Anglophones in Ontario acquired a new, though limited, sen- 
aitivity t o  the demands of Franco-Ontarians. Bilingualism, 
perhaps a century too late, had acquired a respectability and 
was pmposed by some aa the solution to Canadian unity. 

The federal government created the Royal Commission 
on Bilingualism and Bimlturalism in 1963. The Cornmisaion 



held hearings across Canada during 1964. Tecumseh agencies 
and citizena attended and presented briefs at the hearings 
held in Windsor on Aprii 30, 1964. A preliminary report was 
published in 1966. the report on education in 1968. The same 
year, the Official Languages Act waa passed enacting legisla- 
tion arising from the Commission's recommendations. The fo- 
ms was on Confederation, Canadian unity, and bilingualism. 
These events provided an  opportunity for reopening to  the 
public the issues surrounding French schools in Ontario. In its 
brief to the Commission, the A.C.F.E.O. based its claims on the 
British North America Act, noting that: 

for al1 practical purposes Confederation was a pact 
arrived at  between the people of Engtish Canada 
and French Canada through the mediation of their 
representatives. 
(A.C.F.E.O., Mémoire A la Commission, 1964, p.17) 

The bnef went on to note that: 

too o h n ,  unfortunately , persone are inclined to be- 
lieve, especially outside of Quebec, that the ahelving 
of Regulation 17 brought a solution to al1 the prob- 
lems of the French Canadians living in Ontario. 
(AC.F.E.0. Mernoire la Commission, 1964, p. 12)  

The Ontario Government  responded posit ively.  
Legislation passed in the summer of 1968 finally recognized 
the existence of French-language schools, a claim first articu- 
lated by Franco-Ontarians in the 1880's. The Secondary 
Schoola and Boards of Education Amendment Act, 1968 per- 
mitted boards to "establish and maintain secondary schools or 
claeses in secondary schools for the purpose of providing for 
the uae of the French language in instruction ..." (Article 10, 
Sedion 113). The Schoola Administration Amendment Act, 
1968 provided the same opportunity for elementary boards, 
both public and separate (Article 9, Section 35d). Bath Acis 
specified numbera of ratepayera, pupila, andlor parents re- 
quired in order to compel a board to provide French-language 
classes in English schools, but left the decisions regarding 
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French-language schooIs t o  the local boards. This fact, 
whether by oversight or intent, opened the door to fairly in- 
tense Iocal conflicts. 

In addition, the Act, in referring t o  secondary schoola, 
provided for the  creation of French-language advisory com- 
mittees to local boards. These were t o  be composed of three 
members appointed by a board and four French-speaking 
ratepayers selected by Francophone ratepayers in the school 
district (Artide 10, Section 114). This move added a new con- 
flict agency to the system, one whicb waç legally recognized 
and could articulate local interesta a t  the Iocal level. 

There were few problems a t  the elementary school level; 
most of the contact took place in aeparate schools where con- 
flict-agent systems were well established. Nor were there 
many problems over the establishment and extension of 
French-language classes. However, a t  the secondary school 
level, Francophones were for the first time coming into contact 
with English Protestants rather than Catholics. New systems 
had t o  be established; but the process was less than harmo- 
nious. The issues focused on the estabhhment of French-lan- 
guage schools. This would involve moving both French and 
English pupils around, and building new achools. Such moves 
were bound to  bring the question of French achools back into 
public view. 

In Toronto, a few months aftm the legislation was passed 
the Metropolitan School Commission rejected the principle of 
creating separate schools for French pupils in favour of creat- 
ing French panels in existing schools (Le Devoir, Montreal, 
December 19, 1968). A French-language schotil was eventually 
established in the Toronto region a year later (Le Devoir, 
Montreal, A u g u ~ t  26, 1969). A much more intenae struggle 
occurred in the  west end of Ottawa in 1970 where English 
conflict agenciea attempted to block the creation of such a 
school in their district (Le Devoir, Montreal, February 7, 1970). 
An injunction, dismissed by the court, waa applied for in order 
to prevent the school being established. These are but ex- 
amples of local conflicta that indicated an increased intensity 
in the relationships as a resul t  of the new legislation. 

The two  most notable confrontations took place in 
Sturgeon Falla in 1971 and Cornwall in 1973. Both of these 
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involved massive demonstrations and student strikes. Both 
required the appointment of special mediators by the 
Department of Education. The Sturgeon Falls confrontation 
aroae out of the refusal of the Nipissing Regional School 
Commission to create a French-Ianguage secondary school, in 
spite of the fact that the ratio was 1,321 Francophone to  365 
Anglophone students. 

The affair in Sturgeon FaUs led t o  the appointment of the  
Minis terial Commission on French-Language Secondary 
Education. The report of this Commission, submitted in 1972, 
recommended that the authority of French-language advisory 
committees be strengthened , a committee on Linguistic rights 
be established t o  act as a higher-level appeal device in local 
disputes over language, and a standing committee, headed by 
an assistant deputy minister, be appointed within the 
Department of Education to deal with French-language 
schoola. This la t ter  recommendation waa immediately 
adopted, with a Francophone assistant deputy minister ap- 
pointed as chairman. 

Before the govemment was able ta act on the other rec- 
ommendations of the  report, a confrontation broke out in 
Cornwall following bitter but brief confrontations between the 
regional board and its French-language advisory committee 
(Le Droit, Ottawa, March 14, 1973). A diapute over establish- 
ing a French language secondary school led to a atrike of 
French-language students with parent and teacher support. 
The strike drew conaiderable support from Francophone 
groups throughout the Ottawa Valley countiea. After the im- 
mediate issues were settled, the board suspended two 
Francophone teachers for their alleged leadership in the 
strike. This led ta further escalation until a settlement waa 
reached early in 1974. 

During the autumn of 1973, the Ontario Legialature f i -  
nally passed two a&, referred to as Bills 180 and 181, whicb 
implemented the major recommendations of the 1972 
Ministerial Commission Report. Bill 180 strengthened the 
French-language advisory committees. Bill 181 called on the 
Minister of Education to set up a Commission of Languages of 
Instruction composed of five members, two of whom must be 
Francophones and two Anglophones. The Commission would 



ad as an appeal body in disputes such as those in Sturgeon 
Falls and Cornwall. These two Acts, combined with the earlier 
legislation and the new Standing Cornmittee on French- 
Language Schools, once again served to return the dispute to 
the Department of Education and related bodies. However, 
the question of establishing French-language schools was leR 
in the hands of local boards, although under some control and 
with the possibility of appeal. 

The 1968 l e p l a t i o n  stimulated considerable activity in 
Esaex County. There were French classes in some of the sec- 
ondary schools in the county and in Windsor, but no composite 
French-language school. Franco-Ontarians had long been dis- 
satisfied with French classes in predominantly Engliah 
schoola. With a n  overwhelrning majority of English-speaking 
students and teachers, the atmasphere of theae schools waa 
decidedly Anglophone. Assem blies, announcementa and school 
services such as guidance were al1 in English. French was 
really only a concession, a relatively unimportant addition to  
the ma in  stream. This problem was recognized and its 
amelioration sanctioned by the 1972 Ministerial Commission 
Report: 

For tbe French-speaking community, the key ele- 
ment  in a French language school is tha t  the lan- 
guage of communication and of administration, and 
hence the total ambiance of the school, should be 
French. ... What nearly alwaye happens in. ..mixed 
schoola is that t h e  language of communication and 
administration, and thus the overall atrnosphere. 
proves to be English. Much more o h n  than not, 
the mixed or so-called "bilingual school" is a one- 
way street t o  assimilation for the French-speaking 
student. 
(Ministerial Commission 1972, pp. 14-16) 

Given the number of children of high school age from 
French-speaking families in the county and Windsor, Franco- 
Ontarians were quick to move in accordance with the 1968 
legislation. In January 1969, the Essex County Board received 
letters from the regional body of L'Association canadienne- 
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française de l'Ontario requesting consideration for a French- 
language high school in the district (The Windsor Star, 
January 23, 1969). By early Febniary of that  year, the  
French-language advisory committees to the city and county 
boards had been elected. A Tecumseh resident was a member 
of the county advisory cammittee. In March, 800 people at- 
tended a meeting held in Tecumseh to  discuss the possibilities 
of establishing a French-language school in the region (The 
Windsor Star, March 3,19691. 

As in other parts of Ontario, this was the first experience 
with public school boards over the language of instruction is- 
sue. Previously, most confrontations had taken place within 
the confines of the Catholic community. Now that high schools 
were involved, Francophones found themselves more closely 
tied to Protestant or non-Catholic interests. There was a sub- 
tle resistance to the notion of a French-language high school by 
both city and county boards, though the county board was 
more responsive. Needlesa to say, French-speaking comrnuni- 
ties in the county we-re far more obvious and stronger than in 
the city. 

The reality of a French-speaking community seemed to 
corne as a surprise t o  many  Anglophones not associated with 
Catholic institutions. This was apparent in interviews con- 
ducted in 1965-66. Protestant Anglophones in Windsor, not in 
Tecumseh, expressed surprise a t  research being conducted on 
French-English relations in their region. A typical reply was: 
"There are a lot  of Italians here, but I don't think there are 
many French. There used to be years ago, but they've al1 as- 
similated." Members of both city and county boards, therefore, 
met tbeir French language advisory committees in 1969 in a 
state of perplexity. 

It was with some reluctance that the city of Windsor 
board granted honoraria, required by the legislation, t o  mem- 
bers of the advisory cornmittee. Three trustees attempted to 
delay payment, one expressed wony about the cornmittee's 
recommendations, a n d  the board refused to consider member- 
ship in the Bilingual School Trustees' Association (The 
Windsor Star, March 27, 1969). Some rnembera of the Essex 
County Board expressed opposition to the busing of French- 
speaking studenta in the county to French classes held a t  the 
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Belle River district high school. One suggested that  such a 
move arnounted t o  segregation, pointing out that in the United 
States schools were never equal when separate (The Windsor 
Star, March 20, 1970). It was in this atmosphere that the 
French-language advisory committees and the regional 
L'Association canadienne-française de l'Ontario had ta push 
for a French-language secondary school. 

The debate continued to  the end of 1973 without a final 
solution. Francophone representatives were pushing for a sin- 
gle school which required the two boards to share in fmancing 
and administration. This in itself, though extremely reason- 
able, caused delay. Several questionnaires were sent out to  
parents to detemine the numbers of pupils available and how 
much support the school would have. None were conclusive. 
Questionnaires, i f  used by inexperienced people, only cause 
Further delay, even if it ia not intentional. Furthemore, inter- 
pretation of results without necessary ksts of reliability and 
validity may lead to  erroneous conclusions. Early in 1973, the 
two French-language committees presented a final report or 
brief to both boards. The report indicated an adequate atudent 
body and suggested that  the school should be located "in the 
general vicinity of the Town of Tecumseh" (Brief 1972, pp. 6-81, 
The boards accepted the recommendations in principle. A 
committee of four was created to investigate further, but only 
one of the four appointed to the cornmittee was a Francophone 
(The Windsor Star, April 26, 1973; Le Droit, Ottawa, 
September 15,1973). 

Elementary schsoling in French, however, related 
Francophones ta a différent structure. Beginning in 1969, sep- 
arate schools in Tecumseh - the only schools containing 
French panels - related to the Essex County Roman Catholic 
Separate School Board. This board was responsible for 
Catholic education u p  to and includmg grade ten. Ln January, 
1969, twenty-three local boards, including the Tecumseh 
Separate School Board, were consolidated under a county 
board. There was some resistance t o  thia move on the part of 
local Francophones because they feared being dominated by 
the Anglophone sectors of the county. According to the county 
board administrator: T h i s  resistance died when it became ap- 
parent that the new baard was favourable t o  Francophone 
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schools." The extent of this favourability will not be tested un- 
til local Francophones formally ask for a composite French- 
language elementary school to be established in Tecumseh. 

Though consolidation resulted in a better distribution of 
resources for education tbroughout the county, leading to cap- 
ital improvements in Tecumseh and elsewhere, the funda- 
menta1 problem of financing Catholic education remained 
paramount. The discussions which began in 1966 over a com- 
plete sharing of facilities between Ste-Anne's Intermediate 
School and the parochial high schooI continued into 1973. As 
far as French education is concerned, the system of conflict 
agents, with minor modification, remained intact following 
consolidation. Issues which did arise were handled as they 
were in 1966. What had changed was that, with the ever-in- 
creasing propodion of Anglophone students in Tecumseh's St- 
Antoine's School, the atrnosphere of the school had becorne de- 
cidedly English. Such was not the case eight years previously. 

The board had made successful attempts at  shiîting 
French panel studenta from nearby points in the county into 
St-Antoine's to strengthen the French program, and the board's 
assistant superintendent responsible for French education had 
plans ta ameliorate this situation further. Two related issues 
were on the horizon at the time of writing. One had to do with 
the distribution of m o n i e ~  designated for French education. 
Classroams where French is the Ianguage of instruction is one 
thing, but withuut basic back-up services in French, such as li- 
braries, film libraries, guidance, and adequate aubstitute 
teachers, the French language becomes but a symbol of 
Anglophone tolerance. A request for a change in the distribu- 
tion of funds will increase the visibility of the French pro- 
grams.s 

3. The issue of funda available for French programs was re labd to a 
deciaion on the part of Ontano to uae a different formula for distributing 
funch designated for bilingual education. With respect ta Ontario, the 
federal authority rocommended thit  9 percent of the granta be allocated 
io Francophonefi receiving their education in French and 5 parcent t o  
Anglophonea etudying French Ontario, acting within its juriediction, 
decided ta alocate the granta on an equal baaia to both groupe, thus 
cutting off potential funds for French education in the province (Le Droit, 
Ottawa, April27.1973; June 16,1973). 







Chapter Seven 

A Paradigm for the Analysis 
of Community Conflict 

At the beginning of this study 1 noted that experience is orga- 
nized through selecting those aspecta of rea l i ty  that have 
meaning within a cultural heritage, persona1 history, social po- 
sition, and objectives of the moment. The essential diîference 
between the scientist and the layman is that the former 
proceeds in a much more systematic fashion. His or her objec- 
tives are research problems, propositions and hypotheses de- 
nved from the theoretical orientations of a discipline. The se- 
lective devices are concepts defined as precisely aa possible. In 
the course of dealing with experience or  data, new concepts 
may be required and old ones may be refmed or discarded.  
These in turn become a part of the theoretical orientations of 
the discipline. 

The concepts, their interrelations, and the investigative 
and analytical procedures uaed in a research endeavour to-  
gether present a paradigm. It was in this sense that Robert K. 
Merton referred to 'analytical paradigms" as  modela or pat- 
terns containing the  "array of assumptions, concepta and basic 
propositions employed in a sociological analysis" (Merton 1957, 
p. 13). Up to  this point, the paradigm used in this study has 
not been clearly articulated, though 1 have presented the basic 
orientation8 and, when appropriate, introduced certain key 
concepts and their interrelations. The task of thh chapter is to 
present the paradigm. By proceeding in thia manner, 1 am 
being more faithfiil t o  the research process as it took place than 
if T had introduced a t  the beginning a set of hypotheses for an 
empirical test. The paradigm which we wiU now examine de- 
veloped out of the interaction between those events observed 
and the ideas that T and others bad about assimilation, conflict, 
linguistic and ethnic groupa, and ao on. That is, the paradigm 
was a result of a n  interaction between data and theory, an in- 
teraction sustained thrtiughout the entire pracess. 
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General Orien ta t ioas  

This was a community study and, as such, a basic assumption 
was made about the significance of locality-based relationships, 
both for individual citizens and,  from a sociological point of 
view, for an  adequate understanding of current social be- 
haviour in Canada. 1 a m  reminded of a statement by John R. 
Seeley and others made in Crestwood Xeights .  Crestwood 
Heights 

exists as a community because of the relationships 
that exist between people - relationships revealed 
in the functioning of the institutions which they 
have created: family, school, church, community 
centre, club, association, summer camp, and other 
more peripheral institutions and services. 

(Seeley, et al. 1956, pp. 3-4) 

So it was with Tecumseh. French Catholic, English Catholic 
and English Protestant  related to each other through a set of 
institutions and organizations created by them. The relation- 
ship between the local or community and extra-local systems 
was taken into account, acknowledging the very great extent t o  
which extra-local systems impinge on local communities. 

Nevertheless, the stated sjgnificance of locality remained 
an assumption that was not tested in this research. There was 
also a value component tied t o  this assumption - the belief on 
my part that locality-based relationships are an important and 
desirable aspect of the human condition. Opportunities for a 
greater breadth and depth of participation are more likely to  
occur either in city neighbourhoods or in towns and villages. 
These opportunities are dependent upon the continued exis- 
tence of local decision-making rn echanisms. Of course, such 
decisions must significantly affect the lives of local residents 
according to their definition of the situation. Otherwiae, local 
participation is but "as sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal." 

A social realist orientation may be added t o  the 
paradigm. In this atudy, 1 took the position that  members of 
social categories or collectivitiea are  "bound together in a 
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system of mutual influences which bas sufflcient character t o  
be described as a process" (Park and Burgess, 1921, p. 36). The 
very concepts, social category and collec tivity , emerged from 
this orientation. Though 1 trust that 1 did not reify these 
concepts, the orientation neverthelesa led t o  the decision to 
focus on social confiict rather than assimilation. 

Tt ia difficult to recall whether the  social realist * 
orientation developed in the course of early observations in the 
field or whether it was present in my mind to begin with. In  
any case, 1 did begin this work with asaimilation as a key 
concept, only later shifting to conflict relations. The literature 
on asaimilation directs one toward indicators which are 
attributes of individuals. In studies of French-English 
relations, language ia a typical example. The indicator, mother 
tongue or language used a t  home or some other variation, ia 
measured for each individual and then added giving an 
aggregate measure which is taken ta represent the degree of 
assimilation of a group. This operation yields only a partial 
picture. It tells us little about the way in which people who 
identify with and are identified aa members of social categories 
or collectivities interact with others in terms of auch identities. 

Early observations in the field led me away from a con- 
centration on individual attributes. What 1 aaw and heard 
were people dealing with eacb other in schools, churches, vol- 
untary associations and town halls on the basis of being identi- 
fied as French or English, Protestant or Catholic. Interaction 
took place in terms of perceived and red  collective interests 
and threats to those interests. Of more importance, the same 
people did not behave in the same way with each other on al1 
occasions. Given certain issues or events, memberahip in one 
or another category would be brought into play. Each 
individual occupies a multiplicity of rolea and seldom if ever 
acts out al1 simultaneously. To be French or English in 
Tecumseh is a social role. That role is activabd given certain 
conditions. Depending on a person's location in other systems, 
for example, social class, or occupational status,  and the 
presence of certain eventa, such as issues regarding language 
of instniction in secondary schoola, the role will be revived or 
remain dormant. The fact that  i t  remains dormant does not 
mean tha t  the individual ia assimilated nor that the collective 



representations emerging from the history of his or her group 
have disappeared. 

These observations led to social conflict as a more ade- 
quate perspective for dealing with interaction among people 
insofar as that interaction was based upon their membership in 
linguistically based categor-ies. The kinds of issues and events 
which appeared ta activate roles related t o  language and 
religion were those which had t o  do with collective interesb 
and threats to those interests. It was in this sense that 1 
stated earlier that conflict over language would be viewed not 
as the result of disgruntled malcontents, but as a conaequence 
of membership in parbicular social categories. Not al1 relation- 
ships between people and groups are conflict relations. For 
thia reason, it was necessary to specify those conditions which, 
when obsenied, would indicate the presence of a conflict situa- 
tion. The conditions required for a state of confîict to exist 
were prisited as foliows: 

1. two or more parties exhibiting a level of organization 
beyond that of simple aggregates or statistical 
categories; 

2.  two or  mare parties who must be in contact with each 
other; 

3. a state of resource scarcity andlor value incompatibil- 
ity. 

A problem ta which the literature on social conflict is fie- 
quently addressed is that of differentiating between conflict 
and other foms of interaction, eapecially between conflict and 
cornpetition. Park and Burgess used contact between 
individuals or groups as a key characteristic. 

Competition takes the form of conflict or rivalry 
only when it becomes consciaus, when cornpetitors 
identify one another aa rivals or as ene- 
mies .... Competition is a struggle between 
individuals who are not necessarily in contact and 
communication; while conflict is a contest in which 
contact is an indispensible condition. 
Park and Burgess 1921, pp. 507,574) 
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Robin Williams Jr., in a recent consideration of the problem. 
defines pure cornpetition as a situation in which each party is 
striving for the same object a t  the same time. I n  contrast, in 
pure conflict, each party'~  objective is to annihilate, defeat, or 
subjugate the other (Williams 1970, p. 218). This is acceptable. 
to a point. However, it pennits Professor Williams to  exclude 
incornpatibilities open t o  negotia tion, compromise and settle- 
ment from being considered as conflict. There is the common 
Qndency to view conflict only in terms of i ts  violent manifesta- 
tions. The discussion by Park and Burgess does not lead in 
this direction. Elections "in which we count noses when we do 
not break heads" are also taken as a form of conflict Park and 
Burgess 1921, p. 575) .  

The perspective implied in Williams' discussion does not 
permit one t o  deal with institutionalized conflicta that show 
considerable continuity. Z t  stresses, rather, the settlement of 
issues which, though catalysts, are but symbola of continuing 
states of conflict. "Conflict may assume the form of civil war, 
or of parliamentary debat., of a strike, or of a well-regulated 
negotiation" (Dahrendod 1959, p. 135). T t  is better to take the 
extent t o  which a conflict is regulated, t h e  intensity of a 
conflict, and the degree of violence as variables of conflict 
situations rather than ta posit various levels attained by these 
variables as different types of conflicta or different types of 
social relations. 

By adopting this orientation, one would tend not  t o  view 
every new manifestation of a continuing conflict with surprise, 
or attempt to deal with it as an  isolated event which, once set- 
tled, suggests that the conflict is over. Such has been the posi- 
tion of many Anglophones each time a school issue has ansen 
in one or another province. Since a similar issue was settled in 
1867, or  1927, or aome other date, it was aasumed that the 
conflict itself had been settled. The perspective adopted here 
assumed tha t  while the above conditions are met, a state of 
conflict exists. 

Before considering the conceptual framework, another 
value component of the paradigm merits atkntion. 1 have 
adopted a position on French-English relations which holda 
t h a t  pluralism is a desirable arrangement. Another way of 
stating the same thing is to Say that  1 do not favour assimîia- 
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tion. There is, 1 believe, a consistency between this value and 
that concerning locality-based relationships. The stress is on 
the quest for community a t  one level and heterogeneity at the 
national level. Nevertheless, the processes of industrialization 
and bureaucratization erode dlfferences, and tend to encourage 
uniformity. The present resurgence of ethnic and national 
identities is most likely a couriter-rnovement. 

In taking this position, 1 am likely to  find myse1.f in con- 
flict with another position to which I adhere. Empirically, ex- 
ploitation usually accornpaniee pluralism. This impedes 
equality. 1 am inchned to think that it is not possible to have a 
pluralism of national identity while a t  the same time 
maintaining an equality of opportunity. It is this inclination 
that argues strongly i.n favour of the secession of Quebec. 

The Conceptual fiamework 

A significant portion of this study was devoted t o  establishing 
the existence and characteristica of the three parties to the 
conii ict under consideration. The marshalling of evidence, 
historical and contemporary, about the forces of association 
and dissociation in Tecumseh was for the sole purpose of de- 
termining the presence of social categories or collectivities 
based on linguistic and religious affiliations. Two major sets of 
criteria were used; the objective criteria of observed interaction 
and the subjective cr i ter ia of definition of membership by self 
and others. 

Tt was then necessary to establish the fact of interaction 
among the parties q u a  parties. The introduction of the 
concepts of conflict agencies and agents a s  the links 
contributed to an understanding of t he  way in which the 
partie8 interacted. The final task was to note the existence of 
resource scarcity and incompatible values of the parties. 

This whole exercise atso provided a framework for de- 
scribing the people and institutions of Tecumseh, though ad- 
mittedly the description was Limited by the particular focus of 
the study. Nevertheless, we did get a picture of the life of the 
town through t w o  primary organizational dimensions, lan- 
guage and rebgion. Once -the required conditions were demon- 
strated, two genera1 questions were poaited. The first was 
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about the way in which conflicts Vary according ta involvement 
and commitment of party members, and according to  the types 
of action taken. i f  variations of this type could be 
dernonstrated, then the next question would direct Our 
attention toward those factors that conditioned the variations. 

Variations in ConflEct Intensity 

Certainly conflicts Vary in strength or force. The problem for 
the researcher is to specify what eventa permit judgements 
about the relative strength of a given conflict. That is, what 
are suitable indicators of this type of variation. 

Early observations i n  the field suggested that  the 
strength of a conflict varies along a t  least two dimensions 
which, though closely related, show some degree of 
independence. Several hours in Tecumseh were spent 
attending meetinga and conferences devoted ta the articulation 
of Franco-Ontarian interests. The numbers of people involved 
and the frequency of such meetinga suggested a variation in  
the extent to which party members were involved. At the same 
time, these sessions were quite calm; there were no 
threatening or intimidating statements directed at opponents; 
few press releases were made; and there were no efforts t a  
circulate petitions or organize demonstrations. In other words, 
members of one of the conflict parties appeared to  be fairly 
extensively involved. However, in terms of tactics used, the 
actions of the participants were extremely paasive. Theae 
observations suggest two variables to describe the strength of a 
conflict, intemity and militancy. 1 

The intensity of a conflict refers to the size of party in- 
volvement. If al1 the members of social categories or collectivi- 
ties in conflict were participants through confid agencies, the 
level of intensity would be at a maximum. We may assume 

1. This diatinction is baaed on Dahrendorfa conceptualization of intermi ty 
and violence which appeared unsatisfactory for the data under atudy. Hia 
notion of violence, for cxample, included al1 *manifestationam of conflict 
from peaceful discussion t6 the actual use of force. 1 prefemd ta uae the 
more general category of militancy to include the range of actions. from 
paesive ta violent (Dahrendorf, 1959, pp.212-219). 



that this m a x h u m  level is seldom reached, but the degree of 
intensity does appear to Vary according to certain other condi- 
tions. These will be discussed later. In contrast, militancy 
refera to the nature of specific acts directed against the oppo- 
nent rather than the extent to which people are involved in 
these acts. Militancy js the use of compelling or coercive mea- 
sures in the pursuit of party interests. 

Certainly, the two variablea are closely related. A certain 
degree of intensity would appear to be a prerequisite for mili- 
tant behaviour. Al1 other things remaining equal, militancy 
usually elicits a response in kind and may, therefore, increase 
the levei of intensity. RefenZng to Table 28, cells one, two, and 
four are empirically possible. The state suggested in cell three 
is assumed t o  be empirically rare. CelIs one and four corre- 
spond to the commonly made distinction between overt and 
covert conflict. In some cases, conflict per se is defined in 
terms of ce11 one and ce11 four is referred to as potential or 
latent conflict. We might now look at Chapter 6 in the light of 
the varying conditions represented in Table 28. 

Table 28 
Relationship Between Militancy and Intensity 

1. Intensity High 2. Intensity Rgh 
Militancy High Militancyhw 

3. Intensity Low 4. Intensity h w  
j 

The first task is to specify the indicators used. The foI- 
lowing items were taken as components of intensity: (1) the 
emergence of conflict agencies; (2) the extent to which agencies 
pursued the interests of their parties; and (3) the viability of 
the agencies thernselves. The observed appearance of new 
agencies and the quantity of agency activity in interest 
aggregation and articulation were the indicators of the first 
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two components. The size of agency memberships and the level 
of participation (attendance) were the indicators of viability. 

The components of militancy were: (1) the use of com- 
pelling or intimidating actions in the pursuit of party interests; 
and (2) the use of coercive or violent actions in the pursuit of 
party interests. An observed use of force ta injure or harm the 
opponent was taken as an indicator of coercion or violence. The 
use of petitions, demonstrations, and non-cornpliance were the 
indicators of cornpelling or intimidating acts. 

A decision was made to focus on issues related to educa- 
tion and, though this has been a very significant battleground 
for the contending parties, other spheres of activity have also 
generated issues in French-English and Catholic-Protestant 
conflict. The basis from which Catholic schools operated was 
established in Ontario in 1863. From Confederation to 1900, 
issues pertaining to Catholic schools were dealt with adminis-  
tratively. By the turn of the century, it was noted tha t  condi- 
tions in the society as a whole were beginning to place an in- 
creasing premium on education. Catholics were bound to press 
for an extension of previoua agreements. The granting of con- 
tinuation classes by the Department of Education raised the 
visibility of the issue itself. Pressure from Protestant groupa 
prompted the Minister to act against the way in which 
Catholics were using the new regulation. In summary, be- 
tween 1867 and 1900 both the intensity and militancy of the 
Catholic-Protestant conflict were a t  a low level, corresponding 
to ce11 four in Table 28. The intensity showed signa of increas- 
ing as Protestant agenciea started to move against Cotholic 
schoal privileges. 

Between 1900 and 1940, indicators of increasing inbnsity 
became more apparent. In 1931, a new conflict agency, the 
Catholic Taxpayers' Association of Ontario, was formed 
drawing the laity inta the struggle. Activity in Tecumseh in- 
creased as Francophone agencies joined with the C.T. A.O. 
Petitions were circulated throughout the province and in 
Tecumseh dunng the early thirties. Gounter petitions were 
put out by Protestant agencies. Catholic schools were an im- 
portant issue in the 1934 electiona with both parties heavily 
involved. During thie period, the situation corresponded to ce11 
two in Table 28; intensity was relatively high and there were 
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indications of a relatively low level of militancy. By the early 
forties, the  situation had again returned to a s ta te  of low 
interisity with little manifestation, if any, of militant activity. 

By the mid-fifties and into the sixties, several external 
factors contributed to increasing problems over financing 
Catholic education under existing arrangements and the  issue 
became more vjsible. The Catholic Parent-Teacher Association 
in Tecumseh and itn Francophone counterpart were becorning 
more and more involved with these problerns. A new agency, 
the Tecumseh Ca tholic Education Association, entered t h e  
pichire du ring the mid-sixties. Meetings were held throughout 
the region, student picketing was reported in Tecumseh and 
mass rallies were held in Toronto attended by Tecumseh stu- 
dents. Again, the pressure reached a peak during provincial 
elections. In 197 1, Tecumseh residents were heavily involved 
in the election on behalf of Catholic in terests. This period most 
certainly exhibited a relatively high level of intensity, and mil- 
itant behaviour seemed t o  be ninning a t  a higher level than 
during the thirties. 

The conflict over French  schooling followed a s h i l a r  
pattern to the Catholic school issue. In Ontario, a t  the time of 
Confederation, schools in which French was the  language of 
instruction were fairly well established. However, in contrast 
with Catholic education, the British North America Act leR de- 
cisiona on language of instruction to the provinces. The same 
conditions which had opened Catholic education to public view 
also affected French education. Education itseif was becoming 
increasingly important. Ironically, the Francophones' desire to 
improve their school system led to  an increasing visibility of 
the schools themselves and the  beginnhg of several ministerjal 
inquiries. 

From this point on, we saw that events leading up to and 
following Regulation 17 showed increasing levels of intensity 
and militancy, the latter appearing to reach a higher level than 
in the case of Catholic education. Between 1900 and 1912, 
mass meetings and petitions, counter meetings and petitions, 
were common in and around Tecumseh. The formation of the 
A.C.F.E.O. in  1910 consolidated Francophone interests.  
English Catholics allied with English Protestants as French 
Catholics had allied with English Catholics in the thirties, 
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further increaaing involvement and extending the  conflict into 
church and parish. Strong attacks on the use of French in both 
spheres of institutional activity were mounted in Essex County. 

Regulation 17 reduced the recognition which French 
schools had held up to  Confederation. Under the leadership of 
the A.C.F.E.O. and groups of teachers and school trustees, 
Francophones mobilized against the regulation. The strategies 
employed - non-compiiance, petitions, and demonstrations - 
indicateted an increasing level of mili.tancy based on wide-spread 
involvement. Tecumseh was a focal point in the 1914 elections 
when local Consenratives refused to nominate an incumbent 
cabinet minister. Some concessions on the part of the gavern- 
ment in 1927 started the process of returning the issue to 
negotiation. 

During the thirties, the resources of both French and 
English Catholics were concentrated on the Catholic school is- 
sue. As far as French schooling wae concerned, a system of 
confïict agents evolved aa a means of managing local issues. 
The conflict had moved from a situation best represented by 
cell one in Table 28 to ce11 four. The level of intensity started 
to climb again during the late fihies. The first indicator in 
Tecumseh was the formation of the Aasociation de Parents et 
d'Instituteurs as  Francophones moved out of the predomi- 
nantly Anglophone Catholic Parent-Teacher Aasociation. 
Thete waa a severe and obvious threat to  French education in 
Tecumseh as the proportion of Anglophones in the population 
rapidly increased. 

It was not until the mid-sixties, when pressure on sec- 
ondary echools brought Francophones into direct contact with 
public schaol boards, that the situation began fa move from the 
state represented in ce11 four to ce11 two. There was very little 
if any militant activity in Tecumseh as  compared with that in 
Cornwall and Sturgeon Falls, for example. However, the in- 
tensity did increase aa the regional A.C.F.E.O. and the new 
French-language advisory cornmittees presaed for a French 
aecondary school in Tecumseh. 

This summary has highlighted the rnanner in which 
conflicts Vary in strengtb amrding t o  the level of inbnsity and 
militancy shown at  any given time as  membera of one or an- 
other party mobilize through conflict agenciea to meet partic- 



ular issues. lt was impossible, however, to  discuss these varia- 
tions without refeming to  other factors which interacted with 
them. 

Factors Influencing the Intensity and Militancy of ConJZicts 

1 have frequently referred t o  factors extemal to, but influenc- 
ing, the system under study. If we take the three parties as 
identified, their interaction, and relevant issues as a system, 
then extemal factors are those which are not directky a part of 
that system. The fact that values and practices concerning ed- 
ucation rapidly changed a t  the turn of the century was not in 
itself a manifestation of French-English or Protestant-Catholic 
relations. However, these new values and practices, as was 
noted in Chapter 6, did influence the relationship between 
these social categories. If one assumed the fact of Catholic 
andhr French education and  also those value orientations 
which translate the f a d  into a right, then requests by Catholics 
and Francophones for an extension and improvement of their 
achool systems simply followed from those changes in educa- 
tion in general. However, requests of this type served to raise 
the public visibility of the fact so that the issue could be and 
was perceived as a threat t o  the majotity's concept of its place 
in the scheme of things. 

One must not underestimate the importance of visibility. 
As I have stated many times before, social conflicts are mani- 
fested through speci fic issues. Issues are solved or settled but, 
to the extent that the parties remain intact and the conditions 
for conflict rernain unsettled, the confli& itself is not resolved. 
People are inclined to assume tha t  when an issue has been set- 
tled, the conflict hm been resolved. What has happened is that 
in settling the issue, methods which permit the parties to deal 
witb each other have evolved. French-Ianguage advisory 
cornmittees have been established, or "continuation classes" 
pemitted, or French and English inspactors appointed, but 
these mechanisms for regulating confhct only reduce the visi- 
bility of the parties and their demands. The oppoeition is once 
more satisfied only to rise in a state of indignation when they 
discover anew, as a new issue surfacee, that the parties and 
their demanda are st2L intact. 
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The operative variable in this discussion in imtitutwnal- 

ization. The extent to which conflicts are regulated is a com- 
mon theme in the literature. Through regdatory devices some 
"conflicts [are] programmed for continuation" (Horowitz 1963, 
p. 183). Robert Dubin, in an  analysis of industrial conflict, 
suggested that institutionalization is an inevitable outcome of 
continuous conflict situations (Dubin 1957, p. 187). To Ralf 
Dahrendorf, "conflict regulationn ie "in many waya [al most 
crucial factor affecting the ernpirical patterns of class conflict" 
(Dahrendorf 1959, p. 223). 

An institutionalized conflict is one in which a set of regu- 
lationa (rules or noms) and a set of positions and roles emerge 
ta define and stabilize the relationship between the contenders, 
permitting each to interact with its opporient with some pre- 
dic tab i l i ty .  Accept ing t h e  s t a t e m e n t  t h a t  
"institutionalization ... js clearly a matter of degree," i t  follows 
that some conflicts rnay be more institutionalized than others 
or, over a period of time, any one conflict may show variations 
in institutionalization [Parsons 1951, p. 39). It is  in this sense 
that institutionalization is viewed a s  a variable. 

Labour-management relations provide a ready example of 
institutionalized confiict. 30th parties are recognized; their 
interests are considered legitimate and forma1 channela of 
communication are available for the articulation of these inter- 
ests. Once institutionalized, a conflict is more likely to 
continue as the parties develop a mutual interest in each 
other's survival (Kahn-Freund 1964, p. 201). Thus, institu- 
tionalization doea not resolve a conflict, in the sense of elimi- 
nating it. 

In the paradigm under discussion, institutionalization 
was taken as an independent variable of the intensity and mil- 
itancy of a conflict. Sirice inatitutionaiization involvea recog- 
nizing or legitimizing the contending parties and developing 
methods to deal with various isaues as they arise, we can hy- 
pothesîze that though the intensity of a mnflict over a particu- 
lar iaaue is likely to lessen as demands are acknowledged and 
rules developed, a minimum level of intensity will persist so 
long as the parties remairi intact. Zn contrast, we would exped 
institutionalization strongly to affect militancy. Militant 
strategy aima for recognition of demanda which, once met, re- 
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duces militant activity. These relations are expressed in Table 
29. 

In order to observe the operation and effects of institu- 
tionalization in an empirical setting, i t  was necessary to specify 
the components of the concept and suitable indicators. At the 
empirical level, institutionalization refers ta: 

1. a mutual recognition of the legitimacy of each party; 
2. a mutual recognition of the legitimacy of the clairns of 

each party; and 
3. available and mutually acceptable channels of 

communication for dealing with interesta and claims. 

Table 29 
Influence of Institutionalization on Intensity and Militancy 

Low Level of Egh  Level of 
Institutionalization Institutionalization 

1. Tnknsity High 2. Intensity High 
Militancy High Militancy Eow 

3. Intensity Low 4. Intensity Law 
Militancy High Militancy Low 

The presence of confhct agents as previoualy defined was taken 
as an indicator of components two and three. Legal acts, such 
as legislation and court deciaions, also attested to the presence 
or absence of mutual recognition. The recognition of claims 
was inferred from documents and activities which implicitly or 
explicitly indicated that agreements had been reached or nego- 
tiations cornmenced. 

Throughout our description of the Catholic and French 
school situations, we noted the shiRing of the levels of i.ntensity 
and militancy h response t o  increasing and demeasing levels of 
institutionalization. Catholic schools were explicitly recognized 
or legitimized in the Scott A d  of 1863 and in the 8ritish North 
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America Act, and Catholic members of the government and the 
legislature acted as  conflict agents. 

As education became increasingly important, the problem 
of financing under existing agreements and the desire to  ex- 
tend Catholic schools to the secondary level became more 
salient. Existing agreements had to be challenged, but in 80 
doing the visibility of the issue was increased and the 
opposition perceived a threat t o  its position. This placed a 
heavy strain on the delicate balance of legitimacy achieved 
through previous arrangements. 

As the situation moved into the thirties, the intensity had 
increased considerably and the level of militancy starteci to 
clirn b, though kept in check through a continuing minimum 
level of institutionalization. Nevertheless, the who'le systern of 
regdation was in danger of collapse as the contenders strug- 
gled over the very legitimacy of Catholic schools, no longer 
dealing with lower-level issues within an accepted framework 
of recognition and mediation. 

By 1936, certain conceasions indicated a partial recogni- 
tion of Catholic clairns and seemed to guarantee the continued 
efistence of Catholic schools, even though under considerable 
financial strain. A salaried official was appointed to deal with 
the govenment on behalf of Catholic interesta and the gov- 
ernment found the  means t o  handle some of the financial 
problems through departmental rather than legislative action. 
Slowly, new legialation was introduced, but always avoided di- 
rect reference to Catholic schoola. During the 1960'a, the pro- 
cess commenced again, culminating in the 1971 elections. 

French schooling foilowed a similax pattern. In practice, 
French schools were recognized up t o  Confederation and a 
system of conflict agena had developed, especialIy through the 
use of the dual inspectorate. Though Ontario continued im- 
plicitly t o  recognize these schools, they were not  considered in 
the British North America Act. Gradually, as we saw, the le- 
gitimacy of French schools was challenged, concluding with 
Regulation 17. The regdation reduced the degree of recogni- 
tion previously in effect and reduced the effectiveness of the 
dual inspectorate. Comespondingly, the level of intensity in- 
creased, as did the level of militant activity. In effect, 
Regulation 17 de-institutionalized the conflict. Militancy less- 
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ened as i t  became apparent that Regulation 17 would be modi- 
fied through negotiation. The intensity remained a t  a rela- 
tively high level until the new arrangements were weU estab- 
lished and the  interests of Francophones turned to Catholic 
schooling. 

We examined the operation of the complex system of 
conflict agents which developed as a result of the modification 
of Regulation 17. Inspectors, principals and vice-principals, 
along with board members in Tecumseh, functioned t a  deal 
with and control local issues arising over the operation of 
French classes. In 1968 the government responded relatively 
quickly with httle opposition ta the demands made in the early 
sixties. The increasing intensity and miiitancy following this 
legislation is interesting. Regarding institutionalization, the 
legislation legitimized French schools as such and provided for 
additional institutional means for their  development. 
However, thia served to open the issue at  the local community 
level and, where secondary schoolrs were concerned, put the 
demands of Francophones i n  a system which had not 
previously developed institutional means for their mediation. 
This leads us ta a consideration of a class of variables which 
could appropriately be termed communjty variables. 

At the local leveI, the most obvious factors that would 
have considerable bearing on the topic are demographic. 
Communities can be described according ta the  way in which 
certain characteristics of their populations are distributed. A t  
one extreme, a municipality in Ontario without a Francophone 
population would hardly experience conflict between 
Francophones and Anglophones a t  the local level; nor, a t  the  
other extreme, would a rnunicipality in which only 
Francophones wsided. 

Communities of the above type may find themselves in- 
volved in confl.icts at the regional or provincial level. This was 
the case in Tecumseh during the events leading up to 
Regulation 17, when the town was basically French and 
Catholic. It  faced, as  a total community, a hostile external en- 
vironment. The character of the conflid in Tecumseh began to 
change as its population changed. These changes affected the 
situation in two ways. Firstly, the proportion of Anglophones 
gradually increased so that Tecumseh Francophones had to  
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deal with the opposition internally as well as externally. Apart 
from the extreme cases, the proportion of each category will 
have some bearing on local conflicts, Indeed, a certain number 
of both groups is required in order ta generate locally based so- 
cial categories or collectivities. To see the relation between 
proportion and intensity, one need only compare Essex County, 
with 8.5 percent of its population reporting F'rench as their 
mother tangue, to Nipissing (Sturgeon Falls) with 32.8 percent, 
and  the Stormont-Dundas-Glengary region (Cornwall) with 
30.7 percent (Censw of Canada 1971). 

Secondly, it is also important to consider the religious di- 
mension. In Tecumseh, insofar as elementary schooling was 
concerned, connict over language of instruction did not become 
a local issue until sufficient English Catholics were included in 
the population to generate a social category. English 
Protestants in Tecumseh simply did not corne into contact with 
Francophones over school issues. The whole history of French- 
English conflict was therefore played out locally within the 
pansh and its related institutions. English Protestants only 
came i n to  contact with Francophones in the sixties when the 
issue moved to the secondary school level, but even there it was 
a t  the county rather than the local community level. LocaUy 
then, the conflict took on some of the charaderistica of a farnily 
quarrel with all the interpersonal bitternese that accompanies 
conflict between people closely tied together (Coser 1956, pp. 
60-65). 

A t  the same time, the presence of English Catholics 
pIaced a check on intensity. From the perspective of individu- 
al8 and their commitments to  roles, English and French 
Catholics in Tecumseh were subjected to certain cross-pres- 
sures. An English Catholic was open to  the interests and pres- 
suree of English versus French Canadians. As a Catholic, s/he 
had a cornmitment to  Catholic interests which were shared 
with Francophones and opposed to  Protestant interesta, the 
praponents of which were almost totally Anglophone. The 
English Catholic, therefore, formed a connecting link between 
English Protestant and French Catholic on al1 but the school 
isaue. Another factor may be introduced here. Ln our consid- 
eration of significant issues in Tecumseh in 1966, a set of gen- 
eral issues apart from French-EngIish and Catholic-Protestant 
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conflict was noted. These were referred t o  as community 
issues, Tt was suggested that if these issuea were sufficiently 
attractive, whether people were French or English, Protestant 
or Catholic, tbey would be drawn together into other systems. 
This suggeats a variable which haa received considerable 
attention in the literature. It  refers to the extent Co which 
obligations and memberships criss-cross over several social 
categories in the life of the community (Coleman 1957, p. 22; 
Coser 1956, p. 78; Williams 1964, p. 369; Dahrendorf 1959, 
p.213; Gluckman 1963, pp. 1-4; Galtung 1966 p. 149). A 
considerable number of criss-crossing memberships w i l  check 
the extent to  which many individuals can commit themselves 
t o  categories involved in a given conflict system, thereby 
moderating the level of intensity, This is incorporated into our 
schema in Table 30. 

Table 30 
Influence of Institutionalization and Criss-Crossing 

Memberships on Intensity and Militancy 

Low Level of High Level of 
Tnstitutionalization Tnstitutionalization 

Little 1. Intensity High 2. Intensity High 
Criss-crossing Militancy High Militancy Law 

Extensive 3. Intensity Low 4, Intensity Low 
C i  ss -mosshg Militancy Wigh Militancy Low 

A final factor suggested by the Tecumseh data, to  which I 
have already referred, is the autonomy of local systems. The 
concepts of vertical and horizontal patterns of organization 
provided a useful means for dealing with the problem of the 
erosion of Iocally based authority on key issues. A community's 
vertical pattern is defmed aa "the structural and functional 
relations of its various social units and aub-systems to  extra- 
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community systems" (Warren 1963, p. 161). Horizontal pat-  
terns refer to "the structural and functional relations of various 
social units and sub-systems to  each other " (Warren 1963, p. 
162). 

If the horizontal pattern ia weak, that is, if decisions con- 
cerning issues crucial t o  the community require the interven- 
tion of the vertical system, then the interest-articulating activ- 
ity o f  local conflict agents and agencies will take place in extra- 
local systems. The actual confrontation will, in this case, take 
place in Toronto or some regional centre rather than in 
Tecumseh. Agents and agencies located elsewhere will carry 
on the conflict, with little need for the involvement of local citi- 
zens in relation to each other. Thus, the stronger the horizontal 
pattern on a given issue, the greater the possibility of an 
intense conflict a t  the local level. 

The general trend over the period covered in Chapter 6 
was toward an increasing weakening of the horizontal pattern 
of organization. Nevertheless, a t  different penods and given 
variations in the charader of particular issues, the role of local 
units iri relation to each other varied in both directions. The 
decision to create a separate school district or to introduce 
French classes or schools remains, for the most part, a local 
prerogative. However, the limita placed on these systems in 
contrast with public and Anglophone schools dictated tha t  
decisions on future development were a prerogative of the 
vertical system. To extend Catholic scbooling to the secondary 
level or t o  increase the revenue of separate school boards were 
issues which had to be dealt with a t  the provincial level. 
Protestant and Catholic seldom confronted each other locally 
over Catholic schooling. 

There was another aspect of Chia dimension. Those orga- 
nizations which I identified as conflict agencies had themselves 
tended toward centralization, eroding the contribution of local 
branches. During the mid-sixties, Tecumseh Catholics througb 
their C.P.T.A.'s could do little more than discuss issues and 
make recommendations to regional and provincial offices. This 
was, of course, rnainly due to the fact that the decisions re-  
quired to meet Catholic demands had to  be made in Toronto, 
not Tecumseh. But it was also due t o  the "branch plant" 
orientation of large scale voluntary associations. To un- 
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derstand this, we need only contrast the mid-aixties with the 
thirties. A swge of local activity followed the bishops' decision 
to  involve the laity in the struggle for Catholic schools. 
Massive campaigns defined the issues, and provided the means 
for extensive local participation. Decisions about goals and 
strategies required local input; local intensity increased under 
the combined effect of decreasing institutionalization and 
strengthening of the horizontal pattern. Ironically, the 
agencies generated during this period themselves centralized; 
executive cornmittees simply replaced biahops. The 
disappearance of the C.P.T,A.'s in Tecumseh in the seventies 
was partly due to the apathy generated by th* process. 

The conflict over French schooling followed a somewhat 
djfferent course. Until the forties Tecumseh was, for al1 
practical purposes, a French Catholic community. Interna1 
conflict insofar as these issues were concerned was  absent. 
Nevertheless, the intensity was high during the events sur- 
roundjng Regulation 17  when the town as a total unit con- 
fronted the vertical syshm.  Until1968, the establishment and 
operation of French classes within Tecumseh schools was a lo- 
cal matter. This served to maintain a certain level of intensity 
as French Catholic confronted English Catholic. The 1968 
legislation further institutionalized the situation, but leR the 
question of secondary schooling to local boards. It was over 
secondary schooling that  the intensity increased aRer 1968 as 
French-language advisory committms clashed with county and 
regional public school boards. 

Francophone agencies then pressured the govemment to 
remove decision on this right, as it  was defined, out of the hori- 
zontal system in order to guarantee French seconday school- 
ing where appropriate and reduce the possibiiity of local con- 
flicts. n e  1972 Miniaterial Commission recognized this prob- 
lem: 

The Commission wishes, in fact, to afirm its belief 
in the value and importance of the principle of local 
autonomy in education. It notes, that this principle 
must he reconciled in reasonable ways with the re- 
spansibility of the province to ensure that fair and 
equitable treatment is given to the official language 
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minority and that  no board acts in a n  unjust and 
arbitrary manner against the needs and wishes of 
th& rninonty. 

(Ministerial Commission 1972, pp. 21-22) 

By 1973, taking al1 factors into consideration, Tecumseh had 
reached a state best characterized by cell four, Table 31. 
During the seventies, i t  is tme that  the level of intensity in- 
creased slightly in response ta the secondary school question, 
and may continue to  increase if Francophones move t o  estab- 
lish a composite French language elementary school as they 
seemed t o  be preparing to  do. This will move the situation 
closer t o  ce11 two, but the level of intensity will be held in check 
by a fairly extensive criss-crossing of loyalties. 

This, then, is proposed as a paradigm for the analysis of 
community conflict. T h e  total paradigm evolved out of the re- 
search itself, out of an interaction between the literature on 
social conflict, the data collected in Tecumseh, and my own 
thinking and values. To tes t  its emcacy requires comparative 
studies of several communities. 

Conflict and Assimilation 

Professor Coser, in his consideration of the funetions of social 
conflict through analysis of the work of Georg Simmel, dis- 
cussed a widely accepted proposition on the formation and per- 
sistence of social groups. He noted that: 

Confict sets boundaries between groups within a 
aocial system by strengtbening group conçcimsness 
and awareness of separatenesa, t h u ~  establishing 
the identity of groups within the system. 

(Coser 1956, p.34) 

Earlier we discussed forces of association and dissociation, 
looking a t  the way in which the categories of language and re- 
ligion divide people at  the local level. The resulting formation 
of social categories was posited a s  one of the conditions for 
conflict relations. The intensity of a confiict aituation was 
defined in terms of increasing involvement of category 



members through conflict agencies. In other words, the greater 
the intensity of a confl.ict, the stronger the boundaries between 
the participating groupa and the greater the extent to  which 
the participants identify wi th these groups. 

Table 31 
Schematjc Presentation of Variables for the Analysis of 

Community Conflict 

Low Level of High Levet of 
Tnstitutionalization Znstitutionalization 

Little 1. Intensity High. 2. Intensity High Strong 
Criss- Militancy E g h  Militancy L a w  Horizontal 
crossing Pattern 

Extensive 3. Intensity Low 4. Intensity Low Weak 
Cziss- Miiitancy High Milihncy Low Horizontal 
crossing Pattern 

The extent to  wbich a conflict becomes instihtionalized 
plays an interesting role in boundary maintenance. Rrst ,  in- 
stitutionalization controls the Ievel of militancy and, to  a 
certain extent, modifies intensity. However, insofar as 
institutionalization involves the legitimation of the participat- 
hg parties and their interests, it contributes t o  a continuity of 
the parties, of colIective boundaries and corresponding identi- 
ties. The kinds of social categories with which this work has 
dealt were based on nationality, language, and religion. Tt is 
these kinds of groupirigs to which the concept of assimilation is 
generally applied. A simple translation, from the vocabulary of 
assimilation to the vocabulary of conflict suggests that a highly 
intense conflict reduces the level of assimilation and that an 
institutionalized conflict mitigates the force of assimilation, 

To appreciate fully the relationship between assimilation 
and conflict, it is necessary t o  introduce a conceptual 
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diatinction which has become fairly cornmon in the literature 
on assimilation. 1 refer to  the distinction between cultural and 
structural assimilation. The distinction has been made by a 
number of scholars working in this area (Breton 1964; 
Eisenstadt 1954; Gordon 1964; Rosenthal 1960; Vall4e 1957). 
Milton Gordon refera to "cultural or behavioural assimilationn 
and "structural assimilation." The former is defined as the ex- 
tent to which members of one ethnic group take on the beliefs, 
values, and general cultural patterns of another; the latter, as 
the extent t o  which members of one group participate in the 
"cliques, clubs, and institutions of the host society" (Gordon 
1964, p. 71). Eisenstadt advances a siniilar distinction between 
"acculturation," which refera to "the extent t o  which the im- 
migrant learns various roles, norms, and customs of the ab- 
sorbing ~ociety" and "institutional dispersion," referring to "the 
migrant group as such, and ita place in the social structure of 
the absorbing society" (Eisenstadt 1954, pp. 12-13). Raymond 
&eton's concept of "institutional cornpleteness" is similar t o  
Gordon's "s t ructural  assimilation* and Eisenstadt 's  
"institutional dispersionn (Breton 1964). 

Thia study, insofar as i t  has dealt with the development 
and maintenance of social categories, incorporates the notion of 
structural assimilation and its opposite, structural separation. 
To return ta the conflict variables, institutionalization, though 
maintaining a certain level o f  structural separation, would 
promote cultural assimilation in that it solidifies lines of 
contact and communication. I mjgbt add that conflict itself 
requires contact and communication and therefore contributes 
to cultural aasimilation. Wowever, a conflict in which high 
levels of intensity and militancy are exhibited would a t  least 
retard, perhaps reverse, the procesa of structural assimilation. 
Thus, those factors which contribute to the intensity and 
militancy of a codict  also retard the process of structural 
asahilation. 

Any factor which serves to increase the viaibility of a par- 
ticular issue in a conflict will also pokntially influence the 
process of structural assimilation. Also, the  centralizing 
tendency of large acale voluntary associations, by promoting a 
weakening o f  the horizontal system, contributes t o  a 
modification of intensity a t  the local level, and permita 
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structural assimilation. More concretely, the desire of Franco- 
Ontarian conflict agencies t o  remove from local school boards 
decisiona on the creation of French schoola reduces the 
intensity of local conflicts. This, in turn, stimulates structural 
assimilation. But, few would be prepared consciously to 
stimulate local conflict in order t o  maintain group boundanes. 

The efficacy of the conflict mode1 is that it permits one to 
capture the reality of boundary-maintenance activity, and of 
people xesponding to historical forces of association and 
dissociation. The emphasis is on interaction and intergroup 
relations. In  contrast, assimilation studies, which stress the 
measurement of individuals' a t t r ibutes  as  indices of 
assimilation, fail t o  capture the collective base of intergroup 
relations, and stress the problems of one or another party 
abstracted from the relationships between parties. 

Tecumseh, Ontario 

Francophones as  a collectivity have maintained a tenuous hold 
in Tecumseh despite the overwhelming Anglophone influence. 
Using language as a n  index, we eaw tha t  Tecumseh 
Francophones, though not as strong as their confreres in the 
Ottawa Valley and northeastern Ontario, have maintained an 
amazing viability against the extreme pressure of angLicization 
in the Detroit-Windsor metropolitan cornplex. It  was when we 
focused on interaction and institutional patterns that we saw 
the categories of language and religion being arranged and re- 
arranged over time and according to the issues of the moment. 

The linguistic and religious categories have meaning only 
in an historical conte*. They are important in Tecumseh be- 
cause of French-English and Catholic-Protestant contacts and 
the nature of those contacts throughout Canada. Tecumseh 
presented us with one local expression of a national drama. 
The dialogue and the conflict continues at the federal and 
provincial levela of social organization, but insofar as the  
consequences affect peopIeYs daily lives, they are played out at 
the local or community level of social organization. The church 
which Tecumseh citizens atknd,  the organizations to which 
they belong, the people with whorn they interact, the school to 
which they send their children and the interests which they 
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consider worbh defending are all influenced by the hiatorical 
fact of French-English relations in Canada. 

In studies of this nature, the individual is necessarily lost 
as one considers positions, roles, and collectivities. Tbere is a 
certain danger, therefore, in forgetting or perhaps just ignoring 
the fact that i t  is individuals who are affected by and affect the 
dynamics of the collective experience. There are many 
Francophones in their late fifties and sixties in Tecumaeh who 
attended school during the tirne Regulation 17 was in force. 
Their skills in reading and writing in French are quite limited, 
far more so than those who attended school before or after the 
modification of that  regulation. There are English Catholics in 
their late forties who were sent t o  the public school because 
"the separate school was too French." These experiencea 
influence later interaction patterns, values and opinions. 

The problem of identity is great. Conaider a child who is 
brought up dunng the first ten years of his or her life in a de- 
cidedly French atmosphere. One's mother Longue becomes part 
of one's conception of oneself. S h e  soon begins to learn as S h e  
attends French classes in a predominantly English school that 
in some way his or her identity is inferior t o  that of the others; 
al1 the important things are done in the other language. Who 
then is she?  If dhe is a child of working-class parents, dhe wiil 
probably adopt the other identity since work is done in English. 
Slhe will not have had the opportunity to read French 
literature and perhaps the French press at home; if s/he 
attends high school s h e  may or may not enroll in French 
classes. A middle-class child might well follow the same route, 
but it is equaUy possible dhe wili follow the other route as slhe 
is encouraged by parents and teachers to be French. Z'here is 
no danger s h e  will not  learn English, but the rniddle-class 
route of organizations and participation may keep him or her 
within those institutional arrangements that support the 
continuity of the coliectivity. Whatever hïa or her clasa origina, 
identity will be problematic. It will be even more problematic 
when the child realizes tha t  historically neither s/he nor 
hidher people are immigranb, but subordinates in a country 
they caU their own. 

As 1 write these last few words, the Government of 
Quebec ha8 tabled Bill 22 in the National Assembly. Bill 22 de- 
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clarea French the oMicial language of the province, extending 
its use in education, commerce, public services, legal institu- 
tions, and the professions. This action is yet another manifes- 
tation of two centuries of French-English conflict. ALlowing for 
obvious variations by province and community, it must be 
viewed in the same context of relationships as Tecumseh or 
Sturgeon Falls, Ontario; Moncton, New Brunswick; or St. 
Boniface, Manitoba. Behind the new Quebec legislation are the 
same motives as those whjch sthulated reaction agajnst the 
restridions on French at the time of the conquest and attempt 
ta preçerve a language and a way of life on an overwhelmingly 
Anglophone continent. This statement is made with a full 
awareness of the numerical majority of French speakers in the 
Province of Quebec. 

The Act will be seen as a threat t o  the status of the 
English language and institutions. Objectively, the Act does 
carry such a threat, but the status which English has enjoyed 
vis-h-vis French in Quebec cannot be compared to the status 
held by the French language in Ontario before Regulation 17. 
It is true that Ontario has passed relatively progressive 
legislation on the status of French in education since 1968. 
But the French Ianguage does not possess the same status in 
Ontario public life as Engliçh has in Quebec. 

The pattern which reactions are likely to follow were 
apparent the day Bill 22 was tabled. The Parti québécois will 
oppose the bill on the ground that it provides insufficient 
protection for French (Le Jour, Montreal, May 22, 1974). 
Anglophones will also oppose the bill on the grounds that it is a 
threat to the status of English and English institutions. 
English Catholic and English Protestant educational organiza- 
tions early expressed their disapproval and fears (The Gazette, 
Montreal, May 22, 1974). The bill will undoubtedly be tested 
in the courts. The Quebec Anglophone press in May, 1974 read 
like the Franco-Ontarian press between 1910 and 1914, only 
the lsnguage had changed. Official bilingualism appears ta be 
an objective held only by Francophones outside Quebec and 
Anglophones within Quebec. Tt is not Wtely that QuébCcois will 
favour bilingualisrn since Canadians have shown littLe interest 
in it since 1867. 



Epilogue 

The struggle continues. The t r ends  pointed to in the first 
edition have held. The development of residential land during 
the ensuing decade opened Tecumseh to a significantly large 
in-migration of Anglophones, thus limiting the ability of the 
"old village" to maintain Francophone institutions and a visible 
use of French in everyday life. Nevertheless a remarkable 
tenscity remained. Taking the retention indices as evidence, 
between 1971 and 1981 Tecumseh dropped 12 pointa on the 
F.M.T. index, Windsor remained the same, suggesting an in- 
migration of Francophones from Tecumseh and the  
surrounding rural areas as well as from further f ie ld.  Essex 
and Kent Counties dropped by 2 pointa. On the more sensitive 
F.S.H. index Tecumseh dropped 12 points but remained higher 
than either Windsor or Essex and Kent. 

Putting this in the context of Ontario as a whole, the sit- 
uation remained surprisingly stable over the decade between 
1971 and 1981 with the proportions of those reporting "French 
Mother Tongue" and "F'rench Spoken at Home" decreasing by 
less than one percent. With regard to seleckd regions, Eastern 
Ontario exhibited significant increases while Northeastern and 
Southwestern On tario decreased alightl y on both indicators. 
Though the trends follow Richard Joy's "bilingual beltn thesis 
(19721, one rnust allow for the influx of French-speakers into 
the Ottawa-Carleton region in response to the federal poLicies 
on bilingualism and the influence of this fact on the province- 
wide language profile. 

One may adopt either a pessimistic or an optimistic view 
of these trends. An optimistic view would stress the observa- 
tion that French Ianguage communities have maintained 
themselvea and a sigriiîîcant French presence has held in the 
Province as a whoie in spite of the overwhelming force of 
EngZish in the market place, in entertainment, and in the me- 
dia. The obaervation may be explained with reference to the 
accommodations made over the past two decades. The Ontario 
Secondary Schools and Boards of Education Amendment Act 
and the Schools Administration Act of 1968 fmally gave full le- 
gitimacy to French language schools in the Province, an objec- 
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tive for whicb Franco-Ontarians had fought since the 1680's. 
The federa1 Official Languages Act of 1968-69 and ita accom- 
panying programmes supporting "official language minorities" 
further legitimated the use of French. To this we can add 
Ontario's recent Bill 8 extending French language services in 
the public domain. Each of these legislative measures h a s  in- 
creased the level of institutionalization between the two par- 
ties and, though ensuring their continuity, has reduced the 
intensity and militancy of the struggle. 

A pessimistic view would hold that this, in turn, weakens 
group boundaries, opening Franco-Ontario communities t o  
further deterioration. But there remains a counterforce, the 
"English backlashn which, insofar as i t  prompts a militant re- 
sponse from the other side, will perhaps do more to  maintain 
French language communities than to destroy them. 

During the 1987 summer election Ontario witnessed an 
exceptionally clamorous bacidash. Bill 8 had been passed prior 
t o  the election with agreement from al1 parties in the legisla- 
ture. It wasn't until the Consemative leader questioned the 
implications of the legislation in the subsequent election cam- 
paign that the backlash occurred. Bitingualism in Ontario be- 
came the riidden eledion issue." Under the encouragement of 
the Alliance for the Preservation of English in Canada, al- 
legedly 7,000 strong in Ontario, several townships and counties 
in Eastern Ontario voted to request a referendum ta repeal Bill 
8. Bill 8 remained intact, but one might expect the Ontario 
Govemment to proceed very cautiously with ita irnplementa- 
tion. 

Quebec's language legislation announcing French as the 
ofticial language and the opposition of Quebec Anglophones 
was frequently cited by the Alliance for the Preservation of 
English in Canada and its supporters as the principal rationale 
for its position. In  contrast, Franco-Ontarians have referred to  
the statua of English in Quebec as  a rationale for their 
demanda. The latter are closer to actual Linguistic practices in 
Quebec. Quebecer's receive all federal services in the language 
of their choice. In practice English Quebecers receive 
provincial services in English, at  ti.mes only if requested, but 
mainly as a matter of goodwiil. Such services are more likely 
t o  be found in regions where the Anglophone population is of 
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sufficient size ta warrant them. Ontario's Bill 8 doea no more 
with respect to the French language than is the current 
practice in Quebec with respect t o  English. 

In addition, a child of English-speaking Canadian parents 
may attend school from daycare to university in English. Tt is 
possible, in Montreal and surrounding regions, for a child t o  
grow up without a knowledge of French, and many do. On the 
other hand, Bill 101 gave French predominance, and as a re- 
sult, it is the English-speakers who are becoming bilingual as  
French-speakers in Ontario have been for the past century. 
Specific articles in Bill 101 have been and are being challenged 
in the courts. Presently regulations govening the use of lan- 
guages other than French on commercial signs are before the 
Supreme Court of Canada. The Anglophone position in this 
debate has been articulated by Alliance Quebec and several re- 
gional associations partially funded by the federal govern- 
ment's "official language minority" progiammes. 

The federal discourse on language, based as it is on a vi- 
sion of a bilingualbicultural Canadian nation. equaks the po- 
sition of Quebec Anglophones with Francophones outside of 
Quebec as "official language minorities." The use of the tem 
"rninority" frequently confuses numbers with power. n a n c o -  
Ontarians and Quebec Anglophones are minorities relative to 
the majority languages in each province. But what about the 
intersection of language and power? Do Franco-Ontarians as a 
category possess the same economic and political power as an- 
glophone Quebecers? Are Anglophones Quebecers perhaps leas 
of a minority on this dimension? Furthemore the concept of 
official language minorities ignores the context in which vari- 
ous languages corne to have predominance over others. The 
crucial issue is the linguistic reference group for Anglophones 
or Francophonea outside or inside Quebec. Table 32 is an at- 
tempt to  relate the federal officia1 language discourse to lin- 
guistic reference groups. 

Looked a t  this way, Anglophones in Canada as a whole 
are an official language majority within a linguistic msjority 
setting. Quebec Anglophones are  an official language minority, 
but in relation ta Canada and North America are in reality a 
majority. English in Quebec ia under Iittle threat. Conversely, 
Quebec Francophonea, though an officia1 language majority, in 
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like" tactics. During the 1985 election Frank Miller (the new 
Tory leader following the resjgnation of Mr. Davis) and 
William Davis were victims of militant protesters throughout 
the campaign and were frequently labeled "fascist" or uRitlern 
as they attempted to defend the policy. The new Liberal led 
minority government maintained the decision to  jmplement 
the policy, The decision is now before the  courts. 

The opposition has centered its argument in the cal1 for a 
universal and secular public educational system based upon 
the separation of church and state. Two other positions have 
quickly attached themselves to the rhetoric of a universal sys- 
tem. One is the anti-papist attitude buried deeply in the 
Ontario Protestant muid, a position frequently linked with the 
anti-French movement, and the other is the fear of teachers in 
the public system of losing jobs. The Ontario Secondary School 
Teachers Federation, public school boards, and the Protestant 
churches have mounted a militant campaign against the policy. 
It would be an error however t o  assume a lack of overlapping 
social categories on this issue. A proportion of Franco- 
Ontarians as well as EngIish Catholics, especially in the 
metropolitan regions, aupport a universal and aecular system 
as does a large proportion of the  citizenry of Quebec. On the  
other band, if such a system were to  be established in Ontario, 
one might speculate that the Protestant anti-papists would op- 
pose the move. Their objective is not to separate church and 
state but t o  elirninate the fknding of Roman Catholic separate 
schools. 
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